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USB for You and Me

Enhance your regulatory well-being
and help your lawyer do her job.
Barry Umansky comments.
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RCX220 solid-state recorder.
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in Seattle.
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V We send an Aphex Compellor
Model 320A to an engineer in
Michigan.

Results to Verify
Performance Claims
The format is

by Leslie Stimson

caught in a trap of

Key engineers on the standanis-setting
body looking at the feasibility of adopting in-band, on-channel digital audio
broadcasting for America's radio stations
now believe they have enough technical
information to make that decision.
The landscape has changed dramatically in the past year and ahalf. In early
2000, two companies were developing
IBOC DAB, and after reviewing tests
results from the companies, the
National Radio Systems Committee
said then it did not have enough information to determine scientifically
whether D30C was significantly better
than analog broadcasting.

its own making:
an aging audience
and no new music.
Meanwhile, spinners
like the Vinyl

Cobwebs Guys
challenge the
format online.

I

See TEST, page 5
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NEWSWATCH•
k.

EAS Big Part
Of WBOT Fines
WASHINGTON Radio One was considering its response in August to FCC
fines totaling $ 21,500 at WBOT(FM),
Boston.
The bulk of the fines were for failing
to install emergency alert system equipment and not having a public inspection file.
Radio One acknowledged it did not
have operational EAS equipment when
an FCC inspector came to the station.
The company said factors beyond its
control came into play. It said the station

had had no EAS equipment when Radio
One purchased the facility in late 1999,
that it ordered the equipment but shipping was delayed, and it had difficulty
hiring an engineer to install the equipment after the company's CE quit.
The commission said Radio One could
have asked to extend its temporary operating authority pending repair or replacement of EAS equipment but did not.
"Instead, WBOT simply operated
in violation of the rule," wrote FCC
Enforcement Bureau Chief David
Solomon in the forfeiture order.
"We do not find Radio One's difficulty in hiring staff to install the equipment or the departure of its director of

engineering to be circumstances warranting reduction or cancellation of the
forfeiture."
Radio One disputes the FCC's assertion that it had no public inspection file.

CCA to Rebuild
After Fire
FAIRBURN, Ga.
Commercial
Communication Associations Inc. is
helping customers again after a fire in
July destroyed its administrative offices.
An electrical short in a ceiling fan

BIG EASY

TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE
Easy to INSTALL

Easy to A FFORD!

•machine- tapped rack rails
•built-in top and bottom ventilation
•removable doors
•punchblock enclosure available
•compatible with Wheatstone Wiremax System
•available with type 66 or KroneTM blocks

•modular design for variety of configurations
•both standup and sitdown heights
•above counter turret accessories
•fast installation
•generous wireways
•built-in levellers

caused the July 23 fire. No one was hurt.
CCA Chief Financial Officer Connie
Fultz said the company lost some
s
lei:oeas', but recovered others from its
computer hard drives.
The transmitter manufacturer is operating out of three trailers on the site while
waiting to tear down the damaged portion
of the building and rebuild. Production
and assembly areas were "relatively unaffected" by the blaze, said CCA.
The address and telephone number
remain the same: 360 Bohannon Rd.,
Fairburn, GA 30213. Phone (770) 9643530.
The company has been under new
ownership since early in 2000. The current president and owner, Scott Benton,
took over CCA at that time after the previous owner filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy and a bank foreclosed on the
company.
See NEWSWATCH, page 8
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Nonprofit Gives Pubcasters aLift
Pubcaster Broker Aims to Position Public
Radio to Get More Frequencies More Quickly
by Naina N. Chernoff
LONGMONT, Colo. Public radio stations looking to acquire anew channel in
their markets or buy new digital equipment can get quick financial help from
what may be the industry's first broker
designated for public broadcasting.
Public Radio Capital opened its doors
in July. It has helped negotiate a $4.2
million deal for Colorado Public Radio
and is helping The Johns Hopkins
University sell its station, WJHU(FM) in
Baltimore, for areported $5million.
Three public radio industry veterans,
Susan Harmon, Marc Hand and Bruce
Theriault, created the nonprofit organization to help pubcasters acquire more stations in their own markets, purchase
upgraded or digital equipment and grow
the number of public radio listeners. All
three are managing directors of PRC.
A vehicle for channels
Because ut their varied experiences at
public radio stations, Harmon said she
and her fellow managing directors understand the market and its needs.
For several years, Harmon served in
station management and administration,
while Hand worked in the areas of
finance, management, and station acquisitions and Theriault specialized in
administrative and financial affairs as
well as strategic planning.
The three managed the development of
Public Radio Capital from concept to
launch at the Station Resource Group,
which spun out PRC.
Total listeners is an estimated 22 million people a week among the approximately 400 pubcasters that are qualified
for funding from the Corporation For
Public Broadcasting.

Many pubcasters

Station values, commercial as well as
noncommercial, were starting to rise and
$13 million was a lot of money at the
time, one public radio source said.
"I don't think anyone in public radio
was prepared to come up with that kind
of money."
According to Harmon, educational
institutions have long viewed their licenses as assets to be sold to the highest bidders, often commercial or religious
broadcasters, thus those frequencies are
lost to public radio.
There are approximately 2,000 total
noncoms in the United States.
Aside from the 400 CPB-qualified stations, about 1,600 stations are licensed by
municipalities, schools, colleges and religious organizations. Should those organizations decide to give up their licenses,
PRC is ready to help other pubcasters try
to acquire them.
Though there hasn't been much movement in that market within recent years,
Harmon said, she believes sales will
occur more often as these organizations
refine their focus and determine whether
they are prospering in the radio business.
Whether pubcasters have to participate
in auctions of commercial frequencies is
still aquestion. In July, a federal court
agreed with National Public Radio and
other non-corn broadcasters and reversed
an earlier FCC decision that said noncoms had to participate in auctions for
commercial frequencies. Noncoms are
exempt from auctions for frequencies in
the reserved portion of the FM band.

try and pools them in Colorado.
For Colorado Public Radio, PRC
negotiated and structured a $4 million
letter-of-credit-backed variable rate taxexempt bond that provided aconsiderable
annual savings over conventional debt
financing, according to Colorado Public
Radio President Max Wycisk.

PRC's Bruce Theriault on the summit of
Sahale Peak in North Cascades, Wash.
Unlike other brokers Colorado Public
Radio has used to buy five other stations,
Wycisk said PRC is focused on the public
service side of the public radio industry.
"PRC explains to financial people that
public radio is economically viable and
that justifies being able to lend money,"
Wycisk said. "They are able to bridge the
noncommercial broadcast world with the
financial world."
PRC intends to use the same model of
pooled financing as well as traditional
bank loans to help stations pay for

expansion projects including new equipment and renovations. The group also
plans to help put together financing
packages for public radio as well as television stations wanting to make digital
equipment purchases.
The financing, Harmon explained,
would complement any capital funds stations receive through Public Telecommunications Facilities Program grants or
listener donations.
Though PRC has yet to work on an
expansion project, it is assembling ateam
to provide those types of funding services, which, Harmon expects, smaller
pubcasters will most likely use.
Public radio benefactors
In an effort to grow public radio's audience to its fullest extent, Harmon said she
and her partners would even be willing to
acquire at-risk channels. PRC would not
operate any of the stations. It would
arrange for other public broadcasting stations to manage the channels. When PRC
hears of a station that is being sold, the
group moves quickly to educate the interested buyer in financing methods.
It was through their networking connections, Harmon said, that PRC found
out that WJHU(FM), Baltimore, apublic
radio station licensed by The Johns
Hopkins University, was on the selling
block earlier this year.
The university hired PRC to help
find an appropriate buyer. PRC helped
the university set up an application and
then evaluate interested buyers and is
now helping its client close on a deal

/

STOP

Competition
The FCC has several options, including appealing the decision. The commission was reviewing its options in late
August.

PULLING
YOUR HAIR
OUT OVER
VOICEMAIL!!

haven't gone after

channels in the past because the process is so
quick and many of them don't have the capital.

"When there is one more station (in a
market), there's more listeners," said
Harmon. "We hope PRC will be avehicle
for getting new channels and program
services for public radio."
Although some public radio stations
have used brokers in the past to help
them acquire new stations, PRC says it's
the first entity to devote itself to brokering for pubcasters and helping public
radio amass more channels and offer
more programming.
Demand for such a group can be
traced back to at least 1997, when noncommercial WDCU(FM) in Washington
sold for $ 13 million to C-SPAN by the
financally troubled University of the
District of Columbia after religious
broadcaster Salem Network backed out
of the deal.

Harmon and her partners will help
public radio managers compete against
commercial stations for new channels
they might never have gone after by monitoring the industry to find out which stations are being sold, raising funds for
pubcasters quickly and finding the least
expensive method of financing.
Many pubcasters, Harmon said,
haven't gone after channels in the past
because the process is so quick and many
of them don't have the capital. Likewise,
banks didn't realize that overall, the public radio industry is quite stable financially and stations are good borrowers.
Using a pooled loan program sanctioned by Colorado legislation, PRC can
get public radio stations tax-exempt
financing, Harmon said. The group gets
tax-exempt bonds from around the coun-

See PRC, page 7
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But Will They Sell Off Rate Card?
Snaps, crackles and pops from across
the radio band ...
Clear Channel Radio is ramping up its
sales efforts by adding 500 account executives around the company by the end of this
month.
I'm always skeptical of grand gestures,
but Ihave to hand it to CCR on this one.
The company's chief operating officer
put the case succinctly: "The radio business
is as good as we make it." That's great
advice for any company trying to grow in
this time of economic uncertainty.
Firms that invest now, that seek not only

* * *

From the Editor

on broadcast.net: "I've come up with my
own Top 10 Suggestions for hyping WWV:

We recently invited our readers to
show us pix of their interesting remote
vehicles.
Here's one from Brian Hill of the engineering department at the Sabre Radio
Group in Williamsport, which covers
northeast and north-central Pennsylvania
on WBZD(FM), "OldieZ 93." The station
was launched two years ago this month.
The van was designed by aformer
employee, Tawnya Hockman. The logo
works, hand paintings and vinyl decals were

10. Buy the rights to "bee-doop" from old
Mutual network.
9. New Station ID: "WWV, Fort Collins ...
DENVER!"
8. New Slogan: "Give us 22 minutes —
we'll give ypki 22 minutes!"
7. Hire "Perfect Paul" away from NWS to
do side-splitting morning show.
6. Have music director expand playlist to
include "Theme from 60 Minutes?'

Paul J. McLane
5. Do station promo poking fun at
Canadians on CHU.
4. Drive-time slogan: "Propagation and
Solar Weather Together on the : 15s?'
3. Live solar flare remote from surface of
the sun!
2. Hire low-paid female sidekick for
announcer who laughs hysterically every
time he gives the time.
And the No. 1promotional idea for WWV:

I'm hearing sitar music in my head just looking at this paint job.
to hold position but to advance, will be the
ones we will see out in front when the economy turns up again.
That means investing in sales and marketing.
"'There are so many opportunities to sell
Clear Channel today that our current group
of great sellers cannot cover them all?' John
Hogan continued in his statement. "The
new account executives will work on
everything from selling the cluster to selling the format to cross-selling the company's multiple advertising platforms —
radio, TV, entertainment and outdoor."
Ihope other groups are listening. This
is one case where following the leader
makes alot of sense. And it means the big
boys may be coming after your better
sales people.
Hogan said AEs will be added to most of
CCR's 200-plus markets.
P.S. — Clear Channel would impress me
further if they led an industry effort to develop
500 new engineers and technical people.

produced by Signs & Designs, owned by
Annette and Bill Metcalf in South
Williamsport, Pa.
The WBZD van, Hill writes, still needs a
"remote-sounding name?' Maybe readers
can give us some suggestions. Write to me
at radioworld@imaspub.com or to Brian at
afisher@wva:com.
** *
The National Institute of Standards and
Technology is surveying users of its time
and frequency services, including broadcasts on radio stations WWV, WWVH,
WVVVB and satellites, Internet- and
modem-based time services and phone
voice service.
If you use any of these services, NIST
asks you to complete its survey by Sept. 30
at www.timesurvey.nist.gov.
Ihad to chuckle at apost from my old
friend Gary Liebisch, the AM applications
engineer with Harris Corp., who wrote this

I. "Ninth Caller wins an Atomic Clock!"

•

Our Silver Sweepstakes prize this issue is an Aphex Compellor Model
320A, retail value $ 1,350.
The Compellor celebrates its own 16th birthday this year. It has
become abroadcast standard for invisible gain riding, combining proprietary processing algorithms — Dynamic Verification Gate, Dynamic
ReleasP Computer and Frequency Discriminate Leveler — with apristine audio path.
"Intelligent interaction" between the leveler, compressor and limiter
controls dynamic range without pumping and distortion.
Dan Greer of Flint, Mich., will be enjoying that new Compellor. (Hey, Flint was the
name of my Little League team in the early 1970s!). Turns out Dan already has two
Compellors among the five stations for which he engineers, and is excited to put another
one on the air.

API-LEX

Dan is chief engineer of Cumulus Broadcasting of Flint, who wrote on his entry form
that we should write more articles about education of engineering rookies. No greenhorn
himself, he finds Radio World extremely valuable in his career. (That didn't influence our
random drawing, but we're pleased to accept the compliment.)
Register for our contest at www.rwonline.com.
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Test

Ibiquity, Hyundai
Team Up

Continued from page 1

Now there is only one proponent,
Ibiquity Digital Radio. It submitted some
600 pages of FM test results to the NRSC
in August
Ibiquity President and Chief Executive
Officer Robert Struble said the document
was one of "most comprehensive" set of
IBOC test results conducted in United
States broadcast history.
"The tests results demonstrate conclusively that Ibiquity's system represents a
significant improvement over existing analog service and that IBOC can be introduced without meaningful interference to
existing analog operations," the company
stated in its submission.
"We're very happy with what they've
given us," said NAB Science and
Technology Vice President John Marino.
"They've given us more than what we've
expected as far as asystem description."
The NRSC will seek to verify Ibiquity's
claims, especially those concerning power
levels and coverage. "Broadcasters will
want to know the pros and cons of introducing the system. Using existing spectrum
with existing allocations is acompromise.
Ibiquity seems to have really done their
homework," said Marino.
Field tests were conducted on eight FM
stations representing all classes and conditions. Even at 1percent of the power of
analog, IBOC provided high audio quality
throughout the market, comparable to analog FM. Ibiquity stated. Ibiquity claims that

III Digital GI OEM Analog o Aftermarket Analog

Fig. 1: Ibiquity designed an extra robustness test the Ticker Test' which was used to
evaluate impairments on audio samples for both digital and analog auto receivers. This
shows the number of temporal impairment heard on average. See sidebar, page 6.
digital coverage consistently extended to at
least the 45-50 dBu signal level and, in
some cases, to the 15-25 dBu signal level.
According to Ibiquity, the compatibility
of IBOC with its host analog station doesn't seem to be at issue, but NRSC members
will look carefully at the digital signal's
impact on adjacent channels. In the Ibiquity

system, the digital sidebands of the host
station literally sit in the first adjacent channel of the next station.
The amount of digital energy being
transmitted is relatively low, around 23 dB
below the analog signal level, but Ibiquity
states that field test results indicate there
could be some impact on analog first adja-

Ibiquity Digital Corp. and Koreanbased Hyundai AutoNet have reached
agreement to exchange technology
know-how and marketing expertise for
digital radios using Ibiquity's in-band,
on-channel digital audio broadcasting
technology.
Hyundai AutoNet is the primary
automotive electronics supplier for
Hyundai and Kia automobiles.
The deal is afirst for Ibiquity, which
has been in similar discussions with
Ford, DaimlerChrysler and General
Motors.
Why Hyundai?
"Hyundai is one of the fastest growing car companies in the United States
and it has plans to bring high technology into their vehicles," said an Ibiquity
spokesman.
IBOC DAB "fits nicely with their
plans to be recognized as atechnology
leader," allowing Hyundai to offer customers new telematics applications
delivered through AM/FM digital radio.
In 1999, Hyundai and Kia accounted
for 300,000, roughly 3 percent, of car
and light truck sales in the United
States. That percentage is expected to
grow, Ibiquity said.
No target date has been set yet for
IBOC-compatible receivers to be in
Hyundai and Kia automobiles.
— Leslie Stimson

See TEST, page 6

JackHammer: The Next DAB?
A group comprising mostly former Ericsson Wireless RF engineers believes it
has developed what might become the next generation of digital audio broadcasting
— meaning after IBOC and satellite radio.
The system could use broadband technology to deliver audio and video signals.
Calling themselves JackHammer Digital Radio, the company principals were
granted time to present their idea to the National Radio Systems Committee meeting at this month's NAB Radio Show.
The project has been in development for about ayear, said Chief Executive
Officer Steve Pearson, achemical engineer and production manager for aGeorgia
Pacific paper mill by day.
He said a few hundred thousand dollars has been spent on the project so far.
JackHammer Vice President of Marketing and Chief Operating Officer Chris
Bowes said none of that money has come from Ericsson, but neither Bowes nor
Pearson would disclose specifics.
The company needs more funding, about $5 million, to build aprototype system. If it received that amount, JackHammer would need roughly $30 million to
$50 million more to bring the system to the point where the technology could be
licensed to consumer electronics software and hardware makers.
That's where the NRSC comes into play. Jackhammer is looking for exposure to
consumer electronics components manufacturers that may be willing to give them
development funding.
"If we can get interest, we can go to market in two years," Pearson said.
Getting aCE manufacturer to buy into the concept could be difficult; most
would want to see more than aconcept to make sure the technology would be a
viable manufacturing prospect.
The company would seek NRSC endorsement with the goal of having its technology included in aDAB standard. Jackhammer doe not want to be locked out of
the FCC's ongoing DAB Rule Making.
"We're not here to slam IBOC," said Pearson. "We think IBOC DAB is great for
the short term. We believe this is good for later."
He said the company has filed for several patents for its technology, which, theoretically, could deliver up to four channels on one radio frequency. Those channels,
he said, could be audio or video. Pearson did not want to give system specifics, but
said the system would use the broadband connections of the Internet to send up to
four signals from the origination source, within one FM frequency, to atower.
JackHammer has less than 10 employees, mostly RF engineers who used to
work for Ericsson Wireless who work on the project on their own time.
The NRSC agreed to give JackHammer aslot on its meeting agenda to make t
presentation.
Several sources close to the NRSC said it's late in the game for another DAB
developer to be considered. A new developer, they said, would need test results in
hand now, so as not to delay the NRSC's evaluation.
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1
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Radio Systems
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Test
Continued from page 5

cents. The company said the number of
potential listeners affected is "exceedingly
small" at 0.6 percent.
Test review

Ibiquity's statements are theoretical. The
true impact is hard to predict until each station and its neighbor goes digital. The
NRSC will do its best to "get ahandle on
this," as one source stated, before asystem
is officially implemented.
Two factors are expected to lessen the
effect over time. Ibiquity predicts future
transmission and receiver technology will
reduce analog listener impact. It also
expects listeners to substitute digital
receivers for analog versions.
The evaluation working group, asubset
of the NRSC's DAB subcommittee, is
reviewing lab and field test results of
Ibiquity's system in 10 specific performance areas: unimpaired audio quality, service area, durability, acquisition performance, auxiliary data capacity, behavior as
signal degrades, stereo separation, flexibility and the IBOC signal's impact on the host
and neighboring stations.
The evaluation working group, headed

September 12, 2001

by Voice of America's Dr. Don Messer, has
begun meeting every other week.
Ibiquity claims the results show superior quality over analog in key areas such as
audio quality, coverage, signal robustness
and host compatibility. It said it is on track
with its commercialization schedule, and
expects RF manufacturing partners to
have IBOC-compatible equipment for sale
on the exhibit floor at next spring's
NAB2002 convention.
A report soon?

Several companies conducted the tests
using NRSC guidelines.
The Advanced Television Testing Center
conducted the lab tests, and Ibiquity conducted the field trials in the presence of
NRSC observers.
Dynastat conducted subjective listening tests with approximately 480 members of the public trained to detect signal
impairments.
The NRSC planned to conduct similar
two-hour listening tests at the NAB Radio
Show in New Orleans to see if broadcasters
rate the samples differently than did the
general public in the Dynastat tests.
The NRSC's goal is to evaluate the
results and develop areport to submit to
the FCC within 90 days, which would be
by the end of November. That timeframe

Fig. 2 plots the Ibiquity test radials for WETA(FM) in Washington
against the predicted analog coverage for the station.
holds if Ibiquity submits test results this
fall on its AM system and results from
IBOC's performance on FM subcarriers,
according to DAB Subcommittee
Chairman Milford Smith.

FM IBOC Is Unmasked
Here are sample findings from Ibiquity's
submission to the NRSC.
All results are from the hybrid waveform
mode rather than the all-digital mode.

Throughout these tests, digital performance
remained consistently strong even as
impairments increase. This contrasts with
analog performance, which degrades progressively as impairments become more
severe.
Ibiquity designed an additional robustness test, the "Ticker Test" ( see Fig. 1, page
5), which was used to evaluate impairments
on audio samples for both digital and analog auto receivers. Evaluators found that the
analog samples had 4 to 5 times more
impairments than digital. Even more important, participants reported hearing 6 to 7
times more severe analog impairments than
digital.

port program associated data applications.
... The types of data services available to
consumers will depend on broadcasters'
decisions regarding audio quality and data
capacity. The hybrid system will support a
Host compatibility — An analysis of the
limited amount of data when abroadcaster
subjective evaluation of audio samples with
is utilizing the highest possible digital and
IBOC turned off and on indicated that lisanalog audio quality.
teners did not perceive any meaningful difBroadcasters can gain additional data
ference from the introduction of IBOC.
capacity by adopting one of the extended
Service area (Fig. 2, above) — Even at 1
hybrid modes and adding additional digital
percent of the power of analog, IBOC procarriers closer to the analog host. By adding
vided high audio quality throughout the
digital carriers in the 1, 2 or 4 frequency
existing market, comparable to analog FM
partitions ( 122.5-129.4 kHz, 115.6-122.5
coverage. Figure 1plots the test radials for
kHz and 101.7-115.6 kHz) a broadcaster
WETA(FM) Washington against the precan increase data capacity by up to 50 kilodicted analog coverage for the station. At
bits per second. However, as broadcasters
Receivers: Receivers used in performance
the point where analog coverage is depicted
add partitions closer to the analog host they
tests
were:
as dark blue, broadcasters would expect to
increase the potential for host compatibility
OEM: Delphi, Model PN 09394139
find noticeably degraded analog coverage.
problems on certain lower quality fixed anaAftermarket: Pioneer, KEH-1900
Even at 1/100th of the power of analog,
log receivers.
Home
Hi
Fi:
Technics,
SA-EX140
IBOC provided high quality audio throughBroadcasters will also have the ability to
Portable:
Sony,
CFD-S22
out the existing market. Overall, digital
increase data throughput by reducing the
coverage consistently extended to at least
Auxiliary data capacity — Ibiquity
amount of audio throughput. Reducing
the 45-50 dBu signal level.
anticipates that initial receivers will supaudio throughput from 96 kpbs to 64 kbps,
Durability — Subjective evaluathe digital audio quality level used
Highest
Possible
DARS-Level
tions of audio samples from digiin both satellite DARS systems,
Digital Audio
Digital Audio
tal and analog auto receivers
increases data capacity by 32
Quality ( 96 kbps)
Quality ( 64 kbps)
resulted in consistently higher
kbps. Broadcasters will have the
scores for digital performance
flexibility to adjust digital audio
Hybrid
1kbps
33 kbps
with first- adjacent channel interquality in 8 kbps steps, providing
Extended Hybrid
51 kbps
83 kbps
ference, second-adjacent channel
substantial flexibility in capacity
All Digital
181 kbps
213 kbps
interference and multipath.
in tradeoff decisions.

True Dual Domain Audio Testing
at an Attractive Price Point
• Comprehensive analog audio analyzer

t.

• True digital domain analyzer with - 140 dB residual noise
• Independent analog & digital audio generators and analyzers
• Generate and measure interface jitter
• Digital interface analyzer
• View AES/EBU status bits
• Loudspeaker monitor for
digital & analog signals
• Internal save and recall of 30 test setups

precision AUdio Precision
PO BOX 2209
Beaverton, Oregon 97075-2209
Tel: ( 503) 627-0832; Fax: (503) 641-8906; US Toll Free: 1-800-231-7350
Email: techsupport@audioprecision.com; Web: www.audioprecision.com

It's unclear at this point how the FCC
would proceed, as the DAB proceeding
underway gives the agency flexibility.
NAB and Ibiquity have urged the commission to set a single IBOC standard;
however, Ibiquity believes its rollout and
commercialization can progress under
any situation.
More markets

One source said Ibiquity might add San
Diego and Dallas to its previously
announced early target rollout markets now
that XM Satellite Radio plans to begin its
subscription satellite service by targeting
those markets.
Ibiquity also intends to submit results
of an unimpaired audio quality test once
its Perceptual Audio Codec has been fully
integrated into the system. This specific
test looks at audio fidelity in a cleanchannel environment to assess codec performance.
The former USADR version of the AAC
codee from Fraunhoffer was used for the
August submission.
Some radio observers feel the NRSC
would rubber-stamp an IBOC system
and declare it the standard, no matter
how it performs. Marino said he could
see how some may feel that way
because there's only one IBOC proponent now. He said some NRSC members
have had some skepticism about IBOC,
but said Ibiquity "in no way" drives the
evaluation process. e
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Could a Light
Bulb Snuff
Satellite Radio?
XM Satellite Radio and Sirius
Satellite Radio have asked the FCC
to reduce allowed emissions from a
particular new model of outdoor
light bulb to reduce expected interference to their signals.
Sirius and XM have asked the
FCC to require that Fusion Lighting
lower the bulb's emissions levels to
99.9 percent below current standards.
Fusion says that would put the
company out of business. The
microwave-powered bulbs are still
in development and are about ayear
from commercial sale. Fusion's
bulbs operate in an unlicensed portion of the RF spectrum and will
interfere with the S-band spectrum
occupied by the satellite services,
one source said. The Wall Street
Journal reports that the FCC has
spent several months trying to
resolve the dispute. Calls to Fusion
were not returned.

PRC

7

turn aprofit from its consulting services,
Harmon said PRC will be supported by
grants like a $200,000 gift it received
from the Surdna Foundation, a New

Continued from page 3

reportedly worth $5million.
In an effort to keep the station in public radio, a newly formed nonprofit
organization made up of current WJHU
on-air talent and staff is buying the station. Harmon said the group is finalizing
its loans, which are guaranteed by local
fans of the station and she expects the
sale will be completed before the end of
the year.
To assist Harmon and her partners in
advising pubcasters, PRC has assembled
a board of directors made up of business, financial and legal experts to give
them advice in different areas.
Until business grows and it is able to

We hope

PRC will be a vehicle for

getting new channels and program
services for public radio.

—Susan Harmon
York-based charitable foundation that
routinely bestows grants to nonprofit
organizations providing apublic service.
Although they will need to rely on sim-

QUITE POSSIBLY THE LAST CODEC YOU'LL EVER BUY.

THE CODEC FOR THE FUTUR
our rerleste equ pnie

Initial Chip Order

— Leslie Stimson

stations find the cheapest way to
finance," Harmon said. "If someone is
selling astation, we hope they'll consider
PRC."•

Matrix

ST Receives XM

STMicroelectronics has received
orders from radio manufacturers for
170,000 two-chip receiver chipsets
for XM Satellite Radio. At least
70,000 of these chipsets are scheduled for delivéry by the end of this
month to support the initial startup
of commercial service; the remaining 100,000 chipsets are forecast for
delivery before the end of the year.
XM Radio chipsets are being
delivered to equipment manufacturers including Sony, Pioneer, Alpine
and Delphi Automotive Systems for
vehicle and home AM/FM/XM
radios.
The sole supplier of XM
chipsets, STMicroelectronics condensed the functions of the XM
receiver into two chips, reducing the
size and cost of radios.
ST completed development of the
XM chipset in late 2000, delivering
first-pass chip samples to XM for
evaluation in October of last year.
The production version of the
chipset was delivered this March to
XM radio manufacturers for final
validation, testing and integration
into XM-capable receivers.
These receivers are being fieldtested across the United States by
employees of XM and its business
partners.

ilar grants for the near term, Harmon
believes the need for PRC exists because
listeners want more public radio channels.
"Our role in life is to help public radio

to • ox may

already include ISDN and DOTS

•

codecs plus aslew of other stuff.
Now they are talking about high
speed GSM digital wireless ---and coming soon...3G.
The Matrix's modular approach is

'fflOhora.

designed with this future
in mind. The core of
the Matrix's flexibility
revolves around full
access to its powerful
coding engine through
easily inserted
modules and upgradeable flash
memory. Whatever may be coming
down the communications pipeline,
the Matrix is ready.

THE CODEC FOR TODAY
WIRELESS

ISDN*

POTS

• 5 kHz real-time, full duplex audio on
GSM wireless phones

• Layer III for 15 kHz at 64 kb/s

• 15 kHz full- duplex audio on a standard
telephone line

• Up to 10 kHz real-time, full duplex audio
on HSCSD GSM
• 15 kHz real-time,
full duplex audio on
portable Inmarsat
terminals ( with optional
ISDN module)
• 15 kHz nonreal-time,
"Store and- Forward"
feature may be used on
many mobile circuits
• Optional battery kit
delivers power for
up to 7 hours

• G.722 for wide compatibility
with other codecs

• Available in portable or
rackmount versions

• Turbo- G.722 for 15 kHz
with only 6 mS of delay
Layer III transmit
with 0,722 return
to reduce delay

• Modular design enables
use on future circuits

• _

• 1200 baud ancillary
data available
• Fully international terminal
adapter works worldwide

• Will work at data rates
as low as 9600 baud
• " Store and Forward" allows
15 kHz, nonreal-time audio
transmission at any data rate

*ISDN module required

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
Tel: (978) 263-1800 Fax: ( 978)635-0401 Toll Free: ( 800) 237-1776 in North America
Email: infoocomrex.com www.comrex.com
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NEWSWATCH•

Smarts Acquires

staff will remain in Dallas.
Schad said the acquisition would
allow the joined companies to develop
a new product line base around the
Linux operating system.
John Schaab will manage the On
Air Digital division of Smarts.

On Air Digital
EMMETSBURG, Iowa
Smarts
Broadcast Systems has acquired On
Air Digital USA of Dallas.
On Air Digital makes products complementary to the Smarts product line,
such as Ultimate Digital Studio and the
Radio Suite digital automation system.
Terms of the transaction were not
disclosed.
All manufacturing and administrative operations will move to Iowa, said
Smarts Chief Executive Officer John
Schad, but the sales and development

Sirius Reports
02 Loss
John Schaab of On Air Digital,
left, and Smarts Broadcast
Systems CEO John Schad

NEW YORK Saying its financial situation remains strong, Sirius Satellite
Radio reported a second quarter 2001
operating loss of $46.7 million, a net

loss of $ 62.1 million and a net loss
applicable to common stockholders of
$72.5 million, or $ 1.35 per share.
The company's 2001 Q2 operating
loss included an $ 11.6 million noncash charge resulting principally from
the previously announced re-pricing of
certain employee stock options. In
comparison, for the second quarter of
last year, Sirius reported an operating
loss of $ 28.9 million, a net loss of
$34.8 million and anet loss applicable
to common stockholders of $45.0 million, or $ 1.11 per share.
"We continue to execute our business plan, and have maintained a
strong financial position with more
than $ 400 million cash on hand,
enough to fund operations through
third quarter ' 02," said Sirius Chief
Financial Officer John Scelfo.
Sirius expects to begin offering its
subscription service nationwide in the
fourth quarter.

Clear Channel,
Arbitron Settle

Every 17 Hours, Another Station Installs a Digital
Studio from Scott Studios or Computer Concepts
There are countless reasons why the most popular and best selling
digital systems come from Scott Studios. In fact, more US stations use
Scott Studios' than the #2and #3digital systems combined!
Easiest to use
raw

Scott's user-friendly
intuitive touch screen is
the simplest for
announcers to use. It
always shows six log
events. Color codes show
which are spots, promos
or songs. Jocks choose
whether the event on the
air is always at the top, or
whether the decks match
console faders.
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Jocks get 30 sets of 30 Instant Play
buttons, the day's log, 10 cart walls or
live copy. A second touch screen can
display of any 4of these 5areas at once.
Cart walls can play song requests
within a second or two, and even
display the time and date when the
Big Boy, Morning Show song played last and when it's
Host at KPWR, Los Angeles, scheduled to play again.
loves his Scott System!
Scott Studios' phone recorder with
graphic waveform editing and audible scrub is an available option.
Announcers who try Scott Studios' digital system like it so much,
they wonder why anyone would ever want to work without it!
Internet ad substitution is easy. Mark "Don't Play on Internet" on a
spot and our Scott Sub option takes care of it automatically!

(972) 620-2211
8

8

8

4

FAX: (972) 620-8811
3

8

7

2

6

8

1- 888- GET-SCOTT

Smoothest voice tracking
With Scott Studios' systems, stations in all market sizes are voice
tracking some shifts! Announcers hear themselves and everything
else in context. Our Voice Tracker has one button operation, autopost and our exclusive automatic level fixer.
The best networking
Scott Studios' systems are the most
bullet-proof in radio. Server failures
don't take down any stations! Scott's
exclusive Double Drive networking
means every recording can play
immediately from at least two hard
drives for the ultimate in redundancy
at no extra cost. Scott hardware is the
most robust in the business. We also Jon Rivers, Morning Host
offer an Invincible option with at K- LOVE stations in 38
states loves his Scott System
duplicate systems that autoswitchover in asplit second, picking up where the first left off!
Fewer interruptions in the studios
Scott Studios uses Microsoft compatible audio files that allows
office and sales people to audition spots or promos from their PCs
or laptops. Your PD never has to leave his or her desk to fine-tune
segues or digitally rip music into the system.
Live 365 day support 24/7
Scott stations benefit from the biggest and best service and support
staff in digital audio, with 105 people at your service. Technicians
are in our buildings answering our toll-free support lines live day
and night. Supervisors are always available by cell phones.
For details: Call 888 GET SCOTT

Scare Setelioe

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
Internet: scottstudios.com

Clear Channel Radio Chief Executive Officer Randy Michaels says an
agreement reached between Arbitron
and Clear Channel will benefit the
whole industry because Arbitron has
committed to developing a new product to match ratings data with advertiser's trade areas.
Measuring radio after consolidation
is different than before, because companies now have two to eight stations
in a market and may have a presence
in wide, unmeasured markets, he said.
"Advertising agencies, advertisers
and our own sales reps need a clear
picture of aradio station's reach based
on the realities of diaries — not on
some pre- defined ( Arbitron) metro,"
said Michaels.
The new program will show total
station reach and allow companies
with a small market presence to combine stations in anumber of geographically related markets and sell them as
apackage.
Arbitron has signed multi-year radio
ratings license deals with Clear Channel
Radio that cover Clear Channel stations
in the 130 markets that were under
negotiation for the Spring 2001 survey.
Clear Channel Radio now holds
Arbitron ratings subscriptions through
the fall of 2004. Clear Channel represented approximately 22 percent of
Arbitron's revenue in 2000.

Sirius Radios
Coming in BMWs
BMW will offer Sirius satellite radio
service to new car buyers beginning in
the second quarter of 2002. Sirius radios
will be available in select BMW 3Series,
5Series and X5 vehicles.
BMW will offer Sirius radios as an
option in its most popular models, and
BMW centers will offer subscription activation services for its customers who
purchase Sirius receivers.
A recent JD Power survey showed
BMW owners as among the most likely
early adopters of satellite radio and that, of
all car owners surveyed, BMW owners
expressed the strongest desire to include
satellite radio in their next new car.

MILLION DOLLAR
S OUND FOR
U NDER

$ 4,000*

Introdkcing Omnia-3, the all- digital audio processor
that of:ers all the clarity, punch and raw power of the
original Omniia. At an amazingly affordable price.
Omma-3 includes standard features not found
anywhere else— like 48kHz sampling, three- band
processirg, digital audio inputs and outputs,
integee-ted composite clipper. ani a removable PC
card that simplifies software changes.
(catures aside, it's the. sound that will
blow you away. No other audio processor sounds
as good as Omnia. That's why leading broadcasters
the world over choose Omnia to. boost ratings and
crush the competition.
For this much power— on the dial and in the
marketplace— you'd expect to pay twice the price.
But ROW,

you don't have to.

%Via Omnia you lead. And others follow.

www.omniaaudio.com

North America: + 1.216.241.7225
Europe: + 49.81.61.42.467

OmMa is useâ in 4of 5leadine stalk Pis in New York 3of th: 3ior stations in Los ; ngeles and 5of
all of the BK•s

ot the moist listened to stations in th tUS. Its on the leading stations in Paris.

sta ions in the UK. and the numb-.. rone stations In Canada, Ireland. Germany. ' inland. \ tistralia. India. China. Penmark. and Sweden.

.-;SO ( US) MSRle for Ommia-3fm model. Prices may he slightly higher odr's'.de he U.S. due to duties, free:
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Frequencies: Doing More With Less
Ken R.
It's the day of the big game. The
fans crowd into the stadium and the
teams are ready to play.
But everyone from the coaches to
the hot dog vendors to the camera
crews needs wireless communication.
With the simultaneous demand for
hundreds of channels of spectrum in a
given location, the situation can quickly get out of hand.
Galen Hassinger, president of
Hassinger Associates, is the new
national frequency coordination director for the Society of Broadcast
Engineers. He sees the need to bring
some unity to these issues in the face
of dwindling resources provided by
the FCC.
Hassinger's mandate from SBE is to
oversee the work of about 30 gameday NFL coordinators as well as the
rest of the 100 or so local market frequency coordinators. The latter juggle
the demands of everyone from TV and
radio remote news crews to presidential candidates and their handlers at
political rallies.
While Hassinger is astaff employee
of SBE, the rest of the frequency
coordinators across the country are
volunteers.
"We have begun discussions with
PAC 10 and we feel that other football
organizations within the NCAA will
find a need for our service as well,"
said Hassinger. "These discussions are
ongoing."
All news all the time
"The situation is never static
because the wireless industry is
expanding, but the FCC is continuing
to nibble away at the spectrum," said
Hassinger. "This means our frequency
coordinators will require greater
expertise, so we are developing an
accreditation process to provide abetter service."
While SBE does not now require a
training program to qualify for these
positions, it is the responsibility of
SBE frequency coordinators to provide
the best means of communication with
the least interference.
Under current rules, if a breaking
news event occurs outside a broadcast
station's area, the station can invoke

FCC Part 74.24, which allows them to
broadcast from that area, but they must
coordinate frequencies with stations in
that locale to avoid interference.
National news organizations like
ABC have a national license, but are
still required to coordinate with local
broadcasters.
"Often, anational news organization
will work with their local affiliate to
provide reports that are fed to the network," said Hassinger. "For example,
when Hurricane Andrew was supposed
to head down here to Fort Myers, CBS
had acrew here and we were prepared
to handle the national feed."

Hassinger. "With digital modulation, the
band is more fully occupied and those
techniques will probably be the FCC's
savior so they can squeeze more service
into the existing spectrum?'

Sales faults
Karl Voss, head of the Arizona
Frequency Coordination Committee,
believes many of the wireless frequency clashes that routinely occur are the
fault of manufacturers and retail sales
people.
He ought to know; his experience
includes game-day coordination for the
Super Bowl.
"The manufacturers
submit each piece of
equipment to the FCC
for type approval," said
Voss. "The majority of
the wireless stuff falls
under Part 74, which is
'broadcast auxiliary,'
but this category can
only be used legally by
people holding FCC
licenses such as radio
and TV stations.
"So the rock bands,
churches and hotels
using wireless equipCompanies like Shure say they include
ment are using frequeninformation with their products to help users
cies they really aren't
understand wireless spectrum management.
supposed to."
"It's already happening with TV,
Voss said this new wireless equipment is inexpensive, and that is part of
and may happen soon with radio,"
said Hassinger, referring to loss of
the problem.
available spectrum. "TV stations are
"Folks are buying all this wonderful
losing two channels of Broadcast
equipment and then finding out they
Auxiliary Service, which are used for
can't use it," said Voss. "The FCC
should be responsible for letting peoelectronic news gathering. The ramifications of this are going to be painful
ple know about this, but the people
who make and sell it have an inherent
to broadcasters."
Hassinger said amobile satellite serconflict of interest."
vice has been licensed to occupy these
Another problem Voss cited is the
frequencies and that he is worried
new crop of wireless LANs, which are
about loss of quality in the signals.
usually in the 2400 to 2483 MHz band.
"Cell service is trying to cut into
"Let's say a radio remote van pulls
our radio frequencies in rural areas,"
up outside an office building and goes
said Hassinger. "Spectrum is limited.
live with a news report from the
But the big looming monster is 3G,
scene," said Voss. "That truck could
third-generation wireless Internet."
wipe out all the wireless networking in
Hassinger said there are techniques
that whole building."
to maximize use of the spectrum.
Voss had an experience in which
"Analog modulation does not fully use
unlicensed cell phones took out half of
the channel assigned, as the center of the
the in- car cameras at a NASCAR
channel is more densely utilized with
event. The company broadcasting the
tapering off toward the edges," said
event had some very sudden and

Galen Hassinger
severe problems.
"I get someone who is licensed calling me up complaining about unknown
interference," said Voss. "It can take
hours to find the problem with aspectrum analyzer and an antenna.
Broadcasters are always the licensed
users," said Voss. "Everyone else must
be secondary."
Very few problems'
Shure Inc. is one of the larger manufacturers of consumer and professional wireless microphones and related equipment. It is the company's
position that its products provide the
flexibility to avoid frequency conflicts
in most situations.
"Despite the fact that there are so
many wireless mics in use, very few
problems with interference have
occurred," said Rick Frank, director of
microphones for Shure. " With our
products you can select from among
several possible frequencies to avoid
these issues."
Frank said his products are made
available to secondary users who are
provided with access to aWeb site and
acustomer service department including applications engineers who can
assist customers.
"We can't comment on what the
retailers do, but we do provide information in our packaging so the consumers get the information they need."
At www.sbe.org, engineers can find
useful downloads including suggested
game- day frequency procedures, a
game-day coordinator handbook and a
list of official coordinators by state. e
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You have agreat product that
seems to only be limited in use
by aperson's imagination."

A Letter from BSI's President

News

Alan Burton, 1.NKLVVPaintsville, KY

This is one of the most exciting times in BSI's history. In the next month, we
will be releasing three new innovative products that will give incredible
capabilities to broadcasters at all levels.
Our new automation software package, Simian, redefines power, reliability
and affordability. This new program has the capability of automatically
healing itself of errors and even notifying us here at BSI if something isn't
right. We are able to remotely correct or repair an installation before our client is even
aware that there's a problem.
Skimmer is awonderful new tool for PDs and air talent to air check themselves and the
competition. It will also undoubtedly be popular with media tracking services.
Perhaps the most exciting new offering is TimeShift. This ground- breaking application is
capable of storing a year's worth of network programming, including all cue tones. West
Coast stations can permanently delay an East Coast feed. Stations can effortlessly and
instantly create " best of' programs. Never again will anyone need to " dub the network
feeds" for sports, business or other features.
In true BSI tradition, despite the products' amazing capabilities, all
three of these new offerings are priced affordably like major brand
software, not " black box" broadcast products.
Te real software can be downloaded to test and try from our web
site at www.bsiusa.com. Iencourage you to visit the web site, try
the software and ask us any questions you may have. Our open
approach and dedication to our customers are the reasons we have
th -ived when others have fallen by the wayside. We look forward to
hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Rn Burley - BSI President

On-Screen Cott %chine-

Tip

-

Calendar
October, BSI is accepting beta
team applications :or Simian
through October 31st. See our
website or next month's On The
Air for details.
Birthdays:
Sept 25 1944, Michael Douglas
Sept 25 1969, Catherine ZetaJor es

Easy Air Checking

Skimmer, one of our newest products, is a great
tool for air checking. It was specifically designed to
record, play-back and cut-out air checks. When you
set it to record, you can stop/start using the
microphone button. Triggers are another way to
control Skimmer externally. Using the software is a
reliable and affordable way to record your
broadcast. Skimmer also makes this a lot easier to
do than tape decks or in-house " hack" software.

User File

I Radio Wanaka - W. Johnson

just $ 299
Over 3000
users worldwide

Rotating cart and overlap capability
Up to 10 on-screen decks and 12 " hidden" decks
Saveable stacks for quick loading of breaks
Remote control from air console
Support for any audio format
Variable segue and intro times
Windows 2000, 95, 98, ME, NT or XP

Powefful and eon-to-um.
Downlond WoveCcut nt
www»iust

Wayne Johnson works at Radio VVanaka
92.2 FM in beautiful Lake VVanaka, New
Zealand. He says, " Our station has been
on air for about 8 months. We have a full
and part time staff of 5 very dedicated
people. The heart of our system is, of
course, WaveStation. Iloved the way
that you guys let me download aworking
system. Ihad it running within the hour."
"Some of the other companies made you
send, by email, all of your details before they would let you look at their
systems. Bit like the secret service," Wayne says, " Igot the feeling that
you guys had nothing to hide and that anyone in the market could
check it and see how it works without any obligation."
"In the end we got WaveStation and also purchased 100C titles through
the Music Store ( Now there's another great thing), loadec it up and
went to air. It was pretty much as easy as that. Ican honestly say that
WaveStation has NEVER let us down."
We at BSI want you to know that even though we have developed anew automation
system in Simian, we will continue to support WaveStation on our website and through
our free e-mail technical support.
Send us your story.

888-BSIUSA1 WWW.BSIUSA.COM
Broadcast Software International
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An Inspector's Perspective on Logs
An FCC Inspector Helps You Avoid the Problems
With Record-Keeping He Has Seen at Other Stations
Ronald Ramage
The author is assigned to the FCC
Enforcement Bureau's Kansas City Office,
from which he has conducted broadcast
inspections for more than 17 years.
For most of us, the mere mention of
"paperwork" produces many responses,
rarely positive.
Unfortunately, documentation of our
activities is a necessary part of business.
Station logs and records are no exception.
All licensees are required to keep
them. But are the logs kept simply
because the FCC requires them, or used
as ahelpful and inexpensive tool?
Log now or pay later
It has been my experience that
licensees who properly maintain logs of
FCC required items have significantly
fewer violations, less downtime and better managerial control of their overall
operation.
The reason is fairly simple. With the
exception of Emergency Alert System
requirements, logs document observed
problems and corrective actions. When
done properly, the logging of observed
technical problems can lead to the detection and correction of problems before
they cause major down time, equipment
failures or fines.
Logging also can provide managers
with some assurance that station personnel are detecting and correcting problems
to their satisfaction and in atimely manner. Best of all, when done properly, logging costs only a little paper and alittle
time.
Items that must be in the station's log
include all EAS activations, sent or
received, entries documenting why an
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EAS test was not sent or received, and
entries documenting circumstances
where aproblem with any station equipment or operation required corrective
action to maintain compliance with the
rules and station authorization(s).
In addition, AM directional stations
must log field intensity measurements
made at designated monitoring points.

If managers

ing required equipment as needed to
maintain compliance with the technical
operation of the station. See 47 CFR
§73.1350(c).
The rules do not specifically state that
these schedules and procedures be in
writing. However, putting the schedules
and procedures in writing provides station personnel with awritten reminder of
what is expected of them with regard to
making observations of power, frequency,
modulation and, where applicable, tower
lighting, AM directional parameters and

can't understand from

their logs how a problem was handled,
Iprobably won't either.

Except tor the logging of EAS activations, the emphasis should be to log
observed problems and corrective actions.
For non-EAS equipment, FCC rules
require a log entry whenever a meter,
transmitter, antenna or other necessary
piece of equipment is found out of calibration, out of service, repaired for any
reason, replaced, damaged, changed, etc.
If the licensee owns the tower, then
he/she also is required to log any tower
light outages, regardless of the position
of the light on the tower.
Note that the FCC does not require
licensees to log routine transmitter readings, time that tower lighting is checked
and many other items that licensees may
log on their own. Licensees check many
of those items for operational purposes
and most elect to log the information for
their own use, for good reason.
However, sometimes the non-required
logging becomes routine and the required
logging is ignored or neglected.
How often should station personnel
make the observations that lead to a log
entry?
In an effort to allow licensees as much
flexibility in their operation as possible,
the rules do not specify a schedule for
monitoring operating parameters, calibrating equipment and inspecting the
transmitting system. The rules do specify
that the licensee is to maintain compliance with his/her station authorization
and the technical rules pertaining to the
operation of the station.
Keep in mind that licensees are to correct any out-of-tolerance conditions that
could cause interference, or go off the air,
within the three-hour or three- minute
time periods specified in 47 CFR
§73.1350(d).
The three-hour or three- minute time
period in which the station must take corrective action is from the time the station
begins the out-of-tolerance operation and
not from the time station personnel
decided to check on the station.
FCC rules require licensees to establish schedules and procedures for monitoring station operation and for calibrat-

AM directional field strength at designated monitoring points.
The procedures also can instruct personnel on what, when, where and how to
make log entries.
Iwill request that a licensee submit
them in writing in response to aNotice of
Violation, if there is adetected problem
at the station that indicates alack of such
schedules or procedures.
Also keep in mind that if an out-of-tolerance condition is detected at the station
during an inspection, either the schedules
were not sufficient to catch the problem
or the problem just occurred.
In the latter case, will the stations logs,
schedules and procedures help support a
licensee's contention that the power, frequency or modulation problem began
within the three hours/three minutes prior
to the inspection?
The details
How much detail should the log
include?
Section 73.1800 of the rules states that
the logs should "accurately reflect the
station operation," that they be kept in
"an orderly and legible manner," and "in
suitable form and in such detail" that
they provide an "accurate representation
of what transpired?'
It also states that "any employee making alog entry shall sign the log."
A good example of the type of detail
to include is in Section 17.49, which
describes what is to be logged in reference to an observed tower light outage.
The rules require the tower owner to
log, among other things, what the outage
is, the date and time it was observed, the
date and time it was placed back into service and what was done to bring it back
into service.
Do your logs contain this amount of
information for any equipment outage at
the station? Can a reasonable person
understand what occurred from the
entries made?
Iencourage station managers to review
their stations' logs occasionally to see if
they can reconstruct what the problem
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was and what was done to correct it. If
they cannot read it or understand what
occurred, Iprobably will not either.
The log is your record of what you
did. It can be a valuable tool to cover
yourself and your efforts.
If the tower light was out and you
called the FAA, but they cannot find any
record of your call, do you have sufficient information to prove you made the
call when asked days or weeks later?
What number did you call? When?
Who did you talk to? Did they give you
any tracking numbers? The rules do not
require the logging of these specific
items, but think of the problems such
documentation can eliminate.

Chief operator review
In my opinion, the chief operator's
weekly review of the logs, as required in
section 73.1870(c) of the rules, is one of
the most important functions that can be
done to maintain compliance.
With this one review, the operator can
detect alot of problems. It is acheck and
balance system. The other operators making log entries may not realize that, over
the course of the week, no EAS test was
received from one of the two (or more)
monitored sources or that the power readings have slowly drifted indicating abigger problem.
The chief operator also can make certain that complete and detailed entries are
being made.
When achief operator does the review,
he needs to make certain he is looking for
FCC required entries. In too many cases,
Ihave found the operator reviewing logs
for operator sign-on times, or to ensure
that commercials run on time, or for other things that have nothing to do with
FCC requirements.
When the chief operator does find an
item of concern, the operator needs to
follow up and make certain it is corrected
and properly documented. The chief also
should provide feedback to those making
log entries as needed to ensure complete
documentation.
An example of logs that are not properly documented is often found when a
station does not receive an EAS test. On
several occasions Ihave found log entries
made by chief operators that contain
nothing more than "called station" and
the call sign of another station. There are
no entries explaining what happened
when the chief operator called the other
station.
Did the station not send the EAS test?
Was it sent and you did not receive it?
What exactly occurred to cause your station to miss receipt of an EAS test?
The boss
Again, this is where station managers
should get involved and do a periodic
review themselves to see if they can
understand not only what was wrong, but
what it took to correct the problem.
Also keep in mind that any other stations that monitor yours for EAS activations, may be calling to ask if you sent a
test that they did not receive. Iwould recommend you log this as well, again as a
check and balance system. You may not
know you have aproblem sending atest
until someone calls.
Of course, Ihave had some chief operators tell me how they get frequent calls
from the same station to find out when
the test was sent so they can log it after
the fact!
From my perspective, the main problem
See LOGGING, page 19

Rave Reviews!
"Excellent Product" — Doug Walker, Clear Channel,
C nciinnati

"Telas has taken two great products [the Zephyr
aid : he Zephyr Express] and made them better.
They Istened to the customer." — Raul Velez KNBR,
K.0G„ Susquehanna Broadcasting of San Francisco

"Telos asked us what we wanted and they put it in
there... you can't ask for anything more than that."
— Paul Burt, Clear Channel, New Orleans

"t's even easier to use than the original Zephyr."
— rvichael Black, WEOS, Geneva, New York ( NPR
affiliate station)

"The most popular ISDN digital transceiver in the
coumtry has a fresh new look... Zephyr Xstream, a
slick, updated version of [the] familiar Zephyr."
— Steve Kirsch, Silver Lake Audio, New York

www.zephyr.com
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A Re-Volting Idea for Speakers
Steve Lampen
In the Aug. 15 issue, we began adiscussion on 70- volt distributed loudspeaker systems.
This approach uses transformers
inside the power amp, and on each
speaker, to change the impedance of
the system so the resistance of the wire
has much less effect.
In background music systems, the
use of transformers is valuable because
you have different "zones" where you
will want speakers at different sound
levels. These 70- volt transformers on
the speakers have "taps" for different
power outputs.
Consistent levels
So the lobby of abusiness could be set
"low," and the warehouse set at "high."
Then you adjust the overall level with the
controls of the amp, but the speakers will
be at the same relative level.
The downside is the added cost of
the transformers. In addition, you have
to buy an amp with a70-volt output.
In the past, Ihave used a regular
amp and wired the 8-ohm output into a
very large 70-volt transformer, turned
around. Now they are hard to find and
pretty expensive, but a50-watt or 100watt 70- volt transformer can still be
cheaper than buying an amp with the
appropriate output. If you are using a
stereo amp, you need atransformer for
each output channel.
The secret is to add up the little
wattages of the transformers on each of
the speakers and make sure that the
total is no larger than the transformers
on the output of the amp.
While you can run stereo, especially
if you use astereo amplifier as suggested above, this is rarely done. Most of
the time, these systems are run monaural, with identical program material running into both channels.

After all, we're talking background
music here, not high- end audio. Of
course, that doesn't mean you couldn't
have higher quality audio, and run
things in stereo.
Ihave heard some amazing performance from 70- volt systems, with the
right speakers, of course. Naturally, the
quality of the reproduction is related
directly to the quality not only of the

The 70-volt approach

"•••• e

is useful in

background music systems, where various
'zones' need audio at different sound levels.

speakers, but of the transformers as well.
It is pretty hard to find 70-volt transformers that rise above the "background
music" quality. In addition, if you do
run stereo, the placement of speakers
can be difficult, or impossible, in most
office, studio or similar commercial
installations, especially if you are using
ceiling- mounted speakers. This would
require alistener to be standing in exactly the right location to even get the
stereo effect. Stick with monaural.
You can easily tell that background
music speakers, such as ceiling mounted speakers, are intended for 70- volt
systems because they have a mounting
plate on the speaker perfect for the little transformer to feed it. The better

Interactive RDS/RBDS

"..
NEWV

speakers also have a back baffle or
"can," to give abit of acoustic loading
to the speaker and improve bass
response.
And once you have' your amplifiers,
speakers and transformers, you're ready
to wire it up. And here's the real joy of
70-volt systems.
First, you just run all the speaker
lines in parallel. And 24 AWG wire

Model 711 - $ 1200

THIS FULL-FUNCTION
RADIODATA ENCODER
LINKS TO STATION AUTOMATION
ADS radios are being supplied as standard equipment in a
growing number of new cars. This multi-featured encoder
communicates with station automation to send song titles,
phone numbers, contest results and promo or advertising
messages for immediate display on listeners' radios.
It also features the "TA flag," capable of temporarily
overriding other program choices - even tapes and CDs when your station broadcasts atraffic alert.

(i.e., telephone wire) will get you 500
feet with almost no loss ( 0.5 dB, 11
percent).
To see how far you can go with a
70-volt system and different gage wire
sizes, check out www.belden.com/
products/catalog/help/techspeaker.htm.
Unless you plan to go miles, you can
use just about any wire you want, with
acouple of cautions.
Considerations
It's a sure bet that most of your
speakers will be ceiling-mounted. That
drop ceiling probably is aplenum area.
Then it's a question whether your fire
inspector or planning board subscribes
to the National Electrical Code.
If they do, then plenum cables will
be required in that plenum space. Of
course, you could use the cheapest
plenum cable, even 24 AWG plenum
telephone cable, and your 70-volt system would work just fine.
The second consideration is the voltage rating of the cable you are using.
If 70 volts exceeds the rating of your
cable, then you can change the entire
system to a 25-volt distributed system.
This means an amp with a25-volt output, and 25-volt transformers on every
speaker.
However, a25-volt system cannot go
afar as a70-volt system, and the transformers are much harder to find.

The 711 is quickly programmed with the usual format identifiers,
translator frequencies and other static data. Its RS-232 serial
interface connects with any PC, and with most automation
systems for dynamic messaging. Giving access to all the mostused RadioData groups and features, this versatile encoder
complies with both NRSC and CENELEC RadioData standards.

If 70-volt won't get you far enough,
100- volt distributed loudspeaker systems also are available. This requires
much higher voltage rating in the cable,
but can go very far.
Unless you are wiring up a factory
that is many blocks long, it is doubtful
if you would ever need this option.
Transformers for this application are
much harder to find and are expensive.
This is the final word, at least from
me, on resistance and speaker cable.
So let's examine the next parameter
from the list a couple of columns ago,
capacitance.
Capacitance
Any time you have two metal conductors separated by an insulator, you
have acapacitor.
As you probably know, a capacitor
can hold an electrical charge. The one
really bad thing about capacitance is
that it is frequency-based — that is, the
effect of capacitance gets worse as the
frequency rises.
This effect is called "capacitive reactance," and you might recall the formula from your electronics classes in
school.
Capacitance runs in parallel,
"across" the cable. So if you know the
capacitance per foot, you simply multiply that number by the footage. This is
yet another reason why short speaker
cables can outperform long cables:
lower capacitance.
If you pull out any wire and cable catalog and go to the speaker cable section,
one of the things you will note, which
you may not have noticed before, is that
capacitance is rarely listed.
Why? Because it is probably very
low. Even low-grade zip cord runs
around 20 pF per foot. And the larger
the wires, the more insulation is extruded over them, so the capacitance never
gets much larger.
At even the highest audio frequency
(20 kHz), the reactance is pretty small.
In fact, we could go almost 17,000
feet before we were only 1dB down
due to capacitance. So most catalogs,
and most installers, just ignore the
capacitance.
Now, if you really must know, you
can always call the cable manufacturer
and ask them what the capacitance of a
specific cable is. I'm sure they know.
They just didn't think you cared.
In our next column, we'll talk about
inductance, impedance, skin effect and
copper purity.
Steve Lampen is technology specialist, multimedia products for Belden
Electronics Division in San Francisco.
His book " Wire, Cable, and Fiber
Optics for Video and Audio Engineers"
is published by McGraw-Hill. Reach
him at shlampen@aol.com.
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i 1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: ( 831) 458-0552. FAX: ( 831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: info@inovon.com
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TAS-ITELEPHONE ANNOU NCEMENT SYSTEM
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TRUST

Standard equipment on every model.
If any digital audio delivery system could
have a " trust" button, DArpRo32 iS it. Live
assist or automation, single radio station or
regional cluster, you can trust DADpRo32 to
deliver 24/7/365. Put your mind at ease,
choose DADpRo32—from ENCO Systems.

Smarter. Faster. Better.

ENCID

SYSTEMS, INC.

torij

800.ENCISYS

www.enco.com

•MARKETPLACE•
Products for the Radio Broadcast Professional
Mail info and photos to:

RVV Marketplace, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Fibox Family Expands

CBT Systems Air Light

With AES Digital Audio

CBT Systems offers a version of the classic "On Air" light. Features
include traditional sand casting, buffed aluminum housing, Plexiglas window
and high-output LED. The unit is UL Listed.
The light installs on astandard two-gang j-box, with optional legends and
flasher module available.

The ¡ MS Transmission System is a modular addition to the Fibox family
of digital fiber-optic transmission products.
The company touts it as the most flexible Fibox, incorporating the benefits
of the existing FBAI and FBAO 20- bit analog modules plus the flexibility of
AES digital audio and SMPTE 259M digital video.
IMS is suitable as a stand-alone, single-rack- unit module set for fiber
transmission of eight AES digital audio signals, for 16 channels of audio.
Optionally, up to six Fibox FBAI-SL and FBAO-SL modules can be slaved to
the ¡MS for a mixture of analog and digital audio plus digital video in one
transmission package.
IMS-Tx / IMS-Rx are a 1RU module pair containing eight 100-ohm AES
digital audio ports, data connector ports for up to six 20-bit Analog Fibox
FBAI-SL / FBAO-SL slave modules and an external plug-in module slot for
the VFL 300T/R SMPTE 259M digital video transmission system for AES
digital audio.
External sync input and output is provided as well as user- selectable sample- rates. The 12V DC power supply for the ¡ MS is external, and must be
provided or purchased separately
Benefits attributed to the Fibox System include no line loss or ground
loops; inherent immunity to EMI and RFI; high common- mode rejection
ratio; 20-bit A/D and DIA conversion, 108 dB dynamic range; 48 kHz sampling; atransmission distance up to 2.5 miles; modular design, expandable to
12 channels on one fiber; analog or AES/EBU digital output; and data interface for transmission of SMPTE, RS232/422/485 and MIDI.
For information contact the company in Texas at (800) 777-9528 or visit
www.sundancesys.com.

Fiequeneyeeei
STCSysteme
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ON-NAIR
CBTS offers afull studio and control room on-air lighting control system
that interfaces to audio consoles' status and tally indicators.
For information contact CBT Systems at ( 858) 536-2927 or visit
www.cbt-net.com.

Audio Precision Opens Resource Center
Audio Precision, supplier of audio test and measurement solutions, has
launched an online Solutions Resource Center.
It provides access to the company's audio test information and resources to
help engineers in audio testing for various applications.
The company said the center gives engineers the information they need to
develop test and measurement approaches. It offers measurement solutions for
numerous applications; diagrams showing major components of test systems;
itemized lists of what is needed to assemble tests for particular applications like
Dolby AC3 and DVD testing, transducer testing and broadcast transmission
testing; and links to further information, such as in-depth technical notes.
To learn more about the center, go to http://audiotest.com/solutions.
For information contact the company in Oregon at (800) 231-7350 or visit
http://audioprecision.com.

Navigator + MapPoint = FM Surveys

A If you are looking to deliver clean, crisp audio to your transmitter
via microwave, Armstrong FML-10 STL system offers unsurpassed
audio purity in a rock- solid, feature- packed package.
A Built to tough manufacturing standards throughout, FML-10
system features microprocessor controllers, advanced PLL circuitry,
ultra linear VCO and front panel frequency programmability with
digital frequency readout.
Currently in service at over 300 stations in 21 countries, this field
proven design is a " rock- solid" SIL choice for any station.
Complete System Under $
Same Day Shipping
30 Day Money Back Guarati

ARMSTRONG
Allà TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

4835 N. Street • Marcellus, NY 13108 • PH: 315/673-1269 • Fax:
E-mail: infoearmstrongbc.com • svww.armstrongtx.com

315/673-9972

Digigram's Aztec AZ100 FM Navigator now is compatible with Microsoft
MapPoint software.
It is touted as acompact, affordable system for easy field surveys of an FM
station's signal.
The AZ100 FM Navigator has been updated to include compatibility with
the low-cost MapPoint software.
The combination simplifies and enhances data analysis by allowing field
measurements to be represented on MapPoint-generated maps.
AZ100 FM Navigator can be set to measure single or multiple frequencies,
and includes abuilt-in GPS receiver for automatic signal mapping.
For information contact Digigram in Virginia at ( 703) 875-9100 or visit
www.digigram.com.
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Take the Sting Out of Your Site
John Bisset
Fall is a beautiful season in much of
the United States, and it gives us a
chance to winterize our sites before the
really nasty weather strikes.
One of the biggest concerns at this
time of year is to keep equipment secure
when it comes to rodents, snakes and
insects. We've long suggested the use of
mothballs to discourage rodents and
snakes, but Michael Bostic, a former
broadcast engineer, now with Networx
Corp. in Rochester, N.Y., writes that he
routinely used mothballs to discourage
bees and, particularly, wasps.

guessed it; as nighfall approached, wasps
returned to the nest, their body mass
effectively attenuating the satellite signal.
The discovery nearly knocked me off the
ladder.
Idon't know an engineer who likes
bees, much less angering them by opening the "door" to their home.

More than likely, the snakes disappeared because their food source — the
mice or rats — left the area.
By the way, the Indian snake charmers
actually are controlling the cobra's movement by the motion of the flute, not the
"music"!

on board on/off switch, and uses 24 VDC
to turn the transmitter on and off by
remote control.
Figure 1shows the top of the LPB
transmitter, with the relay mounted and a
barrier strip that was added to provide
both transmitter on/off control and status
for the remote control.
The status function was wired off the 5
VDC bus inside the transmitter, and is
wired to the status control on the Gentner

* * *
In the July 4 Workbench, the use of
electronic rodent repellers was discussed.
The repellers appeared to scare off
snakes as well.
M. Chepko of Veni Vidi Video in

Fig. 2: Arrow 1is where the old pass transistor was. Arrow 2
points to wires that run to the new transistor on the heat sink.
* * *
Fig. 1: Handy Modifications to an LPB Transmitte
Not only were the mothballs stashed in
transmitter buildings and antenna coupling networks, but Michael put several
inside LNB covers as well as the equipment hub in his uplink dish.
The supply was refreshed in the
spring. No more bee surprises!
When Idid contract work, we were
called to a station that lost its satellite
signal every evening at dusk. You

Atlanta wrote that snakes are essentially
deaf. In fact, three little bones that reside
in the human ear are used in snakes to
articulate their jaws, allowing them to
swallow larger mice or rats.
Snakes do "feel" low-frequency vibrations, however, so they are aware when
you walk up to them. But the high-frequency sound emitted by the electronic
repellers would go unnoticed.

Ray Fantini works with Salisbury
State University's radio and television
department, and does some contract work
on the side.
During a recent visit, he showed me
some modifications he made to an LPB
low-power transmitter that one of his stations was using for post- sunset power
operation.
Ray's first modification was to add a
relay that interrupted the AC power
switch. The relay is connected after the

MBA!
Is " Processor Delay
Use MoniSwitch to eliminate it!
MoniSwitch is a special audio switcher : hat automatically
switches the DJ's headphones from " air" to " Iccar when the
mic is on. Those weird echoes and flanging effects are gone!

Quick and easy installation...
works with any console's Mic Tally output.
MoniSwitch is IN STOCK at all Henry Engineering dealers.
For detailed info, visit www.henryeng.com

Tel:

626.355.3656

Fax: 626.355.0077

remote control. The 5 VDC bus gives a
"high" status when the transmitter is
turned on.
Ray's second modification was to
"heavy- up" on the power supply pass
transistors. In the 60-watt version shown,
each side has its own 28 VDC power supply. In the original design, the pass transistor is mounted on the side of the case
without aheat sink.
Ray found that the original transistors had a high failure rate, shorting
because of the high collector peak
See WORKBENCH, page 18
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ENCO and WOR, Perfect Together
Thomas R. Ray HI, CSRE
This User Report was to have
appeared in the Buyer's Guide section of
the July 4 issue of Radio World, which
covered Automation and Digital Storage
products.
Around the end of 2000, it became
obvious that WOR(AM) would need to
replace the digital audio system it was
using. First, the system was five years
old, a millennium in computer years.
Next, we simply had outgrown the features the system offered.

I had been familiar with ENCO
DADpro32, having installed and programmed several systems with my stint
as installation services manager for the
now-defunct Northeast Broadcast Lab.
Istarted looking around at the systems
available in the event Ifound something
better that could meet my specifications.
When we wanted to start experimenting
with our third network, Idecided to purchase a single ENCO DADpro32 workstation to see what it could do.
We were impressed, particularly the
management of WOR; and we purchased a full ENCO DADpro32 system

5. Storage on aNovell or Windows-2000
server, with mirrored, spanned and
duplexed hard drives.
6. Support, support, support.
As with any digital system, the DAD
has good points and bad points.
The major good point is that the system comes out of the box with no preconceived notions about how your station
should operate. It is powerful and you can
program it to do just about anything your
station needs, except paint the tower.
The bad point is that the system comes
out of the box with no preconceived

Workbench
Continued from page 17

current. Fuses would blow, as would
the pass transistors.
Ray chose transistors with a higher
current rating, an Ic rating of 30 amps,

notions. DAD has so many features, you
just don't know where to start.
The system arrived and was promptly
installed in the racks in Master Control.
We then held a meeting with WOR's
15 operators. Iintroduced DAD to our
operators on my laptop in the conference
room. Talk about impressing the masses.
The operators took to the DAD fairly
quickly with its intuitive interfaces.
DADpro32
has
many
different
"machines" or modules, available to run
your format.
We insisted that the network logs be
run in a playback, or laundry list,
machine. This would keep the timing
proper for the network breaks. For everything else, the ops are on their own.
Some operators use the on-screen "cart
See ENCO, page 20

* * *
Got a useful tip or suggestion?
E-mail or fax your submission to the
address or number below, and when
printed, you'll qualify for SBE recertification credit.

Tom Ray, left, and Kerry Richards pose with the ENCO servers.
WOR is a50-kW flamethrower in the
No. 1market in the country, with a signal that can be heard from Maine to
Florida and as far west as Indiana. We
have aproud history to maintain, having
originated such shows as "The Cisco
Kid" and "The Shadow" during radio's
heyday.
We produce live programming on
WOR for at least 12 hours each day. In
addition, we also operate The WOR
Radio Network, and carry our own network during the other 12 hours of the
day. The network is 24/7.
In 2000, we added Network #2, which
primarily refeeds programming from
Network # 1, all placing aload on the digital system. And we were talking about
adding athird network.

in January.
Our specifications included, but were
not limited to:
I. The ability to place software flags in
the audio cuts to trigger external relays to
send cues to the satellite uplink. We had
been tying up the right channel with
touchtones, and wanted to go stereo.
2. The ability to edit audio files, including the ability to edit the software flags.
3. The ability to run multiple logs on one
computer, giving us the ability to refeed
both networks off of one computer.
4. The ability to tell the computer to do
exactly what we needed it to do.

Fig. 3: In the second cabinet, there was more
room to mount the heat sink inside the chassis.
typically. Arrow 1in Figure 2 shows
where the old pass transistor was located. Arrow 2in the same figure points to
the wires that have been soldered to the
board, and run up to the new pass transistor, mounted on the heat sink.
In the second cabinet, Fig. 3, there
was more room to mount the heat sink
inside the chassis. Again, the arrow
points to the wires, leading to the heat
sink, and the pass transistor terminals.

John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for
more than 30 years. He is a district
sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach
him at ( 703) 323-801 I.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit.
Fax your submission to ( 703) 3238044, or send e-mail to jbisset@
harris.com.

meEs THE DAR FOR DIGITAL PERFORMANCE
SOURCE SELECTION

(2 models to choose from)
•AE5/E51J
•5PDIF

PISTRIDUTION

(
2 models to choose from)
•AE5/Ef3I.J
•5PDIF

CONVERSION

(
4 models to choose from)
•2- digital to analog
•2- format

SURELOKTM Auto- Recovery Sentinel means the SEST choice for production, the ONLY choice for broadcast.
There is never a need to manually restart ROL digital products to resynchronize: IT'S ALL AUTOMATIC!
And SURE-LOK is exclusive to digital products from Radio Design Labs.
All models: up to 24 bit, 96 kHz capable. In professional applications, anything less is unacceptable.

REM
Radio Design Labs

For a complete listing of our products, call or write: (800) 281-2683 • (805) 884-5415 • email: sales@rdlnet.com • webeite: www.rdlnet.com
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Logging
Continued from page 12
with station logs is the combining of the
FCC-required logging with non-required
items added by the licensee.
Because the FCC does not specify how
logs are to be kept, many licensees try to
put all of their logging on one form to
make things easier for their operators.
As aresult, Ioften find logs with mutine transmitter readings, duty operator
sign on- off times, daily tower light
checks and programming information
taking up 95 percent of the form, with little or no documentation that is actually
required by the rules.

Avoid distractions
1am in no way trying to discourage
any licensee from logging these other
items. But combining these functions
often creates distractions and difficulties.
Again, with the exception of all
EAS activations being logged, the
emphasis is to log any item that
caused, or could cause, the licensee to
deviate from maintaining compliance
with the rules and station authorizations.
If the licensee's emphasis is to have
operators fill in a small box with
names or figures or a check mark to
routinely log transmitter readings, shift
changes, etc., the typical result is that
details of an actual problem are
sketchy or left out altogether.
Here is ascenario that is all too familiar: The operators get accustomed to
writing down a transmitter reading but
fail to observe that one or more readings
are out of tolerance even if the tolerances
are printed on the top of the form. It was
just areading that became too routine.
The next operator on duty takes the
same out-of-tolerance reading, but finding a similar reading already logged
thinks nothing of it, logs it and likewise
forgets to compare the reading to the listed tolerances.
Eventually one operator notices and
tries to log the problem. Unfortunately
the form has aspace just large enough for
acouple of words to document what the
problem is, not enough space to thoroughly document what occurred.
Keep watch
Because the chief operator or engineer
is not around, the operator on duty puts
down what she can and it is soon forgotten. The chief operator, or engineer, is so
busy keeping multiple stations on the air
that the weekly review turns into aonce a
month review and that is often to see that
shift changes are on time, not to see that
all FCC required items are logged.
If, by chance, a problem is observed
and corrected, the form has no room to
describe properly what corrective action
was taken, so nothing is written down.
The problem is fixed, so why worry
about it?
The manager, who leaves the
overview of the logs to the chief operator
or engineer, never bothers to check them.
The problem may or may not have come
to the manager's attention, but in any
case, the station is on the air.
It is human nature to gloss over problems. It seems easier to log a thousand
readings that are within tolerance and be
reluctant to properly log one that is not.
Why advertise that the problem ever
existed?

Radio World
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The answer boils down to effort. What
effort is this licensee putting forth to
make certain he or she is watchful over

own, or simply keeping a signal on the
air? Will the logs be evidence of the
efforts made or indicate alack of effort?
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strikes occur, water freezes and expands,
utility companies dig trenches through
ground systems and rodents like to chew
on things.
So when an inspection of two years of
station logs shows no problems at all,
then one of two things has happened:
either the station has been in a vacuum
who properly maintain logs ...
for the past two years or personnel are
not logging properly.
have significantly fewer violations, less
Managers, when was the last time you
have seen the logs for your station?
downtime and better managerial control.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the FCC. RW welcomes
other points of view
Reach the author at (816) 316-1254 or
via e-mail to rramage@fcc.gov.
the station and maintaining compliance?
As an inspector and an engineer, I
The FCC broadcast self- inspection
Are station personnel catching and fixing
realize that equipment does not last forchecklists can be found on the Web at
problems in a timely manner on their
ever. Parts wear out and break, lightning
www.fcc.gov/eb/broadcast/. t
e
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OPTICODEC
YOUR HIGH QUALITY AUDIO CONNECTION

Meeting all your job's
requirements, the Opticodec
7000 is a 128k portable ISDN
codee, atapeless recorder, aportable
player, an editing station, and even a
transmission device for your audio files.

Opticodec 7400 is
an audio ISO/MPEG
Layer II and Layer III
compliant Codec.
You can use it with
ISDN, TCP/IP, and
UDP protocols over
any private network
or over the Internet.
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Opticodec technology is your high- quality audio connection in radio
and television broadcast, recording and production studios, voice,
music, broadcast news information, audio on demand, and any
broadcasting over the Internet.

Connection perfection for ISDN and Ethernet

otban
orb« 1525 Alvarado Street, San Leandro, CA 94577 USA • 510 351.3500 •

Visit our Web Site at www.orban.com
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ENCO
Continued from page 18

machines." Others use the playback
decks. Others use the one-button wonder
arrays.
There have been no complaints and
mistakes have been reduced to practically
zero.
To run two networks plus an on-air
station in the largest market in the country, you need reliable equipment that is
easy to operate. You also need gear that
can morph and change and grow with
you.
And you need it to do what you want.
The DADpro32 uses the DAD Command
Language ( DCL) to help you make the
machine do exactly what you want.
For example, we run automated for the
last hour of afternoon drive, and needed
to automate our traffic reports that originate live from Metro Traffic across town.
Our old automation required at least five
system commands to accomplish this
feat, and timing was at times achallenge.
With DADpro32, we built aCommand
Cut with DCL. Traffic now programs one
cut number into atraffic break. This one
cut fires Joan Rivers' recorded intro, fires
off the traffic sounder, switches the studio switcher to the Metro input, times out
the 35 seconds for the report, takes the
Metro input off the air, fires the remainder of the break, and puts the network
studio back on air at the appropriate time.
Unless the Metro announcer blows his
timing of the report, you would never
know it's automated as anormal listener.
Support
With our new network, "The Best of
Everything," we run four playback
machines simultaneously. One is the
main program element log, two is the
commercial log, three is alog containing
backtime beds and four is acontrol log
that sends the station ID/time cues and
resets the studio switcher.
The backtime beds are various lengths.
We simply tell DADpro32 we want the
cut to end at, say, 19:59:58, and it fires
off playback 3 at a time appropriate so
that the selected cut ends at 19:59:58.
Using DCL, we wrote acommand that
allows the backtime bed to fade in at an
appropriate time during programming. It
runs like clockwork. And it quickly
became obvious that " The Best of
Everything" was running on the best system available.
Odd hours calls from operators have

Rapidly Transportable
Mobile AM All- Band
Antenna Systems

been simplified, as well. DAD responds
well to PCAnywhere, and my Chief
Engineer Kerry Richards or Ican easily
get into the system and make changes or
simply walk an operator through a task
while watching what he is watching.
And support. Ijudge an organization's
support people by an after hours call.
Overnight support
We have had one for asomewhat silly
problem. We called at 1a.m. on aweekend. Our call was returned within 10
minutes. The tech who called had not
seen this particular problem before, and
said he would call back within 5minutes,
as he wanted to call someone more familiar with the issue. Right.
Five minutes later, he was back on the
phone with the simple solution to the silMARKET

Telescopic Mast

with the manufacturer rather than going
through adealer. Vice President of Sales
and Marketing Don Backus and East
Coast Sales Director Joe Myers know the
product. System configuration and price
negotiation were straightforward and to
the point. There were no surprises, making the "oops" factor in the budget not
necessary.
WOR is happy with our ENCO
DADpro32 installation. If it's time for an
upgrade of your digital system, ENCO
DADpro32 needs your serious consideration. What it can't do, you don't need.
The author is corporate director of
engineering for Buckley Broadcasting/WOR, New York.
For information contact ENCO in
Michigan at ( 248) 476-5711 or visit
www.enco.com.
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SuperLink Audio /Si Data Gateway
Musicam USA offers the new SuperLink Audio & Data
Gateway, a codec, uncompressed STL and network audio
server with multiformat streaming audio.
Art Constantine, VP, Business Development, said, "Now
you can have adevice that answers the phone and feeds your
remote audio directly to the Internet. Or use SuperLink as an
STL with built-in ISDN backup. Or use Advanced Audio
Coding to get stereo on asingle ISDN B Channel."
SuperLink is a 2U high, 19- inch rack-mount mainframe
chassis with controls similar to those of an advanced audio
codec.
A menu window guides the
user through programming. A
large telephone- style keypad,
circular navigation switchwheel,
programmable function keys,
dual- channel VU meter and
headphone connector are on
the front panel.
et:Me
4.1.zr 1,VIA
Up to four hot-swappable
modules plug into the rear panel. Users may choose modules
to configure SuperLink, which
recognizes the modules and displays their functions as menu
choices.

•Dual Port V.35 Interface for N x64 kbps data
•Dual Port X.21 Interface for N x64 kbps data
When SuperLink is configured as acodec, available algorithms are CCS/Musicam-enhanced MPEG Layer II, MPEG
Layer III, G.722, 0.711, J.41 (384 kbps mono) and Advanced
Audio Coding (AAC).
When used with El transmission lines, SuperLink supports
bit rates to 2.048 MB and incorporates J.57 coding.
A chassis can transmit two stereo feeds or four mono feeds
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Modules include:
• Control Processor with Dual RS232 inputs and Ethernet port
•24-bit Stereo Encoder with Analog, Digital and Ancillary
Data inputs
•24-bit Stereo Decoder with Analog, Digital and Ancillary
Data outputs
•24-bit Stereo Encoder/Decoder with Analog, Digital and
Ancillary Data outputs
•T1 Multiplexer with Insert, Drop and Add capability
•El Multiplexer with Insert, Drop and Add capability
•Single, Dual and Triple BRI ISDN Terminal Adapters with
both U and SIT interfaces
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over T1, El, multiple ISDN BRIs or dedicated data circuits.
With Insert capability, additional channels are supported.
Drop & Add allows the user to build sophisticated networks.
SuperLink works as an audio streaming device when used
with acompanion server; multiple streaming formats permit
direct feeds to the Internet. SuperLink's Ethernet port also
supports remote control via Internet, offering password-protected access from any browser.
Equipped with V.35 or X.21 interfaces and aT1or EI
Multiplexer, SuperLink gives direct access to N x64 kbps of
transmission capacity for the transport of synchronous data.
The network management system allows local or remote control setup, testing, and mapping of T1 or El time slots.
For information contact the company in New Jersey at
(732)739-5600 or visit www.musicamusa.com.

Your No. 1Source For AM Antenna Systems
And Accessories In The USA And Worldwide

We Design
And Build For
DRM Or IBOC
Digital Audio
Broadcasting

High- Powered AM/Medium
Wave Weatherproof
Dummy Loads

*NEW PRODUCT*

Labs, Inc

Model STM-AMAB-5K
Unit And Associated

ly problem and everyone went back to
bed. Am Iimpressed? You bet.
Another point is that, with ENCO, you
aren't just buying aproduct, you are buying ateam of dedicated people, and those
people feed off of the suggestions and
comments of its customers. If you have a
question or suggestion, you can e-mail
the company's president, Gene Novacek,
and you get an answer from him in a
timely fashion.
The only complaint our operators had
was that the time displayed on DAD is
real time, and we usually operate in
delay. A note to Gene resulted in a new
addition to DCL where you could adjust
the displayed time to your operational
needs. The DADpro32 constantly is
evolving; never getting stale.
Finally, it was nice to deal directly

PLACE

*NEW PRODUCT*

5 kW All- Band Antenna Tuning
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Phone: ( 423) 878-3141

Fax: ( 423) 878-4224

Product Brochures Available At www.kintronic.com

Model DL-300WP-4116EIA
Rated for 450kW Continuous
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Shannon Black, on- air ta
"After looking at several options, we decided
on the VADIS platform and DC consoles from
KLOTZ," says John Decker, Chief Engineer,
Capstar Communications, Tucson. " Why?
First, our install would be much faster since
most of the plant wiring could be reduced to
a simple Ethernet line and a fiber optic cable
connecting each room with our rack room.
"Secondly, all four stations were to be housed
in the same facility, and we had to share audio
sources all around the plant. This is a function
that is part of the KLOTZ system. Our entire
plant is now based on a digital audio ' backbone' that provides an improved audio signal.
"We also purchased five DC consoles. The
air talent finds the DC consoles simple to
operate. They can put any source in our plant
on any fader of the console with a simple LCD
button in the meter bridge. Giving the operator
the ability to call up any source to a fader is
great since each operator prefers a different
arrangement of sources on the console."

at KRQQ FM, at the VADIS D
4Ic onsole.
..

Ii Installed in world class facilities
•

e
e

Integrated platform concept
Fiber optic networking
Any audio source, anywhere

MOE
DIGITAL
5875 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Bldg. 340
Nor-cross, GA 30092
Phone: 678-966-9900
Fax: 678-966-9903
www.klotzdigital.com

Introducing
the Cash
miracle diet.

Lose three minutes
in an hour!
Gone are the days of hunt-and-cut editing, warbling time com-

something more important to do. Like kicking back and enjoy-

pression, and sped-up chipmunk audio. Now overstuffed,

ing acup of coffee—but, in the interest of your waistline, take a

overtime audio productions can be reduced through a real-

pass on the donuts.

time, undetectable process that can cut up to one minute of
audio from every twenty without reducing program content.

For specifications, information, or orders contact Prime Image:
www.primeimageinc.com

The Cash audio time machine from Prime Image is a fully

408-867-6519

digital,easy-to-operate device that utilizes apatented system of
random "micro-edits" to reduce the length of any production,
whether voices, sound effects, or music. And Cash works automatically, in one pass, with no additional processing. Simply
enter the amount of time you want to lose and the period of
time over which to lose it. Then push the start button and find

"'gage

The Digital Video People
Tel (408) 867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294
www.primeimageinc.com
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Promo
Power!
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Boomers Still Drive Oldies Format
Ken R.
Many of us remember the Three
Dog Night song "Joy to the World"
that seems like it first played on our
transistors only a few years ago.
Actually, it was 30 years ago.
The Beatles burst upon the scene
with " ISaw Her Standing There" in
1964, 37 years ago.
And remember Chubby Checker
twisting the night away? Congratulations, that happened 41 years ago. No
doubt about it, the baby boomers are
aging. That fact presents a dilemma
for oldies stations.
"The group born between 1946 and
1955 has had an enormous influence
on every era they have lived through,"
said Larry Rosin, president of Edison
Media Research, "but every day more
oldies listeners turn 55 and there aren't
any new ones being created. Inevitably
the 25-to-54 numbers will erode."
Rosin believes that oldies stations
have three choices: adapt and appeal
to a younger audience; move back to
the AM dial as other formats have
done; or go out of business like beautiful music stations did.
One way
-Idon't see any other likely outcomes," said Rosin.
E. Alvin Davis is president of aconsulting company that bears his name.
The firm consults oldies stations
exclusively for clients in markets such
as New York, San Francisco and Los
Angeles, as well as smaller markets.
"There seem to be two approaches
to the format which most stations
take," said Davis. "They either continue to focus on the same target age
group as they get older or they try to
modify the music mix and appeal to
younger people. There are concerns

with both approaches."
Davis agrees that each year, another
batch of 54-year-olds moves out of the
eagerly sought after 25 to 54 demographic. He said although their listening habits don't change, the group 56plus is invisible to advertisers looking
for the 25 to 54 demographic.
"In other words, some of the audience goes over the cliff," said Davis.
"The ' update the music' approach is
also imperfect because you are in pioneer mode, and everyone knows that
the pioneer is the guy with the arrow
in his back."

than the music, that would be helpful,"
said Davis, "but the trick is in what
the personalities say on the air."
Davis said that sharing the values of
your audience is vital. Focus groups
are essential to getting this right.
Talking the talk
"For example, you might want to
get involved with an AIDS project, but
your audience might believe that this
is a disease people have brought on
themselves. To promote an AIDS benefit concert might not be the best thing
you can do."

Gro wing Oldies...
Over the past decade. the number of stations programming the
Oldies format ha% grown by over 200 stations.

766

MS/reel Data as of 1/2000

RESEARCH DI VISION

N,mber of Statrons Naimrkeade In Okkes Format

One solution to this demographic
conundrum may lie in the nonmusical
elements of the format. It may be that
features, contests, humor and personality between the songs are what really
grab the listener.
"If you have a breakthrough morning show that has even greater appeal

In another example of the thoughtful planning required to target your
audience, Davis believes that at an
oldies concert, people will stand up,
take their hats off and put their hands
over their hearts when the national
anthem is played, while arock concert
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BROADCAST LAW REVIEW

Do Your Own
Regulatory
Legwork
Barry D. Umansky
Clearly, there are certain FCC
tasks and processes that only your
communications counsel should
undertake for your radio station.
Although some of my communications lawyer brethren might view
this article as sacrilege — on the
theory that a communications
lawyer must be the only person
who ever should have any contact
on a station's behalf with the FCC
— there are plenty of self-help
things you can do to contribute to
your station's regulatory well-being
and to aid your communications
counsel in his/her work.
And most of these things you can
do right at the station, on the computer keyboard in front of you.
As I've touched upon briefly in
some past Broadcast Law Review
articles, the FCC's Web site is your
always- available door to a wealth
of information that can benefit your
station and help you control your
regulatory destiny.
If you haven't used the FCC Web
site — and particularly that portion
maintained by the Mass Media
Bureau's Audio Services Division
— as a source of information or
documents, you really should try it.
Below is a succinct list of how
you can use the commission's Web
site to help smooth the regulatory

See BOOMERS, page 24

See UMANSKY, page 26

For all your audio & audio-for-video needs:
BROADCAST

www. BRADLEY BROADCAST. corn
800-732-7665
Local Phone: 301-682-8700 • Fax: 301-682-8377 • Address: 7313-G Grove Road, Frederick, MD 21 704
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Oldies Online: Fans at the Fringe Boomers
Ken R.
Tired of your local oldies outlet playing the same safe hits over and over? Go
to the Internet, where the real oldies
fanatics operate.
Free from encumbrances such as the
FCC, program directors, consultants, the
need to make money and sometimes even
good taste, hard-core people spin those
groovy platters online.
Dozens of these alternative oldies sites
exist on the Internet, with more springing
up every week.
Doo-wop lives
If your tastes run toward the street harmonies of The Satellites, the retro appeal
of Fats & The Chessmen, the obscure
bleatings of Janis Martin or the soulful
stylings of LaVern Baker, you want to
check out Vinyl Cobwebs at www.vinylcobwebs.freeservers.com.
The current show and several previous
episodes are available online.
"Donovan" is host and " Premium
Deluxe" assists. Both of these " antijocks" have day jobs in Salt Lake City.
Donovan provides e-commerce solutions
and Premium Deluxe is ameat truck driver. The show, which their Web site proclaims is the "most obscure oldies radio
show on the planet," is their hobby.
To keep their Webcasting costs to a
minimum, the pair use Live365.com to
stream their show, which they run from
Donovan's basement.
Vinyl Cobwebs plays an eclectic mix
of rockabilly, rhythm and blues, doowop, soul and even atouch of ' 60s psychedelia on occasion. Featured artists
include such non- radio staples as
Screaming Jay Hawkins, Pat Boone,
Jerry Mathers and non-songs by the likes
of William Shatner and Frank Gorshin.
"Records we bought at the Salvation
Army in the ' 80s for adime are now selling
for $20,' said Donovan. "But this is the kind
of show we always wished we could hear
driving back from along road trip at 3a.m."
One of the more unusual Internet
oldies sites is run by the Central
Oklahoma Classic Chevy Club and its
president, David Reeds. A Web surfer

dropping in at www.55-57chevys.com
will be able to scroll around the site
while listening to aplaylist of almost 500
authentic oldies in RealAudio format.
Hits such as Fess Parker singing "The

Donovan and Premium Deluxe, the Vinyl Cobwebs Guys
Ballad of Davy Crocket," "Clap Your
Hands" by The Bean-Marks and "Daddy
0" by The Fontane Sisters are not exactly
staples of the AM or FM dials, but you'll
find them here.

A Sample Vinyl Cobwebs' Playlist
From the Feb. 18, 2001 Show — Vinyl Cobwebs Broadcast No. 81

e

Song

"It goes with the ' 50s cars," said
Reeds, "and we get avery good response
to the music."
He calls himself "Daddy G" and his
DJ style isn't fancy. But he does play the

Artist

Year

Ring A Ling

Johnny Otis Sho\\

1958

Where's My Little People Eatei

Russ Reagan

1958

Purple People Eater Meets
The Witch Doctor

Big Bopper

1958

Moving Pipeline

The Spie-Dells

1963

Please Betty Jane

Mike Russo

1962

I'm So Lost

Major Lance

1964

Taste Of The Blues

Buddy Knox

1959

E'mezzanotte

Guidone

1960

Cherry, I'm In Love With You

Lee Greenlee

1959

The Wang Dang Taffy Apple Tango

Pat Boone

1959

Reality

The Five Americans

1967

FlaGaLa-Pa

Timmie Rogers

1957

Birthday Party

The Pixies Three

1963

Your Friends

Dee Clark

1961

The Bowling Song

The Three Beaus & A Peep

1949

Artificial Army

Jim Edgar

1968

In the background, host Donovan salivates
over a recent Vinyl Cobwebs show playlist.

top 40 from 1954 through 1979.
Soft-spoken Gerald Gaule is the "man
behind that curtain" who plays rare versions of songs and features legends of the
rock world on his streamed oldies show.
(Visit
http://members.tripod.com/
-K32SGTV/sandee.html.)
"I like to play ' B' sides of hits, flops,
maybe Elvis doing agospel tune or even
something by Johnny Cash when he was
part of aquartet," said Gaule.
Side channels
Dennis Winslow, program director of
Cox- owned KLDE(FM) in Houston.
believes the Internet has a place in the
world of oldies.
"We've learned that amass-appeal FM
station like ours must play the hits, but
more broadcast stations are providing
alternative streams on their Web sites. If
your audience wants doowop or ' 80s, you
can give it to them without threatening
your main format. There is a group of
people out there who are passionate
about this stuff."
"The glory of the Internet is that there
are thousands of fish in the sea who want
to express themselves," said Gaule. "I'm
37 now. I'm just a radio nut and have
been since Iwas three years old."
Ken R. played oldies on the radio
before they were oldies. Reach him via email at kenr5367@aol.com.
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Continued from page 23

audience might be inattentive or
even offended.
"Programmers need to understand the values of
their audience and
reflect those values," Davis said.
The oldies audience apparently
wants to hear people on the radio
that are passionate
about the music
and who speak
Larry Rosin
their vernacular.
"An example of a mismatch for
the oldies audience would be ajock
talking about ` dissing' someone or
'giving them their props,' which air
people might use in their real lives
because they are not in the target
audience," said Davis.
"These or similar phrases stick
out and say, ' I'm
not like you."
Davis suggested
that oldies personalities emceeing live events
dress like their
audience. This
means no earrings
E. Alvin Davis
on males, no nontraditional hair coloring and certainly no body piercings.
The last several years have seen
diverse formats spring from the
basic oldies line, including urban.
'70s and ' 80s.
"Most of these
offshoot formats
have very little
impact on the format," said Davis.
"When the core
oldies audience
was growing up,
there was probably
just one top- 40
Dennis
station in their
Winslow
market, and even
when there were two, it was basically like having one."
Short lived?
Several
programmers said it's
unlikely that these
Johnny- comelately " splinter"
oldies
formats
will ever have
shares as large as
Chris
traditional oldies
Ackerman
outlets. The reason: after album
rock and other formats became popular in the early ' 70s, younger people never had the same shared experience with the others in their
demographic.
"Today, the pie is sliced much
thinner," said Davis.
It comes down to money, of
course. The more fragmented the
audience, the more difficult to
attain the bulk numbers that are
attractive to advertisers. It's one
more area in which baby boomers
See BOOMERS, page 30
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Record and P ay MP3, MP2, PCM, ADPCM, and
Windows Media Audio on ordinary sound card .
...
iMedia'ouch d3es more for less!
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FCC Forms — whether they be the
"remittance advice" fee transmittal
form (FCC Form 159) or an application form for starting, modifying or

address.
Again, just click on the word
"forms" on the FCC's main page and
access and print a perfect Adobe

waters and advance your station's
interests.
Fee payment planning — Whether
your annual regulatory fee ( see
"FY2001 Regulatory Fees and Forms"
on page 27.) or the fee that should
accompany an FCC application or
ownership report, the FCC's Web site
can give you the quick answer.
On the commission's Web site
(wwwfcc.gov) main page, you can click
on the word "fees" and get the precise
amount that will be due from you.
Find the form — The same can be said
to access, review and print copies of

—

By knowing

what the form demands, you

can work more closely and efficiently with the
lawyer preparing your application.

transferring astation, getting an auxiliary license or for notifying the commission of your change in mailing

Acrobat ( PDF) version of the form
you need.
By knowing what the form
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The illustrious legacy of Crown
Broadcast is beginning anew
chapter. To meet the needs of
broadcasters worldwide, Crown
Broadcast is aggressively
researching and developing
new technology.

Crown designs, scheduled for
release in the fall, build on this
history with new features for
new market requirements, as
well as options that can fit
current Crown transmitters for
new applications.

The transition to technically
innovative new designs will fit
the changing dynamics of
world broadcasting while
keeping the rugged reliability
that defines Crown.

New Crown FMX Series
transmitters, with Crown's
Digital System Management
(DSM) design, make system
monitoring and control faster,
easier, and more complete.
The four- line display details
transmitter operation at a
glance, and provides full
menu-driven control.

Crown FM Series transmitters
daily extend the standard for
reliable excellence in
broadcasting. Around the world
Crown remains the choice for
trouble-free service in
demanding circumstances and
difficult environments. From
FM 30 to FM 2000, each Crown
model comes with arich tradition
of long-term value. The newest

Add the Remote System
Management ( RSM) option,
and get full remote monitoring
and control from your cell
phone. Relieve the stress of
inaccessible sites with easy offsite checkup and adjustment.

Your investment in Crown will always pay off

""..1111•

If you have already invested
in aCrown FM transmitter,
the DSM and RSM can be
added as upgrades to give
you new capabilities
without the cost of replacing
your transmitter.
Please visit our website at
www.crownbroadcast.com
to learn more. And there
will be more. Watch for
anew, cost-effective
redundant transmitter
control for automatic
backup switching...the
revolutionary CardCast
digital transmitter in a
PC... the industry leading
effects of Omnia
processing software....

Crown Broadcast
25166 Leer Drive
Elkhart, IN 46514-5425
219-262-8900
www.crownbroadcast.com

demands, you can work more closely
and efficiently with the lawyer preparing your application.
Filing the application — Though this is
where you should work closely with
your communications lawyer, who
probably should do the actual filing for
you, 21st century technology now lets
you be more involved in the process.
For example, the commission mandates electronic filing of FCC Form
301. When using the Mass Media
Bureau's Consolidated Database
System electronic filing system for
broadcast station application forms,
you and your attorney can contribute
to and review an application — drafted
and stored on the CDBS — prior to
actually "filing" it at the commission.
Bidding at auction — The same kind
of broadcaster/lawyer cooperation can
take place in cyberspace when it
comes to an FCC broadcast auction.
(The next FM station auction is scheduled for the end of this year, with preliminary filing due in the fall; however, that timetable may slip abit again.)
For example, your communications
counsel can check electronically, during each round of an auction, whether
you properly submitted a bid or havetaken an "activity rule waiver." He or
she also can ensure that you, the bidder, maintain your eligibility for subsequent rounds of an auction.
Application status answers — When
you file a new station or modification
application, you easily can find out,
using the CDBS, when the application
was, for example, "accepted for filing."
You also can check on the status of
your application as it moves up the
Audio Services Division processing
line.
When you access the division's site at
www.fcc.gov/mmblasd/welcome.html,
you'll find links to frequently updated
lists of applications' ranks on the processing line and applications for which
a grant is " blocked," along with the
reasons(s) for the block.
Calling the commission — The
Audio Services Division site also has a
list, with phone numbers and e-mail
addresses, of FCC staff members to
call when you have questions on particular subjects.
However, when the matter involves
an application — either yours or a
competitor's — be sure to check with
your communications counsel to
ensure that your contact with the FCC
would not violate the commission's
"ex parte" rules.
Violating these rules is not a good
thing and these transgressions can work
dramatically against your interests.
Taking the FCC's pulse
While your communications lawyer
usually will update you on major and
often minor developments in FCC regulation, you can take steps yourself to
be a better educated broadcaster who
has atrue sense of what the FCC is up
to these days.
Once or twice a week, go to the
FCC's newly redesigned main Web
page. You can learn about the agency's
major initiatives, get bios of the five
commissioners and their staffs and find
links to the information I've mentioned
See UMANSKY, page 27
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How to ' Own' Any Show That Counts
Mark Lapidus

mat is to take ownership on-air. This
begins with the pre- sale information
for the fans, which is followed with
call- ins and appearances during the
ticket sales.
It continues with an immediate —
and hopefully creative — contest for

Recently, aprogram director Iknow
was on the back nine of a local golf
course when a stranger stopped him.
The guy had noticed the PD's station
staff shirt.
"I really loved your concert last
night," the stranger said.
Ah, grasshopper sees
The PD said, "Thanks very much,"
and smiled, but it took him a moment
to realize exactly why he'd been
approached, as he'd completely forgotten what shirt he was wearing.
Although the station certainly was
involved with the concert, it had not
funded the show, nor had it branded
the show with the station's call letters.
Bingo — when listeners believe that
their favorite radio station presented a
show they saw, you've hit ahome run.
Let's talk about how to make this
happen.
The first step to obtain the image
for a concert appropriate to your for-

"ii/ay high'

ins from DJs if possible.
Don't stop there
Afterward, you'll do a
playback of the show's best
songs as everyone is driving home and finally,

is a cool place to stage a

broadcast — consider renting a big cherry
picker for a DJ at the concert arena.

tickets. Your listeners then hear calls
from concertgoers waiting to get into
the show, then a live broadcast or cut-

Umansky

an on-air wrap-up for a few days that
will remind the audience of how much
fun we all had.
It's really great if you can give
away an autographed item you

lets you do it.
And you'll create aspecial CD to be
played over the public address system.
But if you're like most stations, the
concert promoter keeps both you and
your competitor on equal ground and
may not even allow you near the arena.
What do you do? Most arenas have
one or two main arteries leading up
to them. Rent a big cherry picker
and hang your largest banners.
"Way high" also is acool place
to stage abroadcast. If possible, light it from the ground
with aspotlight so that you
can use it before and after
the show.
PA system
A battery- operated
public address system
is amust; your favorite
broadcast equipment
dealer can help you
find one. If you don't
own one, rent one.
And, if it doesn't get
you in too much trouble, consider having a
few dozen interns hit
the parking lot —
when the show is well
underway — with
windshield flyers pro-

Continued from page 26

here, plus much more.
Each business day the FCC issues its "Daily Digest," listing all the decisions, public notices, news releases and speeches that it issued that day. That
too can be good lunchtime reading.
As I've also discussed in past Broadcast Law Review articles, whenever
the commission proposes to adopt anew rule, change aregulatory scheme,
etc., it generally is required to ask for public comment before adopting the
rule or making the change.
Though you likely should do so with the aid and counsel of your communications lawyer, you can file your comments right from your computer, by
going to the commissions' Electronic Filing Comment System at
www.fcc.gov/e-filelecfs.html.
Your lawyer can help you to draft the comments but either you or he or
she can do the actual filing. You can upload your comments ( the commission also allows you to file hard copy comments the old-fashioned way)
and also view the comments filed by others, over the EFCS.
These are but some of the ways that you, a proactive radio broadcaster,
can take some relatively simple steps to be better informed and to aid your
station and your communications counsel to achieve success and avoid pitfalls in the FCC regulatory process.
Barry D. Umansky, the former deputy general counsel of the National
Association of Broadcasters, is with the communications practice group at
the law firm of Thompson Hine LLP in Washington. Reach him at (202)
263-4128 or via e-mail to barry.umansky@thompsonhine.com.

FY2001 Radio Station
Regulatory Fees
Population

AM Class A

Served

AM Class B AM Class C AM Class D FM Classes
A,B1&C3

FM Classes
B, C, & C2

$ 450

350

250

300

350

450

850

675

350

475

675

850

50,001 - 125,000

1,375

900

475

700

900

1,375

125,001 - 400,000

2,050

1,450

725

375

1,450

2,050

400,001 - 1,000,000

2,850

2,300

1,300

1,550

2,300

2,850

1,000,000 or more

4,550

3,750

1,900

2,400

3,750

4,550

0- 20,000
20,001 - 50,000

— Barry D. Umansk%

received at the show to alucky listener
or auction that item off for acharity.
The second step involves marketing
off the air: Take ownership of the concert on your Web site. To do this, create great graphics of the artist(s) and
stream interviews either with the
artist(s) or fans.
Among other markets where the
artist is playing, print your sister stations' reviews or link to newspapers in
those cities that have reviews.
Offer a coupon that your listeners
can bring to the show, which will get
them something free ("Be among the
first 500 at Ozfest to bring this coupon
to the WXXX booth and we'll give you
acommemorative bumper sticker.")
Take ownership of the concert in
your e-mail blasts. If you can arrange
an e-mail/Internet presale before the
general public buys tickets, you'll
score major points with your listeners.

moting some cool thing about the
show that'll be happening on air the
next day with some sort of real listener benefit.
Is this level of activity wise for
every show? This depends on the
importance of concerts for your audience and on the stature of the artists.

Paper is cheap
Be sure to link all info back to a
special section on your Web site.
Flyers are cheap. Print ' em so that
four come off one sheet of paper.
Marry your call letters to the show
and pass out these handbills wherever
your station appears.
The third step takes you on- site.
Sure, you'll put up as much banner on
a roll as you're permitted. Your jocks
will host the show if the record label

If you don't know these things via
your own research, conduct a bunch of
listener panels (focus groups) to find out.
After you've followed the steps a
few times, show ownership becomes
second nature. That's the point at
which you'll want to begin the step
that never ends: adding new twists to
old tricks to excite your audience.
Mark Lapidus is president of
Lapidus Media. Contact him via
e-mail to marklapidus@yahoo.com.

Marry

your radio

station call letters
to the show.

e
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Super Name- Brand Values!
Fender PA System
with Speaker Tripods
Truly unique, the Fender Passport is a totally
self-contained portable sound system complete with a
self- powered 4-channel mixer, 2full- range speaker
units, 2dynamic cardioid microphones and all the
necessary cables.This package also includes a
pair of heavy-duty speaker tripods. And right
now, we are including two additional

B ROADCAST Sup

FREE
T
Extra

microphones, absolutely FREE with your
purchase! Features: 250 watts of stereo power

Get

at 8ohms ( 125 WPC); 4-channel, 8- input mixer:2

wo

micro phones

additional stereo channels, one-touch equalization;
digital reverb with remote bypass; eight 6.5" woofers

(with P250 pachasel

in two cabinets; tape out jacks; weighs only 53 lbs.

INCREDI

P250PKG
Mfr. List $ 1,198.00 ONLY $ 784.00

on

bSony CD CDRW33
11

The exciting new CDR-W33 is the first CDR-W
recorder from Sony for professional music applications. It features high-quality, 24- bit AD/DA converters,

5Pa

DAP functions and CD-TEXT support. It's an excellent choice for your project studio or radio production facility.

Mfr. List $ 798.00 ONLY $ 499.00

Crown D75A
The Crown D75A features front panel level controls;
power and distortion indicators; active balanced
inputs with XLR/1/4 combination connectors; barrier strip output connectors; <.001%
harmonic distortion @ full power; 3-year, no-fault warranty. 40 watts per channel into 8ohms.

Mfr. List $ 652.00 ONLY $ 389.00

Great row cost readphones tor studio or remotes.

Teac
W- 790R/W-60OR

Lightweight, with afull-enclosure design! Hard-wired
1/4" connector.

TD6OPKG ( pack of 5)

ONLY $ 89.00

These dual cassette decks offer high performance at avery
modest price.The W- 790R offers one record/play deck and one
play-only deck. Features: twin IC logic control mechanisms; dual auto- reverse tape transports; variable pitch
control ( 1,10%); bi-directional record and playback; high-speed dubbing; synchro reverse dubbing;
headphone output; Dolby B/C and HX Pro; RCA mic and line inputs; optional rack mount kit.
The super affordable W6OOR dual auto- reverse cassette recorder is anice addition to any busy recording
or broadcast studio. It offers normal and high-speed dubbing, double-deck continuous playback; one-touch
recording, electronic tape counters, LED peak program level meters and Dolby Bnoise reduction.

W7908 ONLY $ 159.00

W6008 ONLY $ 109.00

PROCO

Spirit Notepad RW5353

Quality, ! ow- loss 25' mic cables at agreat price.

The smallest mixer available from Spirit, Folio Notepad combiries

Complete our new mic package w.th this Spack!

quality audio and versatility. Features: mono mic/line inputs witn

M25PKG ( pack of 5)

high-gain, low- noise mic preamps, phantom power and 2- band EQ; 2

ONLY $ 49.00

stereo line inputs equipped with switchable turntable preamps; postfader AUX sends on each input channel; dedicated stereo effects
return; 2-track return; peak and VU metering; separate main and
monitor outputs; balanced TRS main and monitor outs. Dimensions:
9.6W x8.9D x2H.

ONLY $ 189.00

Echo Mia
ElectroVoice V20
This dynamic cardioid mic is an industry staple and extremely durable.
Its patented,Variable-D® design eliminates bass- boosting proximity effect
when close micing and its bass roll-off switch helps to shape low-end
response. Response is 45 to 18,000 Hz. Includes stand clamp.

RE20 Mfr. List $ 798.00 ONLY $ 369.00

Ma offers apair cf
balanced analog inputs and
outputs and operates at the
+4 et' levels used by
professional audio eauipment.
It combines this with 24- bit/
96kHz converters and 106dB of dynamic range for the ouality your
recordings deserve. Also included is an S/PDIF digital aLcho interface for
connecting to other digital audio equipment.

ONLY $ 199.00

HURRY, Sale Ends 9/30/01
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of SIX FREE
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including: Input, Simple Phone,
Studio Control and more
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M20005PKG ( pack of 5)

NLY $99.00

AUDIOARTS eENGINEERING

4
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4
)
i
5for $ 24"

Audioarts R60 On-Air Consoles set the
Standard for Reliability and Performance
These Audioarts consoles offer totally modular design with features and durability suitable for continuous onaruse. Illuminated switches, smooth glide faders end apowerful monitor section make them enjoyable '.00perate.
Features: two inputs per channel; any comt ir étion

INDTECH
W ndteci wind .cieens areligh ourli -r,c )st

each channel; automatic control room and sit.dio monitoring; event timer; built-in headphone amp, cue amp and

•
ecive, and come n avarie-' of colors Thss 5

speaker; LS-60 six- source line selector modLIE. The F6012 is a12-channel mainframe loaded with 12 cha inels.The

kit perectly sriid for th -5pack Df Eehringer

R6C128 is loaded with 8channels. R6018 is zn 18-channel mainframe loaded with 18 channels.The R6C1:312 is

2iDOS mi Es abo-e

1ftS912PKG fpack

emic or line inputs; Program, Audition and Mono buses;

s.
:udio zontrol with TalkBack; remote modula cootie> of On/Off, Cough and TalkBack; On/Off machine control on

loaded with 12 channels. Right now, through September 30,2001, select an additional free module of your choice.

of s)

ONLY $ 24.00

Choose from: SP60 Simple Phone; IN60 Input; SC60 Studio Control -0M60 Output; Control Room; and LS60
Preselector.

Syntrillium
Cool Edit Prot

Hurry, this is alimited time offer!

R6012 ( 12 channels)

Mfr. List $7,850.00

NV( $ 6,849.00

R60128 ( 8channels)

Mfr. List $5,i35.00

NLÏ $4,829.00

R6018 ( 18 channels)

Mfr. List $ 1fk,743.00

14LY $ 9,369.00

R601812 ( 12 channels)

Mfr. List ST 966.00

MIN $ 6,949.00

SP60 Simple Phone module

Mfr. List $ 6;''C'.00

FREE with purchase

IN60 Input module

Mfr. List $ 5E!-.00

FREE with purchase

SC60 Studio Control module

Mfr.Lie $6

.00

FREE with purchase

0M60 Output module

Mfr. List $650.00

FREE with purchase

CR60 Control Room module

Mfr. List $6600.00

FREE with purchase

1560 Preselector module

Mfr. List $ 319.00

FREE with purchase

eilall.••••••

Cool Edit Pio aarecording/
editini/mixing s,ftware stile for
Windcws. It's rb-eeze to le: rn
and use. It packs enough too- qua it digital effects mooutes to fill a
room full of equibment rat's, and it rani mi.< up to 64 tric t.s tDgether,
using . ust about any sound :card. Itsllika hawing thousarict o; dollars
worthof profess onal audic gear in oneeasy-to-use software package.

ONLY $ 289.00

oday 1. 800 426 8434 or www.bswusa.com

Choose 313e of
these modu'.es FREE
with purchase
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Boomers
Continued from page 24

are calling the shots.
The oldies format competes well
from a revenue standpoint: Its
"weighted power ratio," or comparison between aformat's audience share
versus the revenue it earns, is 1.07.
That means that oldies stations on
average "oversell" their audiences by 7
percent, as compared to contemporary
hit radio stations that on average undersell their stations by 10 percent.

Rosin believes

plus audience?
Larry Rosin these listeners may be
set in their buying habits.
"Some ( advertisers) believe that by
the time you're 55 years old, no matter
how youthful you may be in your
health and lifestyle, you have acquired
a lot of what you're going to acquire
and your brand loyalties are too
locked in to change," he said.

Oldies Radio is
Boomers' Radio
,41most 50% of Oldies listeners
are in their 30s or 40s.
TurgeL% the Recomer derades
like no other JOrmat...

Silver dollars
"Advertisers believe they have more
of a chance to change brand loyalties
with younger people. It's a source of
endless frustration to me, because

14%
11%

12%

Medamark Research - Fall 2000

oldies stations can

Adults 16. Cum& Pales M Su 6A- 11M

appeal to a younger audience, move to
AM or go out of business.

"It's not a programming problem,
it's a sales problem," said Chris
Ackerman, vice president of Coleman
Research, abroadcast perceptual studies and surveys provider. "Part of the
equation needs to be educating agencies and the advertisers about the value of amature audience."
Why don't advertisers value the 56-

Household Income

these 60-plus folks have lower expenses and their disposable income is
exploding."
Dennis Winslow, program director
of Cox Radio Inc.'s KLDE(FM) in
Houston, agrees that oldies programmers need to focus on boomers, not
the 25 to 54 demo.
"All of us struggle with this ques-

Most Oldies listeners are in their peak earning years... which correlates with higher than average
indices for all upper income levels. For instance, Oldies listeners are 31% more likely to live in
$100,000 plus households than the average adult.

$150,000 +
$100,000 +
$75,000 +

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
4300 Hits
on Hard Drive!
AC, CHR, Gold, Country, AOR
The

Only $ 1395

Royalty- Free

if you send your
IDE or SCSI hard drive.
Complete information at:

Elite

Music
U.S.: 1-800-387-3030
905-886-5000
www.mixmusiclibrary.com
A Division of Sound Ideas

BALSYS

www.h-b-s.corn
Or call 800-759-4561
For Radio Broadcast only!
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TircHNoLocre 13RouP. INC.

PROVIDERS!

PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST

Promote your services to

ENGINEERING SERVICES

Radio World readers.
Reach Radio Station and Recording
Studio owners/managers and
engineers with your message.
For information on
affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

Analysis - Installation - Support
7141 Tallowtree Lane
Orlando, FL32835
Te1:407-822-7055
Fax: 407-296-2587
www.balsys.com
sales@balsys.com
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BOOSTERS FROM GRACE BROADCAST SALES • ORDER TOLL-FREE! 1- 888- GRACE-88

Selling ads is good. Selling more ads is better.
How Many of Your Local Merchants
Are Losing Customers to "Out-of-Town" Stores??
— Be a Hometown Champion! RESERVE NOW for your market!!
(Find out how it feels to have merchants calling YOU to get on the

—

THE NEW GBS " SHOP YOUR HOMEIOWN
MERCHANTS CAMPAIGNS- NOW SHIPPING!
•Holiday Series - $299 • Year-round Series - $299 • Special! Roth Series - $499

$60,000 +
S50,000 +
National Average = 100

k4...s.arct, all 2000 - Adult le*
Uve M SU SA- 12M)
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tion and keep trying to bring in new
listeners at the bottom of the 35-to-54
demographic, but it is indeed a matter
of educating the advertisers."
"These older listeners are the ones
with the passion for the music," said
Mark Richards, program director Cox
Radio's WFOX(FM) in Atlanta.
Core focus
"The beautiful thing is the familiarity they have with the music. We
adjust our approach to constantly
reach the 45-to- 54-year olds and naturally skew a bit older as the generations grow up."
Based on proprietary research prepared for Coleman clients, Ackerman
believes that most attempts to update
oldies stations do not work. In markets
large and small, stations that add ' 70s
and ' 80s music to a traditional oldies
STATION

MITT-71171'
leiSLARGH DIVISION

Adults 16.

format lose their focus and their core
audience, Ackerman said.
"There are some exceptions, but the
stations that have tried to play more
recent oldies to bring younger people
into the mix are the ones whose ratings softened the quickest," said
Ackerman.
"Oldies is a' 60s-centered format, a
destination format, and it's locked on
this generation and will have to follow
them as they age."
"Oldies is still a viable format,"
said Ackerman. " But programmers
should fight the urge to contemporize
it or they will shoot themselves in the
foot big time. The cure is worse than
the disease."
Ken R. was ajock in the late '60s and
early ' 70s, sometime after "Boss Radio,"
but before disco ruined everything. He
now devotes full time to writing.

•
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Skip Church Now
Works Overnight
"The Nite Show" with host Skip Church is a nationwide overnight entertainment and music show that broadcasts live on weeknights. It presents upbeat topics
and top 40 and hot adult contemporary hits.
Jefferson Pilot Communications offers the show with exclusive market rights
on abarter basis. The company will provide satellite gear.
Before signing on with "The Nite Show" at Jefferson Pilot's WLNK(FM) in
Charlotte, N.C., Church was afternoon drive personality at Entercom's WFBC(FM)
in Greenville, S.C. The show was No. 1overall in the market for 16 straight books.
Church said he believes that asuccessful show allows the listeners to drive the
topics. "I'm basically just an operator," he said. "Not asmooth one, but Ilike to
think Igive good phone."
For more information or a demo call Tony Garcia at Jefferson Pilot
Communications in North Carolina at ( 704) 374-3689 or e-mail tgarcia@jpc.com.

Power Can Be Beautiful

113M,Xcligital
Sure, it's the best looking broadcast console you've ever seen. But,
beneath the sleek, elegant exterior beats the heart of atrue warrior!
Pacific BMXdigital has everything you need to win the digital revolution.
Whether it's the number of output buses, mix- minuses, off-line mixes,
stereo sends, direct
IFB's, monitor
inputs
and outputs,
inter-communication
paths or logic interface, BMXdigital
offers more.
Incredible Flexibility including all input modules accommodate analog
and digital signals without reconfiguring, swapping, or even removal
from the mainframe.
Amazing Adaptability with easy storage, recall and reconfiguration
of set-ups for various day parts, and built in connectivity to routing
switchers, digital storage systems and other networked sources.
Low Cost of
Ownership by
design, Pacific
BMXdigital's true cost
of installation, operation
and maintenance is
markedly lower than
other consoles.
Legendary
BMX Reliability
is what you expect in aPacific BMX from Harris. The table pounding of
your resident shock jock won't faze this beauty.
Pacific BMXdigital. Beauty that's alot more than skin deep.

next level solutions
SERVICE
SYSTEMS
AUTOMATION
TRANSMISSION

www.broadcast.harris.com

In the Spotlight!
The Broadcast Richardson name
may be new to you, but its ideology
is not.. servicing the customer.

A Featured Presentation...
From one of our 200 product lines!

Broadcast Richardson has combined
the technical, integration and
consulting expertise of the recently
acquired Broadcast Richmond
with the wide product offering
and unsurpassed service of
Richardson Electronics.
Complementing its specialized,
value-added services, Broadcast
Richardson draws from its
200+ product lines to offer you
true inter- product integration.
Broadcast Richardson is prepared
to lead the way in the broadcast
industry. Turn to us for your next
component, equipment or
system need!

High Power Components

LBA Tunipole

•Transmitter Components
•AM, FM, TV, HF Transmitters
•Studio Equipment
•Broadcast Systems

MIN

Di lexer

•Antennas
Antenna Tuning Unit

•Cable TV
• Microwave

Innovative Digital-Ready
Antenna Solutions

•Satellite
•Webcasting

Call Today!
800-348-5580

LBA Technology, Inc. is a worldwide supplier of medium
wave antenna system solutions including equipment,
components and turnkey services. Our products
include: multiplexers, combiners and antenna

More than 60 locations
worldwide to serve you.

tuning units. Our Tunipole" folded unipole
antenna systems are the world standard.

E-mail: broadcast@rell.com
Internet:
www.broadcast-richardson.com
630-208-2200
Fax: 630-208-2550
©2001 Richardson Electronics, Ltd.

MK 2189

BROADCAST
RICHARDSON
Integrated Solutions

Your Online

Internet Rodi4)

Store

ezystore.coM
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Real Takes Cue From Broadcasters
RealNetworks' New Streaming Facility Is Built With
Efficiencies Typically Found in Radio and TV
Craig Johnston
When RealNetworks decided to
rebuild its Broadcast Operations Center
in downtown Seattle recently, it had a
number of objectives in mind.
Because the customers it aimed to
serve with its streaming and signal distribution would include the biggest names
in radio and television networks, Real's
quality had to be first cabin.
Particular
"These customers are very picky and
they let you know in aloud way if something isn't right," said Real's Director of
Broadcasting Mark Warner.
Because it stands to prosper as more
companies stream their content, Real

wanted to build ashowcase facility to let
others see the business prospects in
streaming operations.
"We had to show how the technology
can be used to make a positive ROI,"
said Nagesh Pabbisetty, vice president
and general manager for Real
Broadcast Network, referring to return
on investment.
Real wanted to build an efficient operation that could reliably deliver the product — astreamed signal — on time, all
the time, whether it was serving a24-by7customer or aone-time-only event.
Jim Kreyenhagen, director of marketing for RBN, said, "We adopted a true
'broadcaster' mentality."
Real wanted it to fit an operational and
capital budget so they could earn areturn

workstation console.
With the upgrade and its centralization
of control, atwo-operator shift can control more than 100 events.
Video comes primarily via satellite.
For audio-only projects, the signal also
can come via phone lines and over ISDN.
Additionally, the customer can encode
the audio into astream at its studios and
send that stream to Real via frame relay
or ISDN.

on their own investment.
Real's original operations center had
been built on an as-needed basis, largely
from consumer-grade equipment. The
quality of the equipment was one issue;
another was the manpower it took to
make it work.

At Real's Broadcast Operations Center in Seattle, two
operators per shift can handle more than 100 events.

Pinnacle's StreamFactory encoders allow Real to stream in both Real and
WindowsMedia formats. Real was Pinnacle's first customer for StreamFactory

The phone couplers represented aparticular challenge. Because phone levels
can come in at different levels and the
phone couplers used had an auto-detect
and hang-up feature, the phone system on
the outside could trigger the coupler to
hang up.
"We had to work with the phone coupler manufacture to modify those couplers to make them the most reliable possible," said Wolk.
Except for signals that enter the building already stream-encoded, each audio
signal is put through a Symetrix AGC
leveler. The Symetrix units automated the
level-setting process, a critical function

"They had to get up, tune in the
receiver or connect the phone coupler in
one location," said Ben Wolk, account
manager for DST Systems Inc., an information processing and computer software
services provider, which did the system
integration on Real's upgrade.
"They had to patch in one location and
they had to do the audio processing in
another location," Wolk said.
"Then they'd come back into their
operations center and actually do the
stream. There were four points of contact
for the signal for one operator to get one
stream out."
A primary project aim was to bring all
of those control functions to a single

Go
MaxxStreane
Wideband audio from narrowband streams
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See RBN, page 37
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Utilizes Waves award- winning audio processors, the quality standard used for Gold/Platinum
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Peter Waak Gives His View of Net
Scott Fybush
It's been only five years since Peter
Waak launched one of Europe's first
Internet radio stations.
"There were only 56 stations broadcasting live on the Internet at that time,"
the former senior vice president of the
European RTL network said.
Now the head of Stockholm- based
Waak International, Waak believes five
groups of companies are competing for
the ears of online listeners:
•Online services, such as Yahoo! and
AOL, offer streaming audio as a "traffic
magnet" to keep visitors to their sites to
stay longer.
•Music companies use streaming audio
for promotion and to drive e-commerce
sales of their offerings.
•Wireless networks experiment with
streaming audio's mobile commerce
applications.

develop a list of willing listeners who
receive targeted e- mails that contain
audio or video content.
One model Waak doesn't care for is
the " side- channel" concept, in which
radio stations offer Web listeners achoice
of streams complementary to the main
broadcast service.
"You're going to move your P-1 listeners from aprofit-making model (the traditional over-the-air station) to anonprofit model, aside channel that you're losing
money on today," he said, noting that if
side channels succeed, they run the risk
of diluting the image of the "core product" on which they're based.

the song currently being played, something he said very few station sites actually do.
One-to-one marketing — techniques
such as "happy birthday" e-mails, personalized invitations from Dis and station screensavers and wallpaper — is
another way Waak believes stations could
bond more closely with their listeners.
That sort of close bond will be essential, Waak believes, in an era when competition for listeners' ears is increasing. In
Europe, where digital audio broadcasting
is farther along, Waak views both terrestrial DAB and satellite radio as serious
threats to analog AM and FM. In the more

If side channels succeed,

risk of diluting the image of the 'core product'
on which they're based.

• Technology companies, such as
Microsoft and Real Networks, use
streaming audio to demonstrate their
technological leadership.
Radio broadcasters
The fifth player, according to Waak, is
traditional radio companies, such as
Clear Channel. Waak said they use
streaming audio as away to promote and
extend the brand identities they've developed on the AM and FM dials.
Among those players, Waak said the
technology companies could be the
biggest threat to broadcasters, simply
because of the power they're able to
wield over computer users.
"If you're one of their presets on their
players, you're going to get alot of traffic," he said. "If you're not, it's very difficult."
On the traditional radio side, Waak
said broadcasters shouldn't be too worried about the shutdown of services such
as BroadcastAmerica.com.
"For you, this is good news, because it
gives you breathing space and room to
move into this area," he said.
Waak, who presented an overview of
the state of Webcasting at last spring's
National Association of Broadcasters
convention in Las Vegas, said Webcasters
could tap many revenue streams beyond
the traditional banner ads. Audio and
interactive advertising within the streaming media itself — whether in the form of
a spot played before the start of live
streaming or ad insertion within the
stream — is one common tactic.
Others include marketing of database
information gathered from listeners, selling streaming content to other sites and
e-commerce within astation's Web site.
Profitability
"A lot () Ipeople ( in 1996) thought ecommerce would generate much more
money than it did," he said.
Some other business models Waak follows include the idea of "business-tobusiness radio," now being pioneered at
sites such as RadioCentral.com, which
targets its audio not to consumers but to
radio-industry insiders.
Waak also is optimistic about "permission marketing," in which businesses

they run the

— Peter Waak

Instead of side channels, Waak recommends that radio companies build
focused, stand-alone sites that will "own"
key formats.
Waak said radio stations could
improve their online performance simply
by following some of the same practices
already ingrained into their on-air operations. That includes plenty of research,
focus groups and a "surfer's panel" of
interested Web users.
It also means regular updates to Web
sites that are often little more than
brochures for radio stations.
"There's so many things you're doing
on-air that you could easily do online,"
Waak said, including traffic reports,
news, archived shows — and even something as simple as displaying the name of
NET RADIO

distant future, he believes, even e-mail has
the potential to compete with radio.
"The technology is there now," he
said. "Any text you have could be translated to audio. That means if you haven't
read the report you need for your meeting
at 9a.m., you could hear it in your car."
To compete in that environment, Waak
is advising stations to be as clear as possible in their positioning as they strive to
find aniche in the increasingly crowded
marketplace.
"It will become even more important to
own something in the minds of the listeners," he said, encouraging stations to
exploit any new technological platform that
becomes available for their programming.
"Don't be afraid of them," he said.
"Learn how to use them."

e

SERVICES

Solve Your Retail
Advertisers' Problems
Many pundits advise radio to embrace retail via the Internet. But what about
creating your own local shopping mall on your site?
'Ur

ezystorecom
I
t
Ezystore.com provides a shopping cart- enabled Web site service. It lets
users create online stores stocked with anything they like, such as your advertisers' products and your station's logo gear, toys and clothing.
Ezystore.com will provide an address with your domain name that links to
your store along with auser-friendly self- upload. The service allows for text
documents, graphics, audio, video and PDF files to be added to the basic
template.
Ezystore.com says anyone can have astore up and online within minutes.
The firm offers a free 30-day trial with a functioning demonstration of its
service, so stations can try out the service before they subscribe.
For more information contact Ezystore.com in Colorado at (303) 404-9595
or visit the Web site at www.ezystore.com.
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Digital Talkshow Systems

e. you by surprise: the occasional

phone call so clear and clean, you'd
swear your caller was in the very
next room. What if your callers could
always sounc this cose and personal?
Introducing the new generation of
digital talk slow systems from Telos.
With intuitive, easy to use cont-ols
that help make your talk segments
smooth and error free (whether you're
juggling a few calls or a few cozen)
and

the latest advances in digital

phone hybrids from the company . hat
invented them. Never have your callers
sounded

Talk radio is suddenly iintimate
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crystal clear — it's tfe next best thing to
having them there. Don't just talk to
your audience.., get intimate.
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Telos TIN0x12'"
Integrated Talkshow System
Using POTS or ISDN lines, the TWOxl 2 handles up to 12 callers an two built-in digital hybrids.
The intuitive phone controller tomes even the wildest talk shows.
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Streaming Fees Ruling Draws Heat
Ken R.
The U.S. District Court for Eastern
Pennsylvania recently upheld a U.S.
Copyright Office ruling that mandates
radio pay online fees for streamed music.
The NAB, which was unsuccessful in
its effort to have that ruling overturned,
was disappointed.
Edward O. Fritts, NAB president and
CEO, said that broadcasters, record companies and consumers have enjoyed a
symbiotic relationship that begins when
radio stations provide airplay of record
label's products, a service that produces
enormous profits for record companies.
"Any additional fee to compensate
record companies would be unfair and
unreasonable," Fritts said in astatement.
Appeal likely
The NAB was " considering its
options" and was expected to appeal the
decision.
The RIAA reacted to the court's action
with satisfaction.
"We are pleased that the court upheld
the rights of artists and record companies. We now look forward to working
with the broadcasters for asmooth transition into this marketplace," stated Hilary
Rosen, Recording Industry Association
of America president and CEO.
Radio groups also reacted. Lawrence
Arevalo, vice president of Hispanic
Broadcasting Corp. Interactive, believes

that the court made agood point and that
some fees are reasonable.
"We don't want to get out of our obligation to pay for this usage. We want the
providers to get their just rewards,"
Arevalo said.
Amy Van Hook, Internet operations
director for Entercom, takes a "wait and
see" position. She said the full effect of
the court's decision will be known only
when ongoing arbitration hearings to
decide what rate the industry will have to
pay the RIAA are finalized, expected in
six months or more.

Not radio
"I can understand their frustration
because stations already pay licensing
fees to play music on the air," said Silva.
"But Internet streaming is anew marketplace and Ibelieve the fees are justified."

Any additional fee

to compensate

record companies would be unfair and
unreasonable.

— Edward O. Fritts

"The price (we will have to pay) will
be the determining factor," said Van
Hook. "But it's unfortunate that all these
events have happened to the streaming
industry."
But what about the people whose
livelihoods depend on providing streaming services to the broadcast industry' ,

Rodie WrId
THE NEWSPAPER FOR RADIO MANAGERS & ENGINEERS

Radio World celebrates 25 Years by giving you
$25.00 off the regular subscription price.
Take advantage of this Silver Anniversary offer and enjoy
the newspaper for Radio Managers & Engineers
at this lowest rate ever.
Don't miss our Sillier

How do they view this issue'?
Ben Silva is Streaming21's American
sales vice president. Streaming21 is a
streaming services provider based in Los
Gatos, Calif. He said he sees the issue
from both the broadcaster's side and the
RIAA's.

Sweepstakes

i
n which

Ben Silva

vices provider, is based in Tacoma,
Wash.Tom O'Connor is sales and marketing vice president.
Silva said the Internet is a targeted
"The great thing about the Internet is
that it's essentially percolating up from
medium and he predicts that if the
Internet were used properly, station revthe bottom so now the legislative initiaenues would go up dramatically; then
tives can begin," O'Connor said. "It's an
new music licensing fees would be a embryonic industry and it's too early to
small factor in their budgets.
predict the fallout."
"If Ihear an ad on the radio, Ican't
O'Connor believes that eventually
click on it while I'm driving my car to
Congress will apply an even-handed and
find out more or to buy the product," said
fair solution to broadcasters.
Silva. "But the Internet is a whole new
"But right now this thing is ruled by
lawsuits and threats of monetary penalty
ballgame."
Silva said many broadcasters just don't
which are just strategic and defensive
realize the additional revenue possibilimoves."
ties from interactive radio.
Digital Media Online Inc., anews and
"We're entering anew media evolution
information portal, is based in Santa Ana,
Calif. Frank Moldstad is vice president of
that no one can stop. Everyone needs to
step back and see this vast audience out
editorial.
there of people who are leaning forward
"I think the ruling puts the cart before
to work with us," said Silva.
the horse," said Moldstad. "If streaming
"The court rulings are all symptoms of
were generating millions of dollars and
the fact that there is ahuge marketplace
had an established business model like
in the future," Silva said.
radio itself, then things would certainly
StreamAudio, another streaming ser- be different."

25 lucky winners will win valuable prizes!
NET RADIO

Look for contest details in this issue.

Quick Results With Less Cost

Special Introductory Rates • For New Subscribers Only
IYear for

$34.00

(usually $ 59.00)

2Years for

$59.00

U 3Years for $85.00

Payment Options:
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Troy Research offers radio stations online focus groups, Internet music
tests and Internet perceptual surveys.
Station managers and group owners have the option to watch live streams
of focus groups, with six to 10 participants gathered at the Troy Research
facility in Ohio as amoderator plays audio or video or talks with the group.
Clients can send comments and questions to the commentator unknown to the
participants. Results are available almost instantly through interactive, filterable
online reports.
If astation would like to test music, stations recruit listeners to participate
online. Stations tell Troy what music to test and the company takes care of the
rest, including secure results online. Troy says Internet music tests are effective especially when you need results quickly, want a large group of P1 sto
answer or need asample size of up to several thousand participants.
Troy also provides Internet perceptual surveys with results available immediately after the survey concludes. With an online panel that you build and subject matter you supply to the Troy, results will be available at apassword-protected site in
an interactive, filterable format.
Jones Research Network is Troy's parent company, which, through its
RadioResearch.com service, has conducted national format studies online
that tested the same songs and questions simultaneously for each station
through many markets. The method reduced research costs for station participants, according to the company.
Services are available on abarter basis.
For more information contact Bill Troy at Troy Research in Ohio at ( 740) 5499700 or send e-mail to bill@troyresearch.com.
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RBN
Continued from page 33

because the levels coming from the
phone couplers vary so widely.
The heart of the system is a Philips
Venus audio and video routing switcher.
It is configured to supply 96 inputs and
128 outputs, but can be expanded to 256
by 256. Router functions are handled
automatically through the operator workstation consoles.
Along with the functionality and
ergonomics of the new BOC facility
came esthetic features. While the original
room was viewable through glass from a
hallway, it consisted of alarge room full
of equipment racks with afew operators
seated at computers.
Installation anticipation
A passerby now finds an operations
center complete with amonitor wall and
plasma screens reminiscent of a television master control room.
Real had anticipated installing the
video portion of the upgrade first, but a
flurry of audio- only business required
that section to be built in ahurry.
"The timeframe is probably the
biggest challenge we faced," said DST's
Wolk. "We started out with the large project as the primary one, then we jumped
into a Phase II project that kind of took
precedence — the audio-only portion,
which was the phone couplers with the
audio processing and the patching."
DST had planned to build the racks
off- site, but the rush to complete the
audio section changed its plans for that
portion of the project.

Rack) IMorlid

INTERNET RADIO
stop-shop, RBN aims of offer seamless
service from the time the signal enters
the building until it's delivered via the
Internet to the viewer or listener's computer.
RBN's Network Operations Center
strives to bring the streamed signal to the
customer using the least amount of the
actual Internet possible.
Close to home
That's because Internet routing can be
circuitous, possibly zigzagging across the
country or even the globe. This can take
the stream through unnecessary switching, which can result in slowing and lost
packets.
To avoid using the Internet to deliver
the signal across the country, RBN sends
the signal via private network or networks to the "edge," alocation close to
the end user.
The initial link acustomer clicks contacts a redirecting server at the RBN
Seattle facility. Using anumber of factors
to determine the customer's location, that
server directs the customer's computer to
aserver in his area.
"Everyone has their own software
models which tell where to get the signal," said Real's ICreyenhagen, referring
to it as their "secret sauce."
RBN normally runs its network at onethird capacity, which leaves enough cushion to handle huge spikes, like the during
election or Seattle's earthquake. By
incorporating partners with their own networks, it quickly can scale up to handle
increased demand of astream.
RBN assigns a program manager to
each project. On acomplex project, the
program manager enters the process
after the conceptual sale, before a final

software and broadcast.
"People can have expertise in two of
those areas, but no one has all three," said
Pabbisetty. He said he came to Real with
two: networking and software.
"I have immersed myself in broadcasting, learning from the experts we
have hired. We all have to understand the
part we don't know in order to make
RBN work."

radio, where Real can replace the spots
from the terrestrial signa , with Internetonly commercials, to the subscriptionbased Major League Baseball and NBA
game feeds, incorporated in Real's Gold
Pass subscription service.
Real says it has encountered strong
demand from the corporate/enterprise
marketplace. Companies have found that
streaming their financial announcements

DST prewired and tested most of Rears BOC equipment off-site before installation.
That's one of the reasons they brought
in Warner as director of broadcasting. He
spent over two dozen years in television
and played a key role in the digital
upgrade design for Seattle's KING (TV).
He then spent several years at Louth
Automation.
Things are humming at RBN today.
Projects range from advertiser-supported

simultaneously to interested parties
around the world is agood way to satisfy
new Securities and Exchange Commission
requirements for such disclosures.
Real sees the expertise gained from
these various projects as a magna for
more business.
Craig Johnston is an Internet and multimedia producer in Seattle.

AM Improvement
Model 235 - $1800
MAKING ' GREAT-SOUNDING AM'
POSSIBLE ONCE AGAIN
Afull-function, mono-AM processor featuring
"gain-riding" AGC, 3-band compression and
variable EQ, plus tight asymmetrical peak control
combining fast limiting with variable-depth clipping.
On-spec pre-emphasis and overshoot-compensated
cutoff filtering assure strict NRSC compliance.

Approximately 120 Symetrix AGC Levelers automate
the level control process for incoming audio feeds.
"Within amatter of two weeks, from 'go'
to on-air, it only took us four days to integrate the equipment and deploy it within
their facility," Wolk said. "We went to the
manufacturer, Symetrix, up in Lynnwood (a
Seattle suburb), grabbed all the processors
and wired that portion on-site?'
The rest of the upgrade was built and
tested off-site and installed in the Real
facility without taking the existing operation offline.
"I think at the end of the day, the efficiencies and quality of product that Real
puts out nobody can touch," said Mark
Siegel, manager of DST's Seattle office.
The second half of Real Broadcast
Network is the network itself. As aone-

Front-panel controls and indicators make local
operation asnap, and the built-in serial port with
supplied software enables easy computer or
modem remote control.

price is established.
"The customer doesn't always know
everything involved," said ICreyenhagen.
"The program manager becomes the customer's champion, his advocate in the
process."
It takes all three
Program managers stay attached to a
project through its completion and are
contacted automatically at any time, day
or night, should a problem with the
stream occur.
"RBN brought a true ' broadcast'
mindset to the IP world," said Real's
Pabbisetty. A team of about 60 people
was built from specialists in networking,
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Contact your preferred supplier for ano-obligation
demo at your station.
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• The E@sy Control Bus features IP Remote Control
capability by internet and standard network.
• In the Global Village, you can take The EAGLE outside the US, its dual
ISDN interface will handle the international ISDN requirements.
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You don't have to sweat any connection with a non AEQ - CODEC. Our codecs
connect well with other manLfacturers.
• Monitoring at your fingertips:
Mic input and headphone jack plus a
regular phone jack in the front panel.

IP Remote
Control
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eagle is an E@sy Family Member
E@sy Control bus

• A Dual Display For E@sy Operation.
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• The LCD Screen for Set Up: Choose
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E@sy
is a technology for integrating digital audio and
communication equipment, atechnology that expands the capacity to
control equipment to alevel that has never been attained before.
E@sy integrates equipmert and software applications. The equipment are connected
to an application server through an RS 422 bus. In the client computers, applications are run
that, together with the connected equipment resulting a system that provides high-end
features and very powerful functi:As.
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Internet Radio Not Habitual Yet

NET-ONLY STATIONS DOMINATE JULY
Before the April American Federation of Television and Radio Artists move to
collect triple rates for commercials streamed on air, Internet- only services had
far fewer spots in the monthly ratings.
But in the July MeasureCast ratings, Internet-only Webcasters took 27 of the
50 slots.
The MeasureCast ratings have shown a steady rise in the number of
Webcasters since the AFTRA move, lead by MEDIAmazing, (which has been
No. 1since February).
Many industry observers have said that online listening should be monitored
carefully, for indications of consumer trends and for the threat that Internet- only
radio services could pose to terrestrial broadcasters.
Although Internet- only services dominated the July ratings, overall they
streamed almost 4 percent fewer hours than in the previous month.
Forty-five of the sta:ions that appear in the MeasureCast July ratings list also
appeared in the June ratings. These stations streamed 9 percent more hours in
July than they did in July.
Arbitron's Webcast network ratings for March, released in August, show the
world before the AFTRA move.
NetRadio.com, an Internet aggregator that provides original programming for
more than 100 channels, was No. 1, while Live365, a service that allows consumers, radio stations and business organizations to create their own Webcast
station, was No. 2.
Arbitron stated that NetRadio has led the network ratings since Arbitron
began the service in October 2000.
Clear Channel, whose station's Webcasts have been silent since the AFTRA
action, still appeared in Arbitron's top- 10, taking the No. 10 spot in the March
ratings. The radio giant had been No. 7the month before.
MEDIAmazing moved up three slots in the Arbitron ratings, to the No. 12
position.
MeasureCast, which also tracks overall Internet radio listening, reports that
Net radio listening is at its highest level since they began to track it in January.
MeasureCast noted that religious broadcasters enjoyed significant increases
in total time spent listening, which measures the total number of hours
streamed by the broadcast in the reported period.
"The Word in Praise," a Salem Communications property, moved from 109 to
the No. 50 spot in July, and Salem's KFSH(FM) moved from 89 to No. 49.
Christian Pirate Radio's station of the same name moved from the 80th spot
to No. 48.

One out of five Americans is a broadband user or "speedie," according to Arbitron
Inc. and Coleman. The companies recently released their second study of broadband use.
At this early stage of streaming media's development, even those with the fastest
connections do not consume streaming media on ahabitual basis, the report noted.
It also found that those who listen to streaming audio perceive traditional radio for
its nonmusical elements, while speedies perceive Internet radio as asource of "continuous music without interruptions."
But when asked whether radio or the Internet is better for anumber of audio attributes, most Net radio speedies selected radio.
Most of the broadband users surveyed reported that streaming audio complements,
not reduces, their radio usage. Only 6 percent said streaming audio replaces a large
part of their AM or FM radio listening.

Streaming Audio Not Yet
Generating High Habitual Use
100
Streaming Audio Usage Among All Speedies
80 -

80

38

40 -

20
20 -

12

Ever Used

The MeasureCast Top 50 - July 2001

Owner

URL

TTSL

1.

MEDIAmazinestener Formatted

MEDIAmazing

www.mediamazing.com

679.946

4.

2.

Virgin Radio/Adult Alternative

Virgin Radio New Media

www.virginradio.co.uk

416,183

6.

3.

ESPN Radio/Sports Talk

Walt Disney Internet Group

www.espnrado.com

359.277

2.

4.

Radio Margaritaville/Classic Rock

Radio Margaritaville

5.

5.

3WK UndergroundradioiAlternative Rock

3WK

www3wk.corn

216.135

3.

6.

Cablemusic Ho: 100/CHR - Top 40

Cablemusic.com

www.Cablemusic.com

214,583

7.

7.

WFV-FM/93.7/Classic Rock

Sea-Comm Media

http://www.937thebone.com

138.471

11.

8.

Alice New Media/Miscellaneous

Alice New Media

vvww.alrceonaircom

127.760

wwwradiomargaritaville.com 293,075

9.

9.

Internet Radio Inc./New Age. Smooth Jazz

Internet Radio Inc.

wwwchoiceradio.com

124.041

31.

10.

WHUR-FM/96.3/Adult R&B

Howard University

www.whurcont

117.357

measurecast.

Arbitron Webcast Ratings Top- 10 Report - March 2001
Webcast networks (either radio group owners that stream their content online or aggregators of online
content) are rated by ATH - the sum total of all hours that listeners tune to an Internet station.

Om«

IIBL

MARCH ATH

1.

NetRadio.com

NetRadio Corp.

www.letradio.com

4,098,600

2.

Live365

Nanocosm, Inc.

www.live365.com

3,585,200

3.

ABC Radio Nehvorks

ABC Radio Inc.

www.abcradio.com

2,149,800

4.

RadioWave

Motorola et al

www.radiowave.com

1,200,900

5.

CableMusic Networks

CableMusic Networks

www.cablemusic.com

791,800

6.

Cows Entertainment

Cocus Entertainment

www.corusentertainment.com

777,300

7.

Launch Media

Launch Media Inc.

www.launch.com

636,800

8.

Public Interactive

Public Interactive

9.

BigRadio.com, Inc.

DigaCast, Inc.

www.bigradio.tv.com

466,300

Clear Channel

Clear Channel

www.dearchannel.com

414,300

Channel

10.

*In addition to Motorola, RadicWave investors include Intel, FBR
Technologies, Susquehanna Radio and Warburg Pincus.
- Some of the 50 public stations that PI streams are found at
www.wcpn.org, www.wnyc.org, www.kera.org and www.wburarg.
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Nagra USB Recorder: Future Cool
Digital audio recorders that use solidstate digital media are aboon for professional newsgathering and field audio
acquisition.
Recording to asolid block
of RAM means no more
jammed cassette tapes, no
MiniDiscs getting knocked
off-track, no DATs to rewind
and search through.

Turns
Moment
Page 43
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

Alan R. Peterson

Another

field recorder should look like and how it
should feel, without affecting what it is
supposed to do.
The Nagra RCX220 handheld audio
recorder is the cousin to the Nagra
ARESPdigital recorder.

A different mold
Denon
and
Marantz
recently leapt out of the gate
with offerings styled after
each company's over- theshoulder field recorders. The
Denon DN-F2OR and the
Marantz PMD690 both emulate the under-finger familiarity and appearance of earlier analog models.
It took a collaboration
between the engineering
minds of Nagra and Digigram to take adifferent tack.
The result is the Nagra
RCX220 ( retail
price
$2,430).
This digital recorder
breaks the mold of what a

The difference lies in some of the editing features and the ability to offload digital audio files rapidly via USB port.
Both recorders share an appearance
somewhere between a stainless- steel
whiskey flask and aSwiss electric razor;
and it flips open like aZippo lighter to
receive batteries and media.
The recorder digitizes audio with
Digigram soundcard technology, records
to solid-state RAM media and transfers
said audio via USB connection to ahost
computer for editing.
The compact recorder offers versatile
recording capabilities, such as capturing
mono or stereo audio in MPEG 1Layer
H and downloading it at high speed
directly to computer via USB. Once
inside the computer, audio is edited via
Xtrack LE, the fast and easy- to- use
MPEG digital editor offered by
Digigram.
You are, by all means, welcome to
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skip the USB feature altogether, remove
the media and pop it into aPCMCIA card
reader attached to the audio workstation
computer.
The frosty, steely looking RCX220 is
innovative. And the audio quality is every
bit what you might expect from a
Digigram/Nagra collaboration.
THD is 0.1 percent at 1kHz, with a
dynamic range of 85 dB and frequency
response of 30 Hz to 20 kHz at the 48
kHz sampling rate.
Field quality
These may not sound like stunning
specs if your life revolves around rackmount studio gear kept under glass, but
are significant figures for afield recorder
and are miles ahead of whatever may be
in your shoulder bag now.
The center of attention on the brushed
aluminum and steel case is the yellowgreen LCD display. Here, you may view
a volume meter, recording status, the
time remaining and big bold graphics that
shows what mode the recorder is in.
Below the display is acluster of rubber
See NAGRA. page 47

Is running your production studio
like controlling a nuclear reactor?

Celebrating an Old Friend
Former Students and Managers Remember Good
Times at a 50- Year- Old FM Station in Ohio
Rich Rarey
Last November, Ihad the pleasure
of celebrating the 50th birthday of an
old friend. This old friend had introduced me, firsthand, to professional
broadcasting, and encouraged me to
experiment, to make mistakes, and
learn from them.
This old friend also introduced many
others to radio and television, some of
whom made broadcasting acareer. For
others, broadcasting became asteppingstone to other fields and disciplines.
Early jingle
My old friend isn't aperson but a50year-old radio station, WOUB(FM) in
Athens, Ohio.
Licensed to Ohio University,
WOUB(FM) — and later ( TV) and
(AM) — has trained thousands of university students in the crucible of deadline broadcasting. Iam happy to rais:' a
microphone in celebration of this Fivl
institution.
Although there was but a single
course in radio drama taught during ie

PUBLIC
DOMAIN
1938 school year at Ohio University,
there was arising interest in broadcasting over the next few years fueled by the
insistence of a single student, John
Metzger.
In an interview in the late 1970s,
Metzger told me the campus during
WWII was filled with pre-med students
and coeds, the former preparing to go to
war. Metzger convinced university officials to wire the residence halls together
and use acarrier-current transmitter to
broadcast at 550 kHz from the balcony
of Ewing Hall.
He proudly said that he thought his
student col!. agues were the first to
devise aFiation jingle, sung live by students to the call letters W- O- U- B,
which, Metzger said, stood for "We're
See WOUB, page 42
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Continued from page 41

Ohio University Broadcasting." And he
thought they had put the jingle on atranscription.
Believe me, when Iheard that history
in 1978, Iwalked to Ewing Hall to search
out that disc, only to find that Ewing Hall
had been torn down two years before. So
much for history.
After the war's end, the broadcasting
operation moved into asweltering, stuffy
Quonset hut, so close to the B&O rail
line that served southern Ohio that the
noise of trains and passersby became part
of the skits and news presentations.
When Iwas a student, Ihad a dim
awareness of what that Quonset hut
looked like; imagine Gomer Pyle's barracks and you have the idea. Metzger
said the hilly ground surrounding the

Ohio would attract any attention. Ilooked
building turned to mud in the spring,
up the particular 1949 issue of
making the trek to the station all the more
Broadcasting magazine where, in very
interesting.
small type, the WOUB(FM) sign-on was
It was in 1948 that the university made
noted, surrounded by a clerk's list of
the move to file an FM application with
the FCC, with the WOUI call letters. (I handfuls of new AM stations around the

My old friend

isn't a person but a

50-year-old radio station, WOUB(FM)
in Athens, Ohio.

can't explain the subsequent call letter
change, and have always wondered.)
On Dec. 13, 1949, broadcasts began
from the Quonset hut on 91.3 MHz at 10
watts. As a student, Iwas curious if the
sign-on of the first FM college station in

111À1

country. So much for being first.
Four years later, Ohio University
moved WOUB's studios into the basement of the new Speech and Theater
Building, replete with alarge studio with
gently curved walls and professional, if
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cramped, control rooms. The transmitter
was moved to the top of the building, and
in poking around that uppermost floor
almost 20 years later ( still looking for
that precious, if mythical jingle transcription) Ifound only an old mattress used by
1960s students to, uh, study broadcasting
up close and personally.
The rise of the disc jockey
As the ' 50s evolved, so did radio. The
rise of the disc jockey drove WOUB's
popularity to new heights. In searching
university archives, Ifound program
guides listing mysterious shows called
"Dinner Musicale" and "Yawn Patrol."
Normally, it would be nearly impossible to get asense of the programming at
that level, at that time, but fortunately
two individuals, former Director of
Broadcasting Archie Greer and current
WOUB Producer John Ray, are still
around to point out the now-amusing
techniques of radio programming.
According to an interview published in
auniversity magazine, Greer's responsibility included putting a "drop of prevention" — fingernail polish — on unapproved music recordings. Instrumental
and classical music were approved, other
popular music was not. Clearly, one
would have to be an above-average jock
during those years to keep the audience
tuned to WOUB.
In 1957, WOUB(AM) signed on, at
1340 kHz, a local channel, with 250
watts, nondirectional. The AM antenna
was sited on the flood plains of the
Hocking River — great ground plane —
with atransmitter shack elevated 10 feet
above ground.
The Hocking normally was wellbehaved, until 1963, when the low ground
of Athens, Ohio, including parts of the
campus, was submerged in a muddy
flood. After that, the river was diverted to
run around the town and the transmitter
shack was no longer in annual peril.
Students continued to make the stations work, day by day. They jocked,
wrote news, skits and live musical selections, and made mistakes, bloopers and
played pranks on each other. ( Note to
self: Apologize to Bruce Barkauer for
secreting aringing phone in his combo
while he was reading "Job Central.")
It wasn't until 1969, however, when
things started to get serious. Ohio
University, realizing a number students
were drawn to the university just for the
station and the experience, built amultimillion dollar telecommunication building with studios that had plenty of room
for AM, FM and TV operations.
More power; more coverage
The 10- watt FM transmitter was
upgraded, and the new ERP power, 50
kW, suddenly boomed into most of
southern Ohio, western West Virginia and
northern Kentucky.
The director of broadcasting at that
time, the late N. Joseph Welling, made a
logical and wise move for the station —
to make it take its role as a regional
broadcaster seriously.
In the boom-or-bust Appalachia, jocks
reading lists of "jobs available" became a
popular staple. When National Public
Radio began feeds in 1971, WOUB was a
charter member.
In amove that pleased the rural audience
of the region, but must have thoroughly
annoyed the university faculty, country
and western music found its way onto
WOUB(FM)'s daytime airwaves. Joe
See WOUB, page 43
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It's Uncle Al's Off-Air Follies
Alan R. Peterson
"Hey, do you guys know you're off
the air?"
Short of the PD hotlining you on the
studio phone, this is the one call that
strikes terror and panic into the heart of
every jock Iknow.
The lifeline to our audience is torn
from our fingertips. Without our mighty
transmitters, we are exposed as the
mere mortals we truly are; powerless as
Superman in a Kryptonite- filled
Jacuzzi.
Yes, we know
On one hand, it's a stupid call. Of
course we know we're off the air! We
only work here! We can see the flaming
magnesium and PCB- laden oil trailing
out of the transmitter chassis! Thanks for
the call, you $%^&*!!!
On the other hand, however, it can be a
call that takes us completely by surprise.
Maybe we are not listening to the air sig-

WOUB
Continued from page 42

Welling's defense was simple and
direct: "You can't produce aservice for
people if they don't listen to it."
Producer John Ray and reporter Tim
Myers took their tape recorders across
the region, asking questions and bringing back the answers for local newscasts and features. Although the working staff was composed of students,
professional staff members were hired
to guide and direct the students' boundless energy into a more focused, but
creative air product.
A great place to work
It was still agreat place to work. On
the first day of my freshman year, Ipresented myself to the engineering supervisor, an old guy (well, probably pushing 28) named John Humphrey.
"Yep, sure, you can work in the radio
engineering department," he said, pausing, "We have plenty of windows to
clean here."
Itried the news department too, and
'came to love the smell of the old typewriters, teletype paper and yellow script
paper. It was perhaps the greatest thrill
finally to sit, at age 18, behind the
microphone and deliver a five-minute
newscast on Saturday nights.
'Doing' news was fun, but a fellow
freshman named Martin, who started
that same Saturday evening with me,
seemed to like it much more.
The evening jock running Savage's
actualities would leer and play the
sound of turkeys — anything to get him
to crack. It was all for naught.
The television was on a few years
ago, a familiar face appeared, presenting the news of the world with the CNN
logo in the corner. With astart, Irealized it was that same freshman colleague — Martin Savage.
Evening programming featured jazz
and classical and programs that served
eclectic tastes. People loved what they
created, and loved radio.
In the late ' 70s astaff member started a modest folk program on Sunday

nal and do not actually know it.
Perhaps the jock on the AM station is
only listening to Program audio and not
the off- air signal because the 10- kHz
whistle bothers his delicate widdle ears.
Maybe the jock on the FM station is also
listening to Program audio because of
delay caused by some digital doodad in
the rack somewhere.
Maybe it's abigger problem. In the
digital age, that would not surprise me at
all. Nor should it surprise you.
The solution is so much easier at those
edge-of-town stations, where the studio
shares real estate with the tower site.
With everything all in one place, the
cause of an off-air condition can be diagnosed fairly quickly. No STLs to get
knocked out of line, no ISDN connections
that drop. Just apiece of copper running a
few dozen yards from hyar to thar.
About 30 miles out of Washington, out
in farm country, is one of my favorite
AM radio stations, WKCW, Warrenton,
Va. Iwill be doing apiece about this stamorning, answering achallenge that he
could produce abetter, more engaging
program than the elevator- music program that was in that time slot.
Keith Newman is still the host of that
"modest little program," "Below the
Salt," and thanks to the Internet, has a
loyal audience around the world.
All of these remembrances came
flooding back, just as the Hocking
River once did, on aNovember evening
in 2000, as alumni and friends and
staffers of WOUB came together on the
Athens, Ohio, campus to celebrate
WOUB's 50th birthday.
It was a fine and fitting tribute:
Archie Greer and John Ray received the
John Metzger Leadership award — the
first time it has been presented — for
their combined century of service to the
station and students.
A Metzger award also went to former
director Dr. Presley Holmes for his program and for his vision, planning and
guidance of the Telecommunications
Center as preparations were made to
build its new home in the late ' 60s.
Tributes went to former director Joe
Welling for his strong vision of multiple
FM stations around the region, bringing
momentum that propelled the stations
into this millennium.
Perhaps most delicious of all, an
actual live radio drama program was
acted, produced, engineered and broadcast on WOUB(FM) by OU Drama and
R-TV students, all while we "elders"
sat in the audience and beamed proudly.
"That's our station!" we murmured,
while applauding wildly at the grace
and skill of the present-day student
broadcasters.
Public Domain would like to remember
the contributions of the late Jeffrey
Spalding, WOUB radio's operations director He taught us the value of remaining
calm, even when WOUB 'sbuilding power
blacked out and the backup generatorfroze
in place. He will be missed for his good
humor and understanding of how to
accomplish "the gig" with style and efficiency. Jeff often said " You can't spell
trouble without OUB."
Rich Rarey, CEA, CBNT is a master
control supervisor at National Public
Radio. Reach him at rrarey@nprorg.

tion soon, because it is such a nostalgic
example of what aclassic out-of-town 5kilowatter should be like. But I'll come
back to that next time.
Zap
When these guys get knocked off the
air, it generally is from alightning hit.
Think about it: A 200-foot-tall metal rod,
top of ahill, nothing else around that is as
tall, nice wet farmland ... Iwonder why
the tower doesn't get hit more frequently.
Normally, the employees there just
have to "plate up" to get back to business
after alightning tap. But during arecent
blast of summer thunderstorms tearing
out of the Blue Ridge mountains, asheet
of lightning came down and simultaneously hit the tip of the tower, the phone
line and the utility transformer that provided the juice to the station.
Plenty of in- studio components were
fried from that hit, as well as the base
current meter under the tower.
Fortunately, getting back on the air wasn't too much torture for them. They must
have it down to asystem by now.

YOU'RE STILL

crap, that was closer
Other ways of getting knocked off-air
can be alittle more insidious.
One of the earliest stations Iworked at
was adaytimer, maintained by an engineer who was in way over his head and
did alot that was not exactly by-the-book.
Hamming it up
One night after signoff, this doink
pulled the lead off the old RCA transmitter and ran aHeathlcit ham transceiver into
the tower just to see how it would work. I
didn't know he did that until Isigned on
the next morning and couldn't keep the
transmitter on. He never reconnected the

ON TiE AIR!

1

Cartoonist Brian VVilson captures what it is like to be off the air ... or so it seems.
Used with permission. Visit the KRUD cartoon archives at www.krud.com.
Lightning also can make for rather
entertaining on-air moments.
Iwon't forget "Mark McKay" (now
there's ajock name!) getting startled by a
close hit on the old WHMP(FM) in
Springfield, Mass.:
"Boy George and Culture Club on 99point — (BOOM!) — Threeeee! Holy

RCA box to the stick, and the thing kept
shutting down for want of aload.
Before you ask: Yes, he still had ajob
after that.
Speaking of load, my short stint at
WSBS(AM), Great Barrington, Mass., in
1989 was punctuated curiously by awinter

The Wizard

See ARP, page 45
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all is well, is asight worth experiencing
at least once in the career — as long as
you are not the newbie.
Hey, as long as there will be human

cated as a coaxial or VSWR problem
kicking the plates off, or a fractured
capacitor deep inside the transmitter
throwing things way off.

Continued from page 43

power failure that threatened to take us off.
But the owners had the foresight to install
agenerator acouple of years prior — very
important, as WSBS was the only station
serving the community at the time.
Isay "curiously" because the day came
when we needed the backup juice, and it
fired up perfectly. The office staff turned
off lots of nonessential devices and lights
in order not to overload the generator.
And that's when the fun started.
The generator began to rev and slow
down, rev and slow down in an almost
lethargic cycle. Our turntables began to
wow, the lights left on were slowly pulsating, and we couldn't keep our thennew Broadcast Electronics BE- 16
automation rig from crashing. Every rise
and fall of the generator just made us
sound worse. But we stayed on the air.
It turned out we shut off too much gear
in the station. The generator actually
needed to see more load than we were
giving it, so it couldn't settle out. It kept
drifting until we turned on enough lights
and devices inside the station to return
things to normal.
Go figure.
Progress is good
Which pretty much brings me to the
current day. A day that offers us unlimited
technological possibilities in getting our
voices heard, as well as infinite possibilities in controlling those technologies.
How silly it is when a tree falls and
takes out the phone line going uphill to
the tower. Thanks to that backup STL,
you can still stay on the air, but now you
cannot call up that cute little box that
gives you transmitter parameters in a
speech-synthesized voice.
And if you cannot remotely control
your transmitter, the law says its time to
drive up the hill in the rain.
How very droll it is when the utility
truck parks behind your station at 4in the
morning and the driver keys his radio
mic, pumping two dozen watts of RF
energy right into your automation rig on
the other side of the wall. Let's explain
that one to the boss.
How about abig salute to the forces of
nature that abhor a satellite dish? The
wasps that built anest inside the feedhorn;
the landlord of the office building who
ordered an attractive (but microwaveabsorbent) coat of paint be applied to the
dish surface and didn't tell you; and the
local hackers who rip off your LNB to
build that free satellite TV decoder they
found plans for on the Internet?
And let's hear it for that teenage-wonder intern who actually is more technically adept than most of your jocks. The one
who knows enough to switch to the backup transmitter when you lose the main
one ... but not enough to hit the Antenna
Change Switch first, pumping wattage
into the cottage but nowhere else.
But most of all, put your hands together for that grizzled veteran who waits
until the "new guy" takes a bathroom
break, then sneaks in the studio and turns
off his monitor and headphones. He then
raps loudly on the bathroom door and
tells the newbie, "Hey dude, you're off
the air!"
Watching the new guy stumbling
down the hall half-dressed and trailing
the daily newspaper, then diving headfirst through the studio door only to find

One engineer

pulled the lead off

the old RCA transmitter and ran a Heathkit
ham transceiver into the tower, just to see
how it would work.

hands affecting the chain of events leading to RF leaping off the antenna, there
will always be the possibility of going off
the air. Sometimes it will be as compli-

Sometimes it will be as simple
ridiculous as asnake getting toasted
warm ATU cabinet, or a digital
loaded for playback that actually

and
in a
file
has
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nothing in it — the new millennium's
equivalent of ablank cart.
It won't matter if you have tripleredundant STLs and four transmitters
shoring up your site. Nasty old Mr.
Murphy and his laws are out to get you
and your uptime.
Simple or not, keep the Tums handy.
Going off the air is never apleasant experience, and that phone call from some listener who thinks you don't know any better is coming.
Of course, you will definitely need a
Tums when the engineer leans over your
shoulder, flicks an Assign key and says,
"Your mic was in Audition. You should
be okay now."
Where's alightning hit when you really need one?
Got a Tunis moment to tell us about?
Write to radioworld@ imaspub.com.

•

25th Anniversa
Ob

Enter to win one of 25 great prizes in

Radio World's

reader appreciation contest giveaway!

¡MAS Publishing is celebrating 25 years of

To become eligible to win, you need to

serving you and the radio broadcast
industry. To mark this significant milestone, 25 of radio's leading equipment suppliers have teamed up
with Radio World to express their N it
appreciation.
Throughout 2001, Radio World
will conduct 25 random drawings.
Prizes and winners will be

complete these three easy steps:
1) Register online at our Web site
www.rwonline.com
2) Click the Silver Sweepstakes
icon on our homepage

e

3) Fill

out the electronic- entry

form — that's it, you're done!
It's your chance to celebrate our
Silver Anniversary with these fine

announced in every issue of Radio
World all year long.

Radio World supporters ...
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Contest Rules: To enter the drawing, simply register online at wwsv.rwonline.com/sweeps. 25 drawings will be held throughout the year. Contest ends December 19, 2001.
One prize per winner. All contestants MUST reside in the United States and have avalid mailing address. Winners should receive prizes within 30 days of notification, however,
actual delivery time may vary and is not guaranteed by IMAS Publishing. Federal, state and local tax laws may apply to prizes and are the sole responsibility cf the winner.
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21602 N. Central Ave., Suite 1
Phoenix, Arizona 85024

r
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TEL: 623-780-0045
FAX: 623-780-9860

Since 1979 Mager Systems has been designing and fabricating exquisite custom studio furniture
for the broadcast industry nationwide. Our unique
award winning furniture offers true solid wood premium
construction, 3D drawings and design, delivery and installation.
Of course, we still offer our 10 year warranty on solid surface tops exclusively, that will long out last wood edges and laminates. Our quality furniture is very
affordable, and can accommodate every budget from economy to show-

igned, Fab

place. We know the broadcast industry is changing everyday, so, if you

Delivered and Installed

haven't looked at Mager Systems lately, its time you checked to see what
we have new to offer like Turnkey Prewiring. Call us today and find out

www.magersystems.com
er@magersystems.com

why Mager Systems is the best in sound furniture.

ItIANOAMP SERIESTm Problem Solvers
MIKE, LINE, SUMMING AND DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS
Compact. Low Noise & Distortion . Servo Balanced Outputs @ 22dBm . Field or Studio Use . Desk or Rack Mount Kits,

SUM100 Stereo to Mono Summing Amplifier

DA103

L200

Two Channel Line Buffer & Isolation Amplifier

DMA103 Microphone XLR Input to Three Isolated XLR Balanced Outputs

ML200

Two Channel Microphone to Line Driver

_A-11
o

AUDIO

See the demo on our Web site.

http://www.atiguys.com
328 W Maple Avenue • Horsham, PA 19044
800-959-0307 • 215-443-0330 • Fax: 215-443-0394

natibur ttettronit5
HC- 1 Handi-Coupler

CA01

Here is the simplest, quickest, most convenient
way to connect audio to atelephone. The HC- 1
connects in series with the handset of any phone
using modular connectors. No connection to the
phone line is needed. Press the front panel button
and external audio is available on separate send and
receive 1/4" TRS jacks on the rear panel. Release the
button and the handset is once more connected for
normal use of the phone. Nothing could be simpler!
You can find many uses for the HC- 1around your
station: on-air studio, production room, newsroom,
sales office, field news kits, sports remotes, etc.
EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Call your favorite radio bmadcast dealer today for Excalibur pmduets!

PC

Line Input to Three Isolatad & Protected Balanced Line Outputs

Free Brochure Available Upon Request

TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Fast,
easy,
inexpensive!

206.842.5202
audionlabs.com

AUDION

Without Advertising
A Terrible Thing Happens...

...NOTHING
Place your ad here and reach key broadcast
professionals with purchasing power.
Call your area sales representative
or Simone © 703-998-7600 ext. 154
to request a media kit.

September 12, 2001

Nagra
Continued from page 41

membrane buttons that handle all menu
functions. Search the cut list and write
titles to each audio file contained in the
RCX220; activate Tools for date, time,
formatting and repair; and vary
Settings, including the built-in limiter,
digital compression scheme and settings, and whether or not you want the
display backlight turned on.
The button quartet
A Home button is centered between
four up/down/right/left cursor keys that
navigate the entire menu structure. A
pair of + and - keys select the ALC
threshold level, input and output levels.
There is a quartet of Rewind, Stop,
Play and Fast Forward buttons. A single
Record button with a raised dot on the
surface helps you find the correct button, even in the dark.

headphones don't drive you crazy with
compressor "breathing."
Recording time is governed by several factors: the capacity of the RAM
card, the sample rate and the compression scheme. Go linear stereo at 48 kHz
and expect aquick session, as 11.5 MB
will be eaten every minute. On a48 MB
card, that is not much time at all.
Recording in mono, reducing the
sample rate and going the MPEG route
proportionally increases recording time.
By experimenting with the settings, you
will find acombination appropriate for
your audio acquisition needs and card
capacity.
Conspicuously absent from recordings made on the RCX220 — besides
tape hiss — is the mechanical motor
noise and commutator whine typical of
recordings made on a cassette deck. If
you have grown so used to this noise
that it goes unnoticed, aclean recording
minus the drone will surprise you.
In a tabletop situation, the recorder
performs as advertised. In motion, how77.7.r7r78"-''rfrIfflelfflilillffligge---r
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Digigram Xtrack Editor
Simpler yet, there is a hard- start
Record button drilled into the right side
of the case for index- fingertip operation. Hit it and you are rolling.
Where do the memory cards and batteries go? Surprise: A flushmounted
latch on the right side of the unit
unlocks the upper part of the recorder,
tipping it open sideways like a Zippo
cigarette lighter.
A PCMCIA card socket is fitted in
the top portion and a battery compartment in the lower half. The hinge is solid metal and looks as if it can handle
extensive flipping and flopping.
A multipin microphone socket tops
off the RCX220, and accommodates a
Nagra mono cardioid electret mic element or afairly elaborate M- S capsule.
A blank plug is also included for you to
wire your own microphone.
The Nagra microphones sound open
and spacious, but look amusingly like
kitchen faucet aerators and give the unit
its liquor-flask silhouette.
In use
The entire RCX220 package consists
of the recorder and the Windowsbased
software (sorry, Mac users).
The RCX220 offers 17 different bit
rates and sample frequencies, from G722
and MPEG mono 64/16, all the way up to
192/48 stereo. In aquiet room, the limiter
cranks everything up, so you may wish to
reset it to a higher threshold so your

ever, as when jockeying for position in
acrowd, mechanical noise is picked up
by the top-mounted microphones.
Normal handling of the unit or of a
headphone cable attached to it creates
friction noise that is picked up by the
front- mounted mic. During handling,
the microphone can even pick up the
gentle rattle of the mechanism that
ejects the PCM card. At low recording
levels, the sound is noticeable on playback.
You may wish to avoid the topmounted mics entirely and wire up youi
own favorite ENG microphone to the
matching plug. The cable will offer
some isolation.
The interchangeable M- S mic capsule does exactly what an M-S capsule
is supposed to do — record a nice spacious stereo spread that can be manipulated for width later in the computer. If
your job requires gathering atmosphere
sound for, say, an NPR-type longform
report, the MScapsule would provide a
compelling stereo image.
Ihave a special preference for the
Digigram Xtrack program. A few years
back, Isupervised the production of 16
hours of original audio programming
for RW Online, using an early version
of Xtrack on an office 486 PC.
Installing the Digigram Xtrack editing software CD-ROM on the editing
computer can be astroll in the sun or a
walk on hot coals, depending on your

PC skills and your current machine.
The disc includes Xtrack and the necessary drivers for the Digigram audio
interface. Note that the system runs on
Windows 98 SE (Second Edition). Do
an installation on Win95 or the original
Win98 and the drivers will not load.
Irresistible
You may still use the RCX220 without Xtrack by plugging into the headphone jack and offloading good old
analog audio into your console or DAW,
or stick the RAM card into areader. But
you lose the speed of the USB transfer.
Minimum requirements are aPII-300
with 64 MB RAM and a standard USB
port to operate properly. For best performance, do not use an office hand-medown. Get adedicated audio computer.
The Nagra RCX220 is a remarkable
digital recorder. The Xtrack MPEG
editing software and USB compatibility
make an irresistible combination. And
there is that cool, metallic matte-finish
Star Wars look. But that look may be
one if its liabilities.
Grasping that squared-off case for
long periods is uncomfortable and could
lead to muscular cramping in the hand.
Unless the hand strap is attached to the
recorder, you don't dare release or relax
your grip.
Never mind abetter mousetrap; the
world will beat apath to the door of the
first person who invents a form-fitting,
clamp- on rubber grip for the unit to
properly fit the hand.
Wish-list tweaks
The RCX220 has no moving parts
to break or jam, but afall or an impact
against a hard surface could seriously
damage or even snap off the frontmounted microphone element. Ihope
Nagra engineers will address the
mechanical noise aspect as well as the
potential for damage.
Similarly, RCX drivers for Win 98
First Edition or even Windows 95 would
be desirable. Some thriftier broadcast
managers out there would need a real
good reason to spend several grand on a
single RCX200 to begin with. To be told
afterward that he or she needs to purchase new versions of Windows for each
PC intended to connect to the RCX220
will not go over well.
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Product Capsulc
Nagra RCX220 Digital
Solid-State Recorder

I, Thumbs Up
rSmall well-engineered

cesign

= .1 Various compression serings
.1 High-speed USB file transfer
/Digigram Xtrack editor
thrown in free

—
a

Thumbs Down

/Sensitive mic picks up
mechanical noise
./ Drivers and software rectU
minimum VVin98SE
./ Despite classy design, case
actually is uncomfortable
to handle for long pereds

For information contact Nag -a U
Nashville at ( 800) 813-1563,
(615) 726-5191 or visit the Web s
www.nagra.com/nagraau

On the other hand, transferring files
via USB is fast, once the computer is
fine-tuned and the proper drivers are in
place.
Editing in Xtrack is as easy as any
other editor out there. In some ways it
is even better because it edits MPEG
files directly without having to decompress and then re-render them.
The best reasons to get a Nagra
RCX220: It is fast and stylish, it records
clean compressed audio and lets you
title and index your tracks while riding
back to the station. It is considerably
smaller than an over-the-shoulder solidstate IC media recorder and will fit in a
jacket or vest pocket.
The second-best reason: Other
reporters stuck using their old, beatup
cassette decks will see you at the press
conference with your shiny new
RCX200 and will be absolutely envious
of you.
Alan Peterson is atechnical adviser for
RW. He counts WABS(AM)/WAVA(FM)
Arlington, Va., the Connecticut School of
Broadcasting and the syndicated
"Greaseman Show" among his current
active pursuits.
Contact him at alanpeterson@earth
link.net.
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Spark FXmachine SE
Exclusive Web Release
The TC Works Spark FX machine SE, available on the Web from TC Works'
Web site, makes Spark's signal routing power available as aseparate product.
Spark FXmachine SE provides an easy interface to complex effects processing. Its 4 x 5 routing matrix provides afast and intuitive way to create effects.
using available VST FX plugins.
Users can combine simple freeware plugins in amultieffects chain to create
unique results, or choose from the plug-ins available for the VST platform.
Many types of effects can be created using Spark FXmachine SE, such as
fourband mastering dynamics processing, frequency-specific noisereduction
and uncommon multipleeffects.
The FXmachine plug-in can be used without restriction like other VST plugins in VST-compatible applications, such as Emagic's Logic, Steinberg's
Cubase or Bias' Peak.
FXmachine is available as aVST-to-MAS adapter for MOTU's Digital
Performer.
System requirements: MacOS 8.6 or later (9.1 recommended); G3 or G4 ( 128
MB RAM minimum), VST-application. The download includes Installer with
Spark FXmachine SE and aPDF manual ( Acrobat Reader required) in English.
Price: $29.95.
For more information contact TC Works in California at (805) 373-1828 or
visit the Web site at www.tcworks.de.
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YOUR OPINION COUNTS

Silicon Valley

Complete Our Time and Frequency Survey

10/3000

POWER

The National Institute of Standards
and Technology is surveying the users of
its time and frequency services,
including broadcasts on radio stations
WVVV, WWVH, WWVB and satellites; Internet
and modem- based time services; and
telephone voice service.

10 watts in, 3kw out

AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

Our grossing product line

B- I500
ti,

TISFACTION GUARANTEED'

If you use any of these NIST services, please
complete the survey by September 30, 2001,
at www.timesurvey.nist.gov

up to 221rw

B-850

up to 930«

B- 150A

Or request aform from
Time & Frequency Survey Request
NIST- Mail Stop 847.40
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80305-3328
Phone: ( 303) 497-5453

to 1750w

B-2000

up lo 165w

B-300A

B-450

up to 500w

10/1000
10 watts tn. 1000w out

B-600
ic,630«

B-1000

up to 1200w

t• me •

330a

erestreene

Phone:- (408) 986 9700

NISI"

Fax:- ( 408) 986 1438

National Institute of Standards and Technology
Technology AdministrotIon, U.S. Deportment of Commerce

THE #1 CHOICE!
• Eliminate flanging ( hollow room) effect
• Eliminate bad room acoustics

AIRcorp 500PH
Microphone Processor

e-mail:- salesgsvpa.com
Website:- www.svpa.com

THE MOST COMPLETE FM
TEST SET AVAILABLE
AND IT'S A GREAT MOD MONITOR TOO!
• complete
proof of
performance
instrument

• Hold absolute levels

• Frequency
agile

•Correct voice symmetry,

• Converts
standard XY
scope into a
spectrum
analyzer

• Front panel input
level select + 4 to - 50 dB
• DE-ESSER designed to protect

•Three section variable

pre-emphasis curves

boost and cut equalization
•Compander/Expander cross coupled

• Simultaneous mic level and line level
outputs

for maximum punch

The QEI Model 691 Modulation Monitor and Test
Package is a high technology precision instrument that
set a new standard for FM performance measurement
tools. We also manufacture a very comprehensive FM
transmitter Line. Contact QEI today and let us put our
innovations to work for your station. Contact our sales
department at 800-334-9154 ( International 856-7282020) or by e-mail at qeisalesagei-broadcast.com.

• Internal 48 Vdc Phantom Supply

• Built-in earphone jack

AIR core

Call your dealer
or call 972-304-0455 or fax: 972-304-0550

eQE!

http://wv^v.qei-broadcast.com
QEI CORPORATION
PO Box 805
Williamstown NJ 08094 USA
800-334-9154\856-728-2020
856-629-1751 Fax

CUSTOM CABINETRY & PREWIRED SYSTEMS
BUILDING STUDIOS FOR OVER 34 YEARS

Q101
CHICAGO

RAM

BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC.
www.ramsyscom.com PHONE: 800-779-7575 FAX: 847-487-2440

'PRODUCT
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Products for Radio Air & Production Studios
Mail info and photos to:

RW Product Guide, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Panduit Catalog Covers
Heat Shrink Line
A new catalog from Panduit Corp. provides detailed information on its heat
shrink and abrasion protection products.
The 60-page color catalog includes asection on each product category: DryShrink, which is heat shrink tubing for general purpose applications; DampShrink heat shrink tubing with an adhesive inner wall for damp locations; and
Wet-Shrink, which is thick-wall heat shrink tubing for wet locations.
Information on each product includes photos, selection tables with tubing part
numbers, available colors, package quantities and dimensional data.
The catalog has atechnical data section that provides specs, test methods and
application information. Nonshrink PVC tubing and such abrasion protection
products as spiral wrapping, grommet edging and corrugated loom tubing are
included as well.
For afree copy of the Panduit catalog #SA101N48F-AIS, contact the company
in Illinois at (866) 405-6662, fax (866) 449-1700 or visit the Web site at
www.panduitcom.

Incredibly Shrinking
Westlake Monitors
Westlake Audio's new two-way Lc4.75 monitor speaker system is the smallest
created by the 30-yearold company.
The Lc4.75 was designed for tracking and mixing studios, audio/video postproduction facilities and mobile units. The reference monitors provide asolution for users working in compact environments who want quality monitors
with high resolution. The Lc4.75 is 5.5 by 12 by 7.25 inches and weighs in at
2pounds.

Velocity Offers
Library Flexibility
FirstCom, a provider of music production libraries, offers approximately
28,000 compositions in avariety of libraries.
Its most recent release, the 10-volume Velocity library (with 10 discs more
to come) is in the contemporary music genre.
The libraries released so far include AltRock, described as guitar-based,
radio- friendly alternative pop/rock; NuSkool Funk, greasy and gritty backdrops for urban tales; Pop Package, polished chart toppers from kid bands and
Latin pop; DramaTronica, heavily dramatic sounds with an electronic influence; GlobalGroove, globally influenced electronica; Metal/RapCore, a potpourri of electronic stylings; and Surf, touted as dramatic, wet and wild, with
too much spring reverb on the guitar.
The libraries are available on CD or as downloads from www.firstcom.com.
For more information contact FirstCom Music Inc. in Dallas at (800) 8588880 or visit the Web site at www.firstcom.com.

Designed for
Broadcasting!
MINI- MIX BA
$2499
List

12 Stereo Inputs
2Dedicated Mikes

2Stereo Outputs
1Mono Output

Service 8, Affordable Quality for Over 28 Years

AUT.I;ILIM
IC C. Me IF" 0

JEL A

1500 Capital Avenue
Plano Texas 75074-8118

7C X 401N

( 972) 424-8585
1-800-327-6901

FAX ( 972) 423-6334
info@autogramcorp.com

The midget monitor offers extensive electromechanical-acoustical dampening and a4- inch woofer with a . 75-inch soft dome tweeter with arated frequency response of 65 Hz to 20 kHz. The monitor sports ahand-built crossover and
point-to-point wiring. Price: $ 899/pair.
For more information contact Westlake Audio in California at (805) 4993686, fax (805)498-2571 or visit the Web at www.westlakeaudio.com.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

imaticairsr
888-7115-2118
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

wwwacousticsfirstcom

Shure M-267 mic mixer, mount,
$300/B0. Al Wodel, ILCC-Telecom,
300 So 113 111 St, Estherville IA
51334. 712-362-7939.
To advertise, call Simone at
703-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail:
smullins@imaspub.com
AUTOMATION

AMPLIFIERS

EQUIPMENT

Want to Buy

Want to Sell

RCA, Altec tube amplifiers &
mixers in any condition, working or
not. Larry Drago, WELI, POB 85,
New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.

Digilink Ill systems (2), complete with
cables & manuals, 3-4 yrs old with
approx 150 hours of storage space.
Call now & make offer. Angie Sugalski,
WCN, POB 444, Spartanburg SC
29304. 888-989-2299.

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell

GUNION'S
TOWER
PAINTING
Get It Done Ri ght!
320-764-2572
Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm @ fiastinet.

LPFM ANTENNAS,

$95!
3db gain single bay
fmbroadcasters.com
Dielectric rotary coax switcher for
1-5/8" line, hardly used, can email
picture, $ 1350/60. Michael Raley,
Bible Broadcasting Network, 704523-5555.

Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

Scott Studios AXS 3station , full
production,
4
studio
automationproduction system in
excellent
condition,
available
immediately, 528,000/BO. Todd
Noordyk, Great Lakes Radio, 2025
US 41 West, Marquette MI 49855.
906-228-6800.
CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
Beaucart stereo play (4), $75 ea. J
Lalino, WLAL, 319 Rt 29, Middleville
NY 13406. 315-891-3110.
Broadcast Electronics 10 spot,
never used, 10 slots, $800/B0. J
Lalino, WLAL, 319 Rt 29, Middleville
NY 13406. 315-891-3110.
Dynamax CTR-33, 3decks, 3play,
1record, $600/130. JLalino, WLAL,
319 Rt 29, Middleville NY 13406.
315-891-3110.
Spotmaster cart winder with deck,
$100. J Lalino, WLAL, 319 Rt 29,
Middleville NY 13406. 315-891-3110.

Atil

nIiire-

AUDIO
PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
dbx 563X single ended noise reduction
(2), $75 ea/$125 both. Phil Cibley, Stucfn
CMusic Leary, 166 E35th St, New Yolk
NY 10016. 212-481-8141.
Radio Design Labs Stick-On
model ST-GCA2, fast gain control
amps, never used (2) w/pwr supply,
$200/10. Al Wodel, ILCC-Telecom,
300 So 18th St, Estherville IA
51334. 712-362-7939.

Radio Systems RS-18 with power
supply in A+ condition, very little
use, extra engraved buttons, lamp &
connectors, $4000. Casey, Iron Dog
Productions, 620-727-1177
Russco 5055 audio board, needs
work, $250. Eric or James, Adelman
Communications, 731 N Balsam
St., Ridgecrest CA 93555. 760-3711700.
Shure M-267, 4 input mike/line
mixer with rackmount accessory,
$225. David Meyer, D. Meyer
Production, 1123 Del Mar, Santa
Barbara CA 93109. 805-962-8273.
Want to Buy
Western Electric 25A. Paying up to
$7500 for this console & always
buying WE mics, tubes, catalogs &
turntables. Larry Drago, WELI, POB
85, New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.
DISCO- PRO
SOUND EQUIP
Want to Sell
dbx 563X single ended noise
reduction unit, half rack spare (2
avail), $75 ea or $ 125/both. Phil
Cibley, Studio C Music, 166 E35th
St, New York NY 10016. 212-4818141.
Want to Buy
RCA on-air lights in any condition,
working or not, will pay best prices
for them. Larry Drago, WELI, POB
85, New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.

COMPLETE
FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
Shively 6810-4RDA FM 4bay full
wave with radomes, 30' long, good
for 98.7 to 102.7 mHz, pole mount,
$5000 FOB Colorado Springs. Jim
Bruneau, KGFT, 6760 Corporate Dr,
#340. Colorado Springs CO 80919.
719-531-5438 x124.

LPB Signature III, 10 channel
board in good condition, picture
available via email. Michael Raley,
Bible
Broadcasting
Network,
Charlotte NC. 704-523-5555.

You Know We Knobs Rad

Dynamax MX Series 10 channel
audio console, good condition, can
email picture, $ 1000/B0. Michael
Raley, Bible Broadcasting Network,
704-523-5555.
Autogram IC- 10, 10 channel
stereo, very good condition, $ 1000.
Tom Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley
Circle, St Marys KS 66536. 785437-6549.
BE 55/50A Series used for light
reeming, can email photo, BO. Michael
Raley, Bible Broadcasting Network,
Charlotte NC. 704-523-5555.
Harris Executive, 10 channel
stereo, $750. Tom Toenjes, KJTY,
6120 Riley Circle, St Marys KS
66536. 785-437-6549.

Neumann, RCA, Shure, AKG,
Beyer & other 1950-1990. Tim
Coffman, 858-571-5031.

Used Mod Monitors, McMartin &
Beier. Many to choose from, tuned
& calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402493-1886.

RCA 44BX
and
RCA 74B
microphones. Our studio used these
in 1943 when Ifirst worked in the
recording business. These would be
mementos. Bob Lindahl, 503-6449643 or bob@webªyosy.net.
RCA 77- DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's. On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-3523456, FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@yahoo.com.
RCA 77DX/44BX. Will pay $ 1000
for these mics. Call anytime. Larry
Drago, WELI, POB 85, New Haven
CT 06501. 203-230-5255.
MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
MYRON BUYAIERSN

E

CO,

new 8. rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Vertex FTH-2009 6 channel VHF 5
watt hand helds with CD4 charger, 5
@ $75 each. Peter Russell, Bowdoin
College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME
04011. 207-725-3066.

Otan MX50 r
r. Dozens that are in
perfect working condition, BO.
Michael Raley, Bible Broadcasting
Network, Charlotte NC. 704-5235555.
Tascam BR-20 r
r recorder in
excellent condition, BO. Bichael
Raley, Bible Broadcasting Network,
Charlotte NC. 704-523-5555.
REMOTE fre
MICROWAVE
Want to Sell

(5161 763-1776

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell

silverlakeaudio.com

BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment

Tanberg 15-21 Series 15 reels (2),
like new, need belts, $50/pair. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.

Silver Lake Audio

View The Latest List On Line Al.
http://www.baycountry.com Or
Call Md We Will Fax It To You.

AIWA AD F1000 stereo, 3 head
Ft/P, $250/80. JLalino, WLAL, 319
Rt 29, Middleville NY 13406. 315891-3110.

Member of BBB

03.9/104.9 combiner filter in good
condition, $8000 value for $1500. Eric
or James, Adelman Communications,
731 N Balsam St., Ridgecrest CA
(3555. 760-371-1700.

Meter for Collins 26U-1 limiter. Tim
Coffman, 858-571-5031.

Want to Buy
TURNTABLES,
612-869-4963.

HI- Fl

TUBES.

Catalogs & literature pertaining to
Pre 1960 radio equipment, tubes,
amps, consoles, etc. Will pay top
dollar for them. Larry Drago, WELI,
POB 85, New Haven CT 06501.
203-230-5255.

WE RENT FOR LESS
Hotlines
Zephyrs

FM Exciters

Nexus

FM

Audio

STI's

Pen Amps
Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get

Digicarts (
2) in very good condition,
used every day, 2Gig hard drives.
There are disk drives in each & 18
disks, $2100/ea or $4000/both
+shpg. Jeff, Faith Cathedral
Fellowship, POB 691, Walterboro
SC 29488. 843-538-3892.

EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Scientific Atlanta AD 4595 satellite
receiver, BO. Lynn Farris, KNEL,
POB 630, Brady TX 76825. 915597-2119.

Midwest Digital Services Inc.
Professional Audio/Video Service
Authorized Service: Sony, Panasonic, Tascam
Repairs for Denon
Sales: Sony, Tascam, Nagra
Specialists in DAT, DTRS, Cl), Retacam, DVCpro & Dvcam
12859 S. Harlem Ave.. Palos Heights, IL 60463
800-809-3309; 708-448-7539; Fax 708-448-7678
midwestdigital@compuserve.cont
midwestdigitalservices.com

Electro Voice RE-20, dynamic mic,
$375. Phil Cibley, Studio C Music,
166 E35th St, New York NY 10016.
212-481-8141.
Want to Buy
GOLDEN MIKE ORIGINAL AWARDS
WANTED. PAYING TOP DOLLAR!
615-352-3456, fax: 615-352-1922,
email: billbiyanbngmt@yahoo.com

te

SCNIS, INC. ( 800) 438-S040
You Know We Know Radio"

SATELLITE

FM 786-513-0812

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Want to Sell

Vertex FTH 7009 6channel UHF 5
watt hand helds with CD4 charger,
can program, 6 @ $75 each. Peter
Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills Hall,
Brunswick ME 04011. 207-7253066.

Marantz PMD-360 for parts, $50.
Peter Russell, Bowdoin College,
Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.
207-725-3066.

RECORDERS

E-mail: infoklibaycountry.corn

Electro Voice model 642 shotgun
cardline, never used, $600/B0. J
Lalino, WLAL, 319 Ftt 29, Middleville
NY 13406. 315-891-3110.

Vertex FTH 7008 16 channel 5watt
UHF hand helds with NC29 charger,
can program, 4 @ $75 each. Peter
Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills Hall,
Brunswick ME 04011. 207-7253066.

Tascam 112 cassette recorder,
$300. Joe James, Santa Fe Voice
Studio, POB 1044, Santa Fe NM
87504. 505-982-4404.

BAY COUNTRY

PROCESSING

MICROPHONES

Want to Sell

Panasonic 3900 DAT recorder with
controller, $ 1000. Joe James, Santa
Fe Voice Studio, POB 1044, Santa
Fe NM 87504. 505-982-4404.

Vertex VX-200 6channel 5watt UHF
hand helds in mint condition with CD4
charger, can program, 2 @ $75 each.
Peter Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills
Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-7253066.

Toll Free: 877-722-1031

Urei, Universal Audio, dbx,
Collins, RCA, Gates. Tim Coffman,
858-571-5031

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS

Nakamichi MR-1 3 head stereo,
like new, $500. JLalino, WLAL, 319
Rt 29, Middleville NY 13406. 315891-3110.

New motors, two boxes, atotal o
19, Oriental motor, Japan S-30
motors, 7.5W 115V 1500/1800 rpm,
$30/all. Will Dougherty, WLD, Music
Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring
MO 63952. 573-998-2681.

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220

CONSOLES
Want to Sell

Want to Sell

LIMITERS/AUDIO
Want to Buy

MONITORS

RCA T7-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Roe.) UM

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

BEE
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SATELLITE EQUIPMENT WTS (cont.)
Wegner DR 185 satellite receivers (2),
BO Lynn Farris, KNEL, ROB 630.
Brady TX 76825. 915-597-2119.
Sedat AD4595 satellite receiver,
excellent condition, $ 1000. Eric or
James, Adelman Communications,
731 N Balsam St., Ridgecrest CA
93555. 760-371-1700.

TAPE S/CARTS/
REELS/CD's
Want to Sell
10" blank reels. Si ea; full reels, $2
ea. J Latino, WLAL, 319 Rt 29.
Middleville NY 13406. 315-891-3110.
Various used carts, $. 50 ea or $2
ea for new. JLatino, WLAL, 319 Rt
29, Middleville NY 13406. 315-8913110.

STATIONS
Want to Sell
Profitable, cash-flowing, AM/FM
stations.
Best small market
anywhere! Limited competition, new
equipment, incredible location!
Family emergency forces sale.
Email: radioonair@aol.com.
AM/FM COMBO in Southwest
Missouri. 25,000 watt FM, 1,000
watt Daytime AM. Owner will carry
note. 417-326-6445.
WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA
FULLTIME AM in small growing
market. Diversified economy.
resort
area
and
college
community. Billed $365,000 last
year. Solid business, same
ownership for over 40 years.
Offered at $450,000. Reasonable
lease/combo operation. Reply to:
Jack Appleton, 135 Mark Trail,
Atlanta
GA
30328.
Email:
jappleto@steelcase.com
or
phone: 404-614-6128.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Ampex 300E vacuum tube voltmeter,
$30. Will Dougherty, WLD, Music
Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring MO
63952 573-998-2681.
Beta Scope non
thickness
gauge.
Dougherty, WLD. Music
Box 1548. Mill Spring
573-998-2681.

destructive
530.
Will
Valley. Rt 1.
MO 63952.

HP 400D (
4) vacuum tube
voltmeters. S40/all: NRI Model 12
vacuum tube voltmeter. S25. Will
Dougherty. WLD. Music Valley. Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.
HP Model 400L vacuum tube
voltmeter, $20. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681.
Motorola Model TA-42, input &
output terminals, T&R 2-25 amp
fuses, 1-15 amp fuse, $30. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.

To advertise, ca
'703-998-7600
ext. 154

SI

Sierra Electronics Corp scope in
metal box, $20. Will Dougherty.
WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548.
Mill Spring MO 63952. 573-9982681.
Standard electrical products,
Type LR-5 "adjust- a-volt" variable
transformer, cable cut, $20. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1.
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.
Supreme Model 574 electronic set
tester in case with manual, $40. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1.
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.
Protek P-3502 spectrum analyzer.
can
email
picture.
S750/BO.
Michael Raley, Bible Broadcasting
Network, 704-523-5555.

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
300W

FM

Harris FM300K Solid State - Single Phase
Harris FM 1K - Single Phase

AM

1996/8 Harris " Gates" 5

FM

1988
1981

5KW

1 KW

5KW

AM

1 KW

FM

1968

Harris FM 1H

5KW

AM

1980
1982

Manis MW5A
Continental 315111

2.5KW

FM

1984

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

10KW

AM

1989

Nautel AMPFET 10, Solid State

2.5KW

FM

1980

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

mw

AM

1986

Harris 61W108

2.5KW

FM

1979

Harris FM 2.5K

50KW

AM

1978

Continental 317C-1

2.5KW
2.4KW

FM

1976 Collins 8310 Single Phase

50KW

AM

1982

Harris MW- 5013

FM

3.8KW

1995 0E1 Quantum
1994 Continental 814J Solid State. Single Phase

Miscellaneous Equipment:

5 KW

FM
FM

1967

Collins 830E

5 KW

FM

1985

BE FM 5A

Belar SCM-1. SCA Monitor

5 KW

FM

1991

BE FM 58

6 KW

FM

1994

Henry 6000D

Moseley TRC-15 Remote w/Hallikainen

10KW

FM

1974

Manis FM1OH/K

25KW

FM

25KW

FM

1980
1982

CSI T•25- F
Harris FM 25K

Moseley TAC 15-A Remove Control System
Delta 4port SW 15/8 mot. 46730E
SCA Generator ( MX- 15 Module)

EXCITERS
Continental 802B

ATI Line Amplifier
Optirnod 8100A ( cards 3thru 9)

Harris MX- 15

TRANSMITTERS

Potomac Ins. AA51 Audio Anyl. lnew1

BE FX 50

Dummy Load. 50W water cooled

BE FX 30

Dur'nmy Load. 2.50W air cooled

Want to Sell

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

AEL FM-25-KE 25KW grounded grid
FM. Continental Communications. 314664-4497. Email: contcomm@fiasttnet.
BE FM- 30, 30KW FM. Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastInet.
Harris MW-50-B 50KW pulse
modulated AM xmtr. Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm @ fiastl.net.
RCA BTF-20-E1 20KW FM with
frequency
synthesized
exciter.
Continental Communications. 314-664,
4497. Email: contcomm@fiastimet

800-441-8454 • 215-938-73)4 e FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

CSI-T-25-A1 25KW early 1980's
model. Good condition, 1140 kHz,
$15,000 or BO. Angie Sugalski,
888-989-2299.
To advertise in

Radio World

transcom@frnamtv.com

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the

call Simone at
703-990-7500, ext. 154 .

CONSULTANTS

broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

VACUUM
CAPACITORS

JENNINGS

ql4iiititiUm E \/AINIS
A

s

s

OC

I

A

t

t

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

Consulting Communications Engineers

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
FCC Applications • Design • Field Engireering • Tower Detuning

•AM-FM-CATV•ITFS-LPTV

Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Pro&

•EMC Test Lab-FCC and Euro

an IEC

EXPERTS IN
-V• DTV Transibon • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

210 S Main St . Thiensville, WI 53092. ( 262) 242.6000, FAX ( 262) 242-6045
http

evansassoc corn

Member AFCCE

T Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants

E-mail: infordowleng.com

8899 Hastings

SI

NE,

1-800-797-1338

PC - SOFTWARE 1

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

AM FM TV Search Programs

•FCC Applicalion, & Editen,
•Experimental Aulhorvalton,
•AM Dirretnxial Antenna,
•High Rime, Antenna Ana>,
•Frequenc,
•Uta, Upgrade,
•511. Application,
• !lun., Inspectron,

FuR Service Finan Allocution to
Operation AWFWTV/AUX Services;

Signa] Mapping-S71. Paths
RFHAZ-US Census PopCount
FAA Tower-Draw Tower

Field Work;Antenna and
Facilities Design
Ove?'

FAX 13011911.S799
5272 Rner Rd. 11460. Bahnds. MD

'dstaweiale
YUlri7

35 years

engineering

and consulting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

t6

}

www.grahambrock.com

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

osso W.dataworld.com

800-368-5754

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.

infoedatam orld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

ALLOCATION STUDIES

MCelenza
Communications Consultants

FIELD WORK ASPECIALITY

TV-$550; LPTV-$550; FM-$250:
AM Freq Searches-Call for quote

•'
V D.recLuL,
nua achustment.
1.1
,,arrernent
proof • I
• .\1)F1AZ neasure
In RADRInn

PurChAseinstaance

Punoses

ELECTROACOUSTICS
OSHA measurements
301-948-3844

Fax 301 330-5565

Applications, Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration,
Field Work Avail

631-928-0077
Fax 631-928-1905

Fax ( 763) 785-4631

Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 763) 783-4113 '.si,,,,

www.sawyer.com
AM-FM-TV-LPTV

Tt 1-301-913-9287

Rwll
&A

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.

FROM STOCK

EMC Test Lab

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering

Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive V
Cectar Falls IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG
MULLANEY ENGINEERING. INC.
Consulting Engineers
-Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analys i
s
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

ti'

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: (760) 438-4759

e-mail: linkestircom.com

web: www.surcorei.com

System One Communications
B'oadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston, Texas

888-625-5649
AM FM

Site Construction
Specialists
Complete Tower Service
Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics
Custom Studio Designs &
Furniture

... ,-•ountry,

FM APPLICATIONS • $ 1,199
Amendments & Upgrades
Field Work • Site Construction
MX Resolutions. Petitions

y

40,

news,

mixed bag...

RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
ops

FM FREQUENCY SEARCH

top

urban, talk, jazz, the classis,

in broadcast equipmert

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@worldnetatt.net

Coverage Maps • $ 39

STUDIO
FURNITURE?

email: mullengrOaol.com

www.mbcradio.org

STURDY CUSTOMIZED

Communications Technologies. Inc.

FASTER___

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757

Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV LPTV
Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

•

P.O. Box 1130, Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: ( 856) 985-0077
Fax: (856)985-8124
Internet: commtechrf.com
•
Clarence M. Beverage
Laura M. Mizrahi

MBC Consulting
(800) 219-7461

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE
•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built- In

4
e\
_
Visit us on the the web at wenv.radlesoll.com
109 West Knapp Ave • Edgewater • FI- • C86)426-252,

SYSTEMS FOR EVERY
NEED AND BUDGET!
WHY PAY ANY MORE?

SPACEWISE
800-775-3660
info@spacewise.com

BEE
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POWER TUBES

TEL: 800-532-6626

REBUILT

Mil: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

WWW.M011CO.COM

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPANOL

TTC XL-1translator, manual receiver
35.5 transmitter 92.7, works but needs
re-capped & AC line cord, $500 firm.
Herman Gibbs, WCWS, College of
Wooster, Box C-3177, Wooster OH
44691. 330-263-2212.

TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
Fax: 905-844-6263
Phone: 905-844-5772
www.hard-to-find.net
ams@hard-to-find.net

Bext 500 watt FM transmitter,
tunable,
excellent
condition,
$4500/firm. Eric or James, Adelman
Communications, 731 N Balsam St.,
Ridgecrest CA 93555. 760-371-1700.

OU ARE

CCA " Lit Rascal" 2500 watt FM
transmitter tuned to 103.9 + 1 for
parts, $2500. Eric or James, Adelman
Communications, 731 N Balsam St.,
Ridgecrest CA 93555.760-371-1700.
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STLls FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
Continental 317B parts. (2) plate
transformers 470V input; various
tubes, inductors & caps. WEVD
Engineering Dept, 333 Seventh
Ave, New York NY. 201-939-4266.
CSI T-20-F, 20 kW FM with exciter,
$7500. Tom Toenjes, KJTY, 6120
Riley Circle, St Marys KS 66536.
785-437-6549.
Harris BC5HB, 5 kW AM in very
good condition on 1410. Can put on
ycur frequency, $4500. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Circle, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-437-6549.
Siel 3000 watt FM transmitter, good
condition, $5000. Eric or James,
Adelman Communications, 731 N
Balsam St., Ridgecrest CA 93555.
760-371-1700.
Collins
828E-1
5kW
AM
transmitter, needs a little work on
RF driver card. Used on- air in
Lexington KY, sounds great,
$10,000. Mike Dempsey, WMJR,
Lexington KY. 859-987-9268.

TUBES
Want to Sell
FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call
Geodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821

EIMAC,
AMPEREX,
ED-COM,
3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 4CX250B,
4CX300A, 4CX1000A, 4CX1500B,
4CX5000A, 4-400C, 811, 833C, ETC
WESTGATE 800-213-4563.

C Electronics Co.
NEW TUBES

VIM9

ERE

TURNTABLES

EMPLOYMENT

Want to Sell
Technics SP- 10 MK II, Bo. JLalino
WLAL, 319 Rt 29, Middleville NY
13406. 315-891-3110.

CHIEF ENGINEER for Entercom
Portland's 6station cluster. Lead
4person engineering and IT dept.
6+ years experience. Strong
technical/managerial
skills,
proficient
with
studio.
transmitter, computer systems,
remote broadcasting, trouble
shooting. Good communicator,
strong people skills. FCC First
Class license preferred. Send
cover letter/resume to: HR —
Entercom, 0700 SW Bancroft St.,
Portland, Oregon 97201. Email:
jcombs@entercom.com. EOE.

Radio Weld.

...and so are the
potential buyers for
your products and
services.
Radio World's
Classifieds section is

W di

agreat place to find
things for your

roadcast Equipme
Exchange

business, and agreat
place for prospects

To advertise.

to find you!

call 703-998-7600. ext. 154.

POSITIONS WANTED

HELP WANTED

To advorteze. call
03-998-7600. eel

COMMONWEALTH
COMMUNICATIONS LLC has an
immediate opening for a qualified
broadcast engineer. Responsibilities
include maintenance of 7 radio
stations in two markets, located 90
miles apart. in beautiful western
Montana. Experience with Audiovautt
automation
system
or
other
computer automation a must
Resumes to: KSIQ, Attn: Dennis
Goodman. PO Box 238, Brawley, CA
92227,
or
fax:
760-344-1763.
Convnonwealth Communications is
an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Rocky Mountain Paradise
Hunting. Fishing, Hiking, Backpacking.
Pikes Peals US Air Force Academy.
Garden of the Gods. US Olympic
Training Center

seeking fulltime Engineer with
minimum 2year AAS degree in

5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor •

Falls Church, VA 22041

PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates
Effective January 1, 2001
lx

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$95

90

85

80

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$80

70

60

50

Distributor Directory

$120

115

110

105

Professional Card

$90

85

80

75

Station/Studio Services

$175

150

125

100

Classified Line Ad

$ 2/word

Blind Box Ad

$ 15 additional

Oklahoma stations: rookie radio
personality with loads of energy.
Experience in on- air, production,
news & sports. Michael, 405-9672769 or oberon2769@hotmail.com.
Recent graduate willing to relocate
anywhere. Love music, willing to
learn everything in radio. Gayle,
405-527-9894 or radioscool.com.
Looking for a Fresh DJ? I'm a
recent
broadcasting
school
graduate & I'm your man! Can do
anything at your station you need
done. Matt, 918-342-1332.

Clear Channel (' obrado Springs

electronics. 3years AM/FM transmitter

Radio World.

Fresh young friendly voice
looking for great hip-hop or top 40
format station. Exciting, motivated
young man, travel negotiable. Call
Greg at 972-218-5170.

experience, good knowledge of analog
& digital audio. thorough RE
knowledge. Must have solid experience
& knowledge of Prophet Systems &
computers to include Windows 2000, 98
& NT server. Mechanical aptitude a
plus. Send resume with references to:
Bruce 13joit, Clear Channel
Communications, 2864 South Circle Dr,
Ste ISO, Colorado Springs CO 80906 or
Email: hrucebjork(eclearchannel cow.

Looking for someone chocked full
of new idead & traditional values?
I'm Terry "The Machine" Smith
looking to take your station to the
top. 817-795-7981.
Motivated, mature & energetic
broadcaster, seeking employment
in radio or television. Willing to
relocate. Call Tracy, 918-406-7183
or 918-245-0458.

EOE. No phone calls!

CUMULUS BROADCASTING has
openings for MARKET ENGINEERS
in several areas of the country. We offer
excellent pay, 401K and Stock Purchase
Plans, great benefits and opportunity for
growth. Qualified candidates will have
knowledge and experience in broadcast
engineering, including transmitter and
studio equipment repair, maintenance
and installation. AM & FM RF
experience is a must. A working
knowledge of computer, server and LAN
systems preferable. FCC General Class
License. SBE Certification or Associates
Degree are minimal requirements. If you
have the technical skills and adesire to
work with professionals, come join the
Cumulus Team. Send resume to: Jon
Piet, 3535 Piedmont Rd, Ste 14, Floor
14, Atlanta GA 30305.

Ready to work! Graduate seeking
position in on- air, news, or
production departments. Willing to
travel. Can work any format.
Landon, 405-275-9552.
Recent American Broadcasting
School grad, new to business but
willing & eager to learn. Proficient in
copywriting, production & on- air
personality. Will travel. Brian, 405601-2487.
Rookie ready to promote your
station & have fun doing it.
Remotes, on- air, production, will
travel. Bobby Black, 405-527-3365
or thebullet5000@aol.com.
Trained but new to the industry.
Will relocate anywhere. Eric 405799-7728.

ADVERTISE YOUR EMPLOYMENT
AD ON OUR WEB SITE FOR
ONLY $2 PER WORDI

Caamee, Ext. 154, Clefied

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR AFULL TWO WEEKS!

Ad Manager, to reserve space in
/mar
the next issue.

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE
BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOME!

We have the alternauves
fur all your needs, at the
lowest pnces. direct from
OUR SIOLXIII

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PRO-TEKA,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595
HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Use your credit card to pay, we
now accept VISA, MASTERCARD

and American Express.

;
11I
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Call Simone for all the details at

703-998-7600. Ext. 154
between 9-5 EST

BEE
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio Wald's Broadcast Equipment Exchange prowdes a FREE
,
service for radio stations only. All other end users will be chamed.This FREE service
does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on a paid basis only. Send your listings to us by filing out
the form below. Please be awwe that iflakes one month for listings to appear. The listings run for two consecutive isi.ues
And must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Pease print and include
all information:

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
U Yes
u No
Signature

Date

Contact Name _
Title
Company/Station

53

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

38

AEQ

48

Air Corp

16

Armstrong Transmitters

46

ATI

WEBSITE URL
www.henryeng.com
See ad for contact information
www.armstrongtx.com
www.atiguys.com

6

Audio Precision

56

Audioarts/Wheatstone

Zip Code

46

Audion Labs

Telephone

55

Auditronics/VVheatstone

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can
participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display
advertising are available on aper word or per inch basis.

49

Autogram Corporation

44

Avcom-Ramsey Technologies

30

BALSYS

43

Belar

www.belar.com

10

Bext

www.bext.com

23

Bradley Broadcast

32

Broadcast Richardson

11

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

44

Broadcast Tools

28, 29

BSW

Address
City/State

WTS J WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price

WTS J WTB —I Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS U WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

_Model:

Price:

WTS LI WTB U Category: _
Make:
Brief Description:

Model.

Price:

WTS J WTB J Category:
MaKe:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price: _

WTS J WTB J Category: _
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Prise.

WTS U WTB U Category: _
Make:
Brief Description

Model

Price:

WTS U WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model

Price: _

Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Fails Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 •

Fax: 703-998-2966

4

Burk Technology

44

Circuit Werkes

www.audioprecision.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.voxpro.net
www.auditronics.com
www.autogramcorp.com
www.highpowerfm.com
www.balsys.com

www.bradleybroadcast.com
www.broadcast-richardson.com
www.bsiusa.com
www.broadcasttools.com
www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
www.circuitwerkes.com

7

Comrex

26

Crown Broadcast

www.comrex.com

15

ENCO Systems

40

ER I

46

Excalibur Electronics

30

Ghostwriters

44

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

www.gorman-redlich.com

30

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

1

Harris

www.harris.com

31

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

17

Henry Engineering

14

Inovonics

www.crownbroadcast.com
www.enco.com
www.eriinc.com
See ad for contact information
www.radio-mall.com

www.henryeng.com
www.inovon.com

37

Inovonics

44

J Squared Technical Service

20

Kintronic Labs

21

Klotz Digital AG

www.klotzdigital.com

46

Mager Systems

www.magersystems.com

25

MediaTouch

48

National Institute of Standards and Technology

44

Nott Ltd.

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

19

Orban

22

Prime Image

48

QEI

18

Radio Design Labs ( RDL)

5

Radio Systems

12

Radiosoft

48

RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.

3

S.C.M.S.

8

Scott Studios

48

Silicon Valley Power

www.inovon.com
jsquared@cdsnet.net
www.kintronic.com

www.imediatouch.com
www.timesurvey.nist.gov
www.nottltd.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.orban.com
www.primeimageinc.com
www.qei-broadcast.com
www.rdlnet.com
www.radiosystems.com
www.radiosoft.com
www.ramsyscom.com
www.scmsinc.com
www.scottstudios.com
www.svpa.com

14

Sine Systems

30

Sound Ideas

44

Studio Technology

41

Syntrillium Software

13

Telos Systems

www.zephyr.com

35

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

33

Waves, Inc.

2

Wheatstone

49

Woodline Furniture

www.sinesystems.com
www.mixmusiclibrary.com
www.studiotechnology.com
www.syntrillium.com

www.mmorstream.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.woodlinefumiture.com
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OPINION

Radio World

• READER 'S
Tleline
We here at TieLine thank you for including the new TieLine i
Mix on page 53 in the
Sept. 1Buyer's Guide. However, I'd like to
correct your contact information.

F O RUM •

SBE,

While Darren Levy is indeed the person
to contact in Australia, anyone in the United
States and Canada should contact me, Kevin
Webb, at (888) 211-6989 or (317) 259-8000.
The fax number is (317) 259-8040 and our
mailing address is TieLine America, 5555 N.
Tacoma Ave., Suite # 101, Indianapolis, IN
46220. Our Web site is www.tieline.com, email sales@ buytieline.com.
We look forward to answering anyone's
questions on the full TieLine product line.
Kevin Webb
General Manager
Tieline America
Indianapolis

Mangled lyrics
In arecent article by Al Peterson (July 18,
"Fish Are Gonna What in Your Bed?") you
left out amisunderstood lyric that actually
saw the song banned after listeners' complaints in some instances.

Write to Us
RADIO WORLD
READER'S

FORUM

P.O. Box 1214
Falls Church, VA 22041
radioworld@ imaspub.com

"Once aMarine, always aMarine."
Troy Pennington gets achance to prove the adage
as he assumes the role of president of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers.
The long-time engineer and Vietnam War veteran
was elected to the post this summer; he will be
inducted this week during the SBE's national meeting in Verona, N.Y., held in conjunction with the
Central New York SBE Regional Convention.
We're tempted here to paint mental pictures of Pennington the Marine taking up
the leadership banner, charging up the engineering hill, leading his troops forward in
the face of fue from futuristic technical challenges and cold-hearted group owners.
But in truth, the handover of the post from Andy Butler is more like achange of
command on asunlit parade ground.
Pennington, aCertified Senior Radio Engineer and Senior Member of the SBE,
takes the presidency at an intriguing time in its evolution. The organization recently
has enjoyed membership growth. It has found higher visibility, launched asuccessful new computer certification program, operated in the black and avoided fee
increases.
Thanks to consolidation, its members often can now be found making important
technical decisions at the suitand-tie level of billion-dollar public companies.
Not bad for abunch of engineers — you know, those techies that everyone
assumes are just getting gray and dwindling away into retirement.
The SBE does face challenges. As Butler himself wrote in Radio World last
month, many radio groups no longer pay for professional activities such as SBE
board service. That alone is an obstacle to developing future leaders.
More broadly, engineers continue to be underpaid and underappreciated. The
demands on their time are excessive. Their role in the new media age is unclear.
And yes, we still worry where the next generation of engineers will come from.
But Troy Pennington is an exemplary spokesman for broadcast engineers — semperfi, always faithful to his industry and colleagues.
He is along-time member of Chapter 68 in Birmingham, Ala.; co-chair of the
state's emergency communications committee; and amember of the President's
National Advisory Council on EAS and the SBE Certification Committee. He has
been an SBE board member, director, treasurer and vice president, and we're
pleased to note that his byline has appeared in the pages of Radio World as well.
Like any good Marine, he is always on the job. Oh, yes — by day, he is chief
engineer for Cox stations W'ZZK(FM), WODL(FM) and WRLR(FM).
Also elected were Raymond Benedict as vice president; Keith Kintner as secretary; and John Batson as treasurer, along with six new board members: Ralph
Beaver, William Denne, Donald Driskell, Clay Freinwald, R.J. Russell and Conrad
Trautmann HI. Seven other board members continue their service.
The society is in good hands. Congratulations to Pennington and his colleagues.

Always

Petula Clark's "Don't Sleep in the
Subway" contains the line "Take off your
coat my love and close the door?' Thousands
of people misunderstood the line to be the
more racy "Take off your clothes my love
and close the door."
As abig Pet Clark fan, Iremember full
well the discussions in print and on radio
about the R-rated version of the song.
(Remember, it was the ' 60s after all.)
Roger Harris
General Manager
KADA-AM/FM
Ada, Olda.

Faithful

BBC in the USA

TieLine iMix

September 12, 2001

Although BBC frequencies to North
America have been dropped (and Radio
Netherlands took the opportunity to immediately jump in on those frequencies), BBC
can still be heard on afew frequencies
beamed to the "Americas" in English (RW,
July 18, "BBC Fans Suffer SW
Withdrawal").
During the day, 17840 MHz ( from
Antigua) is still working for me from 1400
through 1700 GMT signoff. Afternoons, I
use BBC service to Africa from Ascension
Island, 21470 MHz from 1700-1900 GMT,
then 17830 MHz from 1900-2100.
At night, 5975 MHz ( from Antigua)
ranges from fair to good from 2100 through
0500 GMT, or try 12095 MHz ( from
Ascension Island) from 2100 through morning ( at 0300 GMT it switches to the
European stream from Cyprus, then the
U.K.), and lastly try 9915 MHz (from the
U.K.) from 0000 through 0300 GMT. The
last two sound weaker in the Midwest.
To me it is inconsiderate for Americans to
complain of service cuts to the United
States. If the BBC has to cut service, Iwould
rather they do it in our direction rather than
cutting service to the people in Africa and
Asia who may have no other means for true
world news other than the BBC via shortwave.
If you haven't listened to BBC, try it It's
interesting to hear world news without the
U.S. slant, especially their views on U.S.
news stories, like our president backing out
of the Kyoto agreement and "violating the
(Anti Ballistic Missile) ban treaty" with his
recent missile defense tests.
It really showcases our government's
defiant arrogance and disregard for world
opinion. You come to understand why
Americans are sometimes not held in the

— RW
highest regard in other parts of the world.
For those interested, there is an excellent
monthly publication called Monitoring
Times that covers monitoring. It has an
extensive shortwave station guide. For information, go to www.grove-ent.com.
Gary Timm
Broadcast Engineer
WT'MJ(AM)/WK77(FM)
Milwaukee

Antique lamps and tubes
Ithought your readers might like to
know about aWeb site dedicated to antique
lamps and tubes.
This link goes right to the radio tube

page. They're generally pre- 1930:
www.bulbcollectorcom/radio_tubes.html
Also check out the Web site index page
for radio tubes and the other resources on
that site.
The president pro tem of the Tube
Collectors Association (go to www.tubecollectors.org) is apoint of contact for readers
to unload some of their spares that would
otherwise get tossed.
Contact Al Jones (WIITX) at (707)
464-6470, via e-mail to alk6dia@gte.net,
or via snail mail to Tube Collectors
Association Inc., P.O. Box 1181, Medford,
OR 97501.
Phil Wells, MCSE
Giant Step Enterprises
San Diego
r
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AUDIDARTS DIGITAL D27 o

The D-70 digital console from AUDIOARTS not

With a compact, tabletop- mount footprint and a

only utilizes the latest in digital technology and chip

modular rear connector system that utilizes plug-in

sets, it can be ordered with a serial interface that lets

submodules for easy analog- to- digital field switches, the D-70 can be

it integrate with most popular automation systems and

configured onsite quickly and easily. On the functional side, fullscale

station routers; it even
has WHEATSTONE's
exclusive VDIPTM software system.
Plug-in modules
let you have any com-
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metering, LED illumination every-
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where, built-in machine interface,
automatic timer and clock ( stand-

or digital line inputs,

alone or ESE slave) all come standard, along with separate source se-

and the 4 stereo bus-

lection for control room and studio

ses give you plenty of

plus built in talkback. You can even
order the D-70 console with a SUPERPHONE module to support two callers with au-

bination of mic, analog

flexibility ( each has
both digital and analog
outputs). With sample
rate conversion on all

WHEATSTONE'S VDIPTM Virtual
Dipswitch Software lets you configure D-70 input channels with a
laptop computer. Once configured console runs stand-alone.

digital inputs plus selectable console clock rates of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz ( and
an optional external house sync) the D-70 can fit right
in with all your facility's present equipment.

tel 252-638-7000/www wheatstone,com/sales@wheatstone.com
copyright

2001 by Wheatstone Corporation

tomatic digitally generated mix- minus. Both digital and
analog line selector panels are also available.

THE D-70 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
—benefit from VVHEATSTONE's experience—
at an AUDIOARTS price!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

